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Per “Neko”.
No.781. c0. %,///„„,
Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Despatch no.550 on 

the 6th Feb., of no. 550 l/2'(which should have been numbered 551) 

on the 11th id., and of no. 551 on' the- 05 th id., the duplicate hav
ing arrived from Montevideo on the 17th. It is unnecessary to 

send duplicates via Sandy Point to be posted in Montevideo,as 

the Pacific boat carries the mail on, and the instructions on
this head were intended to refer to the direct mail only.

2. Desp. 550-2. The owner of the Whalers has accepted the 

drafts,and I have asked him if we could make arrangements for
coaling,but he says that the matter is left in the hahds of the#
Captains, so it is to be hoped that you have been able by a con
cession in price to get off a good quantity.

3. Par. 3. We hear that the coal by the Edith Ruth Waldron v/as 

on account of Spearing & Waldron.
4. Par.4. The A/Sales you ask for are enclosed.

Par.5. David Smith’s piano,in the absence of instructions
to the contrary,was insured,as all outward goods are,F.P.A 

there would be no claim in any case.
Par.6. The Board are sorry to hear that Paulini has met 

with an accident that has caused him such serious injury,and,al
though under the circumstances he has no legal claim upon us,you 

are desired to treat him in a liberal manner, and if he has lost 

time through the accident you are at liberty to give him in the 

way of a compassionate allowance,explaining to him that it is 

so,a sum equal to the amount of his wages,or anything that in 

your discretion you may consider suitable. This,you will Under
stand, is in consideration of the large family that he has to 

support.
7. Par.7.

the terms proposed.

Par.8. You must always make what 
necessary for getting our wool forward 

A.E.Baillon, Esq.,

Manager,

5.
., so

6.

You are at liberty to renew Noble’s agreement on

8. arrangements you consider 

as quickly as possible;

Stanley.
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but I must point out to you that this does not necessarily en
tail keeping the North Arm shed clear, as circumstances may arise 

under which you may find it desirable to let a quantity accumu
late up to the storage capacity of the shed for the purpose of 

taking away a large quantity at one time,and it was for this 

reason that the addition to the shed was built a year or two 

ago.
9. Par.9. The Board are not disposed to make any alteration 

in the terms arranged on this side with Mr.W.3.Waldron,either as 

regards the interest or the usance. Oh looking at the account, 
it shows that the advances are nearly all in the shape of cash, 
the store business being inconsiderable,and the produce of the 

farm going direct to Mr.Waldron. It therefore amounts to our 

financing Mr.Waldron without any security whatever,and the con
ditions have not changed since the arrangement was made in Lon
don. It apparently suits him,or he would make other arrangements 

for cash,and I believe that I am right in saying that he gets 

the money he requires on easier terms than he would in any other 

Colony. If he desires to make any other proposal it is open to 

him to do so here.
10. Par.10. Your remarks on the Old Kensington’s account are 

noted, and I am glad to say that the draft has been accepted.
Par.11. Regarding the question of the Customs Officer,it 

is doubtful whether the letter to which you refer is sufficient 

warrant for declining to pay for the officer’s services, if they 

are forced on the vessel, But I think that at least part if not 
the whole of the charge is a legitimate one on the vessel,not 

the consignees,as they will have produced their invoices,and 

what the Governor wishes to prevent is smuggling on the part of 

the Master as much as anything. And if it is necessary to pay 

for the consignees the charge should be fairly divided between 

all v/hd) have dutiable goods on board.

11.

12. 2nd desp.-15. The loss of rams is much to be regretted, 

but we are well covered by insurance.
13, Par.11. The mail tables were not printed,as there was de

lay in getting the P.S.N.tables.
II. Par.12. Insurances are noted,but some of them seem to be 

under the real values,Bonner’s for instance. As to the Lively
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Island insurance, the explanation seerns to he that the xirst lot 

was insured at £30 per hale,supposing that that was the proper 

proportion of the whole shipment which we were instructed to co- 

for £3200,that the second lot was done at the same rate,and 

actually realized here nearly as much, and then the third'was done 

in the same way, hut in the mean time the market ho.d fallen. There 

is no douht,I suppose,that the clip from the Island turned out 
much more than was expected,and in such a case, we assume that we 

are right in altering figures in order to protect our clients*2- 
interests. The system of insuring by the hale will remove dif
ficulties of this kind.

15. Desp.551-5. You will have already heard that the German 

Consulate has been given to you,and you 'will recognize in this 

the fulfilment of Mr.Staude’s promise not to let Schlottfeldt 

have it in the face of the objections that I stated against it.
16. It really matters very little about coal; we do not make 

a fortune out of it,and,as you say,the extra cartage is against 

those who buy outside of us. As to Townsend and the other' cater
ers for the publie favour, it is a matter of indifference to us; 
we have met opposition before and beaten it off,and as long as 

we retain the esteem and confidence of the sheepfarmers,the 

tail part of our business is not of overpowering consequence; 
you may see people starting with a great flourish,but they will 
soon find that the credit that they have to give 'will tell heav
ily against them in the long run. I may point out that as the 

coal for which orders appear to have been booked will most like
ly be shipped from London,it will not be of the quality that 

send direct from the Tyne. Morton has been spoken to before this 

as to supplying small consumers,but he will do it,and unfortun
ately there is no house of equal standing to whom we can go in—

What Lazar says is nonsense,and like his impertinence.
What Can he know about it?

n
y/ /***/ I went some time ago closely into the question of boiling

down at Goose Green, and carne to the conclusion that we could not, 

do it for less than we were charging. If sheep go 251bs.each,the

ver

re-

we

stead.
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cost of the casks, reckoning them to weigh 500 Its.and. to be 

worth at least 15/. each, will be 9d.a head, then I think the kil
ling is 3d,labour hanging,drying,and baling skins 6d,proportion 

of expenses boiling down 3d,and peat cutting,wear and tear of 

machinery,and labour shipping tallow and skins another 3d,leav
ing only 3d profit. If you can see any error in these calcula
tions you must say so; but I think that considering that the ex
penses of the place,including the Engineer’s and Cooper’s wages 

are going on all the year round they are moderate, in fact, I am 

- almost inclined to think that our own sheep cost us every penny 

of the amount charged others.
18. Par.11. It is questionable whether the expense of sup

plying materials for a tramway will not exceed the value of the 

salvage of wood when recovered. The cost of rails alone would be 

from £200 to £300. Is it not possible to do something with sled
ges and horses?

19, Par,13. I have spoken to both Mr.Dean and his son as to 

Mrs,Hansen’s business, but as you remark it i-s a matter that more 

immediately concerns them,and I only enclose a rough memorandum 

that the former gave me,and I believe that one of them will 
write to Mrs,Hansen on the subject.

20. Same par. The Board regret that you should have made an 

ent^y.intended to deceive the Government as to the shipment of 

sealskins,and consider that such a proceeding cannot be defend
ed; it is, in fact, punishable under the Customs Ordinance, and it 

i-s much to be regretted that you should have taken a step that 

may lead to our entries being doubted in future.
21, The report that the Dentist and the Watchmaker are about 

to enter the lusts against us is not disturbing. Probably they 

will bear in mind the saying, “Ne sutor ultra crepidam”,and be 

wise in time. We do not wish to boast as to our position;but the 

fact is that in case of any serious opposition being started, 

which, by the bye, wi-ll cost the parties to it a good many thou
sand pounds before they can come up to a level with us as re

gards plant,buildings,and conveniences of every kind, we shall 
always have our farm profits to fall back upon,and should be 

prepared to run the Store at unremunerative rates as long as 

necessary. In fact we are in a position to draw the teeth of- the 

Dentist,and knock the Watchmaker out of time. The question of
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the frontage is a different matter, and in the .event of any pro
posal being made to sell land opposite our ground on the front 

road,you must protest against it,and point out that when the 

frontages were sold in 1885 (?) the purchasers were strictly 

limited to those parts that were opposite their own lands on the 

plan of the town,and-that consequently Messrs.Dean were not al
lowed to come in front of us,although Mr.George Dean considered 

that he was hardly used in having his limits so circumscribed.
No sale of water frontage was provided for in the original plan 

of the town,and the owners of front lots may,with reason, protest 

against any curtailment of their view, I think that you might 
get thi-s point set right whatever may have happened, it will be 

useful in the future.
22. Pear. 15. It has always been the custom to pass the dis

counts received to a separate account here,but when they are- ta
ken off the invoices they are allowed to go. It seems that Bass 

& Co.have only once deducted the discount from their invoices.
23. Par.16. Most certainly the coasting policy does not cover 

risks across to the coast of Patagonia.
2&. Par.21. You do not appear to see the point of our remarks 

as to the passages of Kyle. We are not liable to our men for any 

money payment in lieu of passages,and although they would have, 
no doUbt, cost £100 by Kosmos,the passages themselves were not 
claimed, and then again you might,if they had been,have sent them
by sailing vessel,which would have cost a good deal less.
25. Par.26. We have heard nothing from the Colonial Office 

the hulk question,and certainly shall not raise it ourselves. 

26. Par.27.

on

I have sent four ventilators as requested,but 

there were none in the list for drawing in fresh air,and it 

seems that such a contrivance Ean hardly be necessary,as the 

heat of the shop itself must draw in the colder air from the
There are plenty of good inlets of considerable size in 

the building,and I remember several alterations being made for 

the comfort of the workmen. Although we shall be glad to do any

thing in reason for their comfort,is it not possible that they

outside.



are inclined to be just a little too faddy,and to forget that a 

Blacksmith’s trade is not a cool one?
27. Par.28. You have already been informed that you will have 

to charter in Montevideo for the tallow this year,and I have 

lately written to Humphreys that I think that the ship should be 

at the Islands' by the end of April at the latest. I suppose that 

the work at Goose Green will be over by the middle of May,and it 

is necessary this year to get the tallow home as soon as possi
ble, as the price has gone up considerably,and it is impossible 

to foretell how long the rise will last. In order to assist Mr.
Nichol’s judgment as to how many sheep to boil down this season 

you
I sent him a telegram “ Impiangere Nichol Divagaste Majeza Win- 

tericht Lumineux” on the 21th ult. Since then the price has giv
en way a little. As it may be found desirable to sell the tallow 

either at Havre,Liverpool,or London the ship is to be chartered 

to call at Falmouth for orders.
28. Par.29. Leather for covering the chairs is sent from Ma

ple’s, and I have had a black skin hearthrug enclosed,which will 
be suitable for your carpet. As to the couch,it is covered with 

some other kind of stuff,and perhaps you can find something 

suitable in the store,if not let me know. I hope that you will 
be able to get the chair covers put on properly.

Par.30. The Board have read the letters resigning the 

Commissions as Magistrates of yourself and others,and while 

pathising with the feelings that have prompted the movement 
sider that it was premature,and that it is open to the objection 

that it was on personal grounds. However it is satisfactory to 

be able to report that the C.O.have instructed the Governor to 

restore the old Commission,and not to issue a new one,so that 

they must be fully aware of the Governor’s offensive conduct 
throughout. This decision seems to afford another proof that the 

authorities are anxious to restore harmony in the Colony.
30. Par.31. It is to be hoped that Mr.Kirwan will have taken 

the passage offered to him,and cleared out of the hodse 

make room for Mr.Harding,who goes out by this opportunity. If he 

should have elected to remain in the Colony,you must understand 

that the Board would not allow hirn any compensation in lieu of 

the passages to which he is entitled. It is unfortunate that it 

is not possible,without raising a disturbance,to bring him to

29.

sym-
con-

so as to
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book for his treachery.
Par.33. We are not disposed to spend any large sum of 

money on the Wasp,as you have already been told, and owing to the 

boiler being too large in diameter to pass through the hatchway 

taking it out would lead to great expense if done with the in
tention of replacing the hatches and deck as before. But it has 

been suggested to me,and I have referred to Mr.Sage on the point

.

31.

as to its practicability, which he admits, that the boiler might 
be knocked to pieces on board,and removed piecemeal. This would, 

doubt,be a tedious job,as a large number of rivets would have 

to corne out, but the expense would be nothing in comparison with 

that of tearing the boat to pieces. Then we could supply a boil
er of less diameter,and perhaps make a serviceable boat of her 

after all. I well remember the enormous expense we went to in 

1884 or 5 over that boiler,and the enormous- amount of work that 

had to be done before it could be got down, and afterwards,in 

fact you might see it for yourself by looking up the old wages 

lists. Perhaps you could get some enterprising man to take the 

job of breaking up the boiler by contract.- We will not,unless 

this can be done at no very great expense go into the matter of 

supplying a new boiler. As to the Sissie,the last time you wrote 

about her you said that Noble was of opinion that a new engine 

was not necessary as yet,if certain repairs could be done, and in 

any case Mr.Sage says that the particulars sent over are insuf
ficient upon for the purpose of ordering a new one. I am going 

to find out the name of the builder,and get from him what Mr. 
Sage wants.

no

32. Would it be possible to bring off the cou'p of persuading 

the Government to sell the Customs shed? I understand that it
has not been begun yet,and if you could persuade Mr.Melville 

that it is really not necessary,no doubt you or Mr.Nichol could 

find a use for it.
33. For your information X must tell you that the Underwri

ters have been much dissatisfied with the large amount of sal
vage demanded on the Dennis Drundit,and point out that in 

case
every

you should endeavour to get it fixed as low as possible,for
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although,where our schooners are in it,we may gain a temporary 

advantage,we shall lose in the long- run through rates being put 
up against us.

34. We have contracted to build a steel barqu'entine to re
place the Orissa,and I enclose specification and plans,which 

will be interesting both to you and to our workmen. She is to be 

built by A.Mc.Millan & Sons of Dumbarton, and is to be delivered 

by the 1st of July.
35. Have you been able to arrange to sell the Bridge from 

Harpers to the North Camp people for the Arroyo Malo? I think 

you said something about their using the Dennis Brundit for the 

purpose,but you might point out to them that by the time that 

they have broken her up they will find her a dear bridge.
36. Have you done anything towards putting up the new jetty 

at Stanley? I hope that you are having every care taken of the 

materials,particularly the prepared piles,for there was just the 

right ntlmber sent out, and we do not v/ant to send any more. I 

know how apt our men are to take things for other purposes that 

are not immediately required.
37. I have had some correspondence with Messrs Cooper about

%yj(?•
the 300 cases of their dip that sent otvt on consignment some 

years ago,and about which nothing seems to have been reported.
I find on referring to the outward despatch 747-7 that 100 

of these were ordered to be supplied to Holmested & Blake, and if 

this was done they ought to have been paid for long ago. I have 

sent Coopers a cheque for 100 cases,and asked them to wait for 

your report as to the disposal of the others. I see that I said 

in two of my despatches from Stanley that I thought that it 

would take some time to sell them.
38. With the duplicate of the despatch from Montevideo there 

no copy of the statement,and at least one cheque was pre
sented and paid without advice. With a more trustworthy clerk
I hops? that these irregularities will not occrir.

cases

was

39. There is an order for 6 doz. cheque books, which I 

means of 50 each,and even this
suppose

seems a great number as compared 

with the list of our clients. lit the case of people who are mak
ing use of us as Bankers for their own convenience,would it not 
have been better at the first to have charged them with the cost 
of these, 5A a book I am told?
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40. Mr.Dean asks me to say that in every case when you send
him his account, he wants a copy of the Store bill as well. He re 

marks that you charge a great deal too much for some of the 

supplies,and instances no.4 canvas sold to the Chance at 2/. 

yard,costing less than half. He says that he does not mind 

ing a fair price,but thinks that over 100% is too stiff.

per

Pay-
Some

o± the prices are based,I believe,on the cost many years ago, and 

may be reduced with advantage,.for you must bear in mind 

is not good policy to drive people to import their 

Mr.Dean has also mentioned that he wishes

that it
own stores.

41. you to send
home his tallow by steam if there is a chance,when it has ar
rived in Stanley too late to come by sailing vessel. There is
some there now,which might have been sold to 

lately if it had been here.
great advantage

42. A third message from Mr. Dean is that he wi-shes 

that the representative of Mrs.Williams
you to see

applies to the Oovern-

name. 

your
attention to the same thing. I understand that the lease expires 

in February next year.

ment for a renewal of. the lease of Weddell Island in her 

I have lately seen Mrs. Willfoms,who has asked me to call

43. I have left to the last the matter of the 

including the Board’

In my last despatch I informed

land question 

s reply to your despatches 550-12 and 551-

you that the C.O.were sending 

in the absence of 

now send you a copy of a letter received from

the official instructions

12,

out Mr.Melville to administer the government
the governor, and I 

Mr.Wingfield,enclosing extracts from 

given to him. fou will see that,while they keep to the point of 

desiring to test the demand for land by putting 

for sale,the instructions 

and that they are desirous of 

little interference with existing interests

up $ mix 11 blocks 

are framed in a conciliatory spirit, asi 
carrying out their wishes with as 

as possible, I may 

on the proposal to 

so valuable to Cameron and C'reen- 

the selections are in

mention that they have put their foot down 

take away the land that is 

shields,and tell Mr.Melville that some
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cases made without due regard for the interests of others. I am 

sure that you will find that Mr.Melville is desirous of smooth
ing down all the trouble caused by the Governor’s proceedings, 
and that the land question is in a fair way of being settled,
The Board have very fully discussed the matter of the reserves; 
of course they recognize that the move is only taken for the 

purpose of annoying us,but unless the unheard of step were taken 

of encouraging the starting of a public house there,which we are 

quite sure would be scouted by a Government pledged to local 
option, there i-s no other way in which they would do us any per
manent harm. T,Ve have therefore decided to do more than the Gov
ernor asks,.and hand over for the use of the Government the two 

sections at Fitzroy and Bluff Cove,which we have been trying to 

get Capt.Packe to take for the last two years. In a letter late
ly received from him he positively declines to have anything to 

do with them,and therefore we feel quite free to act,knowing 

that their occupation by outsiders will be more prejudicial to 

him than to us. If anything were needed to confirm us in this 

step it is the fact lately reported by Mr.Nichol that we have 

lost 10# of the sheep on "those sections since shearing. I will 
write more full'jy to Mr Nichol on this subject, but may mention 

here that it will be necessary to arrange with the Administrator 

that they are not to be given up until after shearing,and 

one would be likely to wish to start there after July,there will 
probably be no difficulty about this, in view of his instructions 

to make things as easy as possible. There is a freehold on each

as no

section,which you will find has been allocated,and perhaps it 

will be possible to find Mr.Bailey’s survey marks.
Nichol must make arrangements as to*details, but I may suggest 
that it may be found desirable not to give these

You and Mr,

up,but to re-
tain them for the purpose of keeping pens for enclosing our 

sheep on the way into Stanley. You will find copies of the des
criptions of the freeholds in the Grant Book at Government Of
fice, I think, or at 

them.
any rate there- will be some means of tracing 

I know that the Fitzroy house stands■on the freehold,but 

I am inclined to think that the other is at or near Garden Point 
was. The grant was made out to J.M.Dean 

was a conveyance to us when I took over the sec-

where the old settlement
& Son, and there
tion from them. If I am right about the locality of the free
hold, I think that the best thing to do will be to ask leave to
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exchange it for a piece of equal size taking in the fluff Cove 

house and pens. I do not know'whether there are any other pens 

on either of the sections,but if there are,and they can be disp
ensed with,it may be better to take them away,so as not to leave 

more improvements than can be helped for the new comer or com
ers, but let them start as every one else has had to do. The 

Board hope that MrMelville will see that we are not desirous of 

offering any unnecessary opposition to the Government on this 

question,and that he will consequently meet us in a fair spirit. 

Copy of the last letter to the Colonial Office is enclosed.
I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Per Neko. 

No.783,
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yz". ra■ Srs/AutvzYt ? A>uY/iaJ (OC/w/utYszy/.Sir,
closing" my despatch for this mail, your no.552 per H*M.S 

Magpie has arrived.
2 I regret to hear that the stowing- of the Concord was not 

quite satisfactory, a good deal of trouble was taken about it 

here, and I thought that every thing was all right,
3. The matter of the resignations is one into which it'i-s 

unnecessary to go any further, as instructions have been sent out 
by the Colonial Office closing the matter. Tt will be rather a 

good thing if the Governor amuses himself with it until he goes, 
as he will probably not have time to appoint a nev7 Commission.
I may, however, remark that he has no- right to attempt to. bring 

the Company’s name into it,as you hold your appointment,not as 

our Manager,but as a private resident in Stanley.
/ J s.

Par.8. You will have heard before this that no intermediate

Since

4.,
steamer was going to Stanley in April,and 1 hope that you will 
have sent at least the duplicates-of the accounts by the Sandy 

Point route; they have never been later thou the February mail 
before, and we want them as soon as we can get them to incorpor
ate them in our books. You should not allow for the mail not 
catching the Pacific steamer1 at Sandy Point, as it often liappes 

that through bad weather on the coast the homeward bound steam
ers ore several days late.’

4. Par. 9. The low freight is, of course., only a catch, and done
for effect, for no oae can pretend that it is possible to take 

wool across,tranship it,and carry it all the way by steam- for 

30/,a ton. This reminds me that I have heard that when Spear
ing tried to get the whole of the farmers to' ship' through him- by 

promising freights at 40/. it was intended that as sonn as he
got the trade into his own hands to raise the rates.

Par.10. We shall be glad to hear any facts as to the ru
moured opposition,but you might spare us the gassy utterances 

of a Yankee dentist and the unintelligent babble of the public 

A.'E.Baillon, Esq.,

Manager,

5.

Stanley.
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houses,which is what|tliese portentous rumours probably ojmount to. 

They get carried from one to another, and are sure to grow as 

they circulate. At present we can only see the prospect,at no 

distant-time,of picking up a tug-boat cheap. When any serious \ 

attack is made we shall be prepared to meet it. Pe'rhaps the de
parture of the Governor will be a blow to the promoters. At all 
events it is your cue to cultivate the most friendly relations
with the new Administrator, and I hope that you will be 

ful in so doing. Tlie sayings and doings of James Smith are be
neath contempt. It is no matter to Lloyds’ how long ships are 

kept,but it is more to the point that the Old Kensington has 

arrived safely at San Francisco,of which we have just heard from 

the Owners,who have taken up the bill under discount. At the 

same time r wish it were possible to do things a little faster, 

and in view of the Dentist’s brag you might talk seriously to 

Diggs and Johnson on the subject.
I am,Sir,

success-

your obedient s-ervant,>

Managing Director.
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Per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon.*
S/fNo.783. March, AS'.9Z‘v £/S'/f V/ .

e. r. /y

• /yc/M/zccu //:Sir,
I last wrote you on the 13th inst., no. 782, and have since rec

eived your no.553 in duplicate,which arrived on the 28th inst. 

through Genoa. This is a case in which there has been a distinct 

gain in sending advance letters to be forwarded from Sandy Point 

by a steamer anticipating the regular boat, but it should only be 

done when you have confidence that the person in charge of them 

has intelligence enough to despatch them properly.
2.553-2. You give yourself unnecessary concern about the non

arrival of an intermediate boat; no sale has been lost and no 

harm has been done,and therefore there is no need to send in a 

protest to the head office in Hamburg.* From your own showing,it 

seems that you are at least partly to blame in the matter, for 

you do not show that distinct orders were given to Mr.Schlott- 

feldt,in fact you say that you have steadfastly refused to give 

him anything in writing. In the absence of any explanation of 

your reason, it seems singular that you should not have done 

knowing that he is shifty and deceitful; if you put a thing- down 

in black and white there is no getting over it afterwards,and 

you should bring yourself to see that the practice of conducting 

business on viva voce principles is not one to be cultivated 

without risk.

so,

3.-Par.5. It is rather singular that you have not heard from 

the German Government about your appointment, which you have 

probably seen gazetted in the Times.
-1-. -Par. 8. You shall have the most energetic support in the 

matter of Mr.Schlottfeldt*s hostility; I have already writteh to 

say tliat I hope to see Mr.Staude in London this 

matters of importance to talk
ing to him to writing on this subject, 

fairly remonstrate with the

spring,as I have 

over with liim, and I prefer speak—
I tliink that you might

man himself, and point out that as he

our intervention onhas kept his position in the Islands through 

behalf of his Company last year, it is nothing short of scandal
ous that he sliould now be siding* with our enemies, and that he

A.E.Baillon, Esq 

Manager,
•»

Stanley.
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cannot expect lii-s Company to support 2iim in suc2i conduct as he 

seems to have been guilty of/ The relations between the head of
fices are most harmonious; we believe that they do better for us 

than any other line would, and we desire to see that the repre
sentatives of the Companies keep,as far as business is concern
ed, on good terms, and tiiat no feelings of private hostility in
terfere with the mutually satisfactory relations that exist on 

this side.
5. -Par.10. If you will point out any account sales that 2iave 

not been sent out,they shall be supplied; but I am informed that 

it is the practice to send everything, and it is impossible to 

know to what you are alluding.
6. -Par.11. Insurances are noted.
7. -Par.12. It was understood that Mr lake was to bear his 

proportion of all the charges on the slieep, and so the cost of 

Holmes’s passage was divided; but considering the great assist
ance on the voyage for which we are indebted to him,you 

thori-zed, without hesitation, to credit him with'the amount of

• w

are au-

which he complains. As to Holmes being of little or no use,Mr. 
flake wrote to me from St.Vincent,“Scotty is splendid with the 

sheep, and spends his wliole day attending to them, 2ie i-s far bet
ter than any Scotch shep2ierd would have been.” T do not see how 

it is possible to reconcile t2ii-s with what 
8.-Par.13.

you now say.
You will find references to the sealskins per Den

nis Brundrit in remarks on accounts in despatches 7-18 and 75-1, in
reply to some queries t2iat I sent on the subject.'The information- 

sent from here was wrong as regards the weight of Hansen's lot, 

and it can only be settled by giving Mrs.Hansen t2ie proportion
of t2ie proceeds t2iat Iiers bears to t2ie w2iole, as t2ie skins were
mixed up, and sold aljtoget2ier‘.For tlii-s purpose I enclose A/sales, 

w2ilc2i you must deal wit2i by passing t2ie amount to lier credit and 

debiting the account t2iat liad credit for them.
9.-Par.16. W2ien tlie despatc2i arrives I will go into t2ie ques

tion of Carcass Island.

10.-Par.17. From tlii-s side t2ie J.P.question looks like a tem
pest in a teapot; but if it serves to keep the Governor from 

other mischief,it will answer its purpose.

From what you say it looks 

would end in laughing gas; but until t2ie enclosures

11.-Par.18,
as if the dental firm

to w2iic2i you
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refer come to hand, we shall he in suspense as to Whether the 

eminent practitioner has left the Colony without paying his 

debts.

r

12. -Par. 19. It i-s to he regretted that your dealings with Mr. 
Kirwan appear to he still taking a conversational form, and we

only impress upon you the necessity of at once having every
thing in writing. I have been told that he is to he Secretary of 

the new firm,if it comes into existence;hut as far as we are 

concerned with him we are not obliged to wait his convenience on 

the subject of the passage,and if,after being allowed time to 

make up his mind and pack up*, he declines to go, we are clear of 

all responsibility. Remember that his agreement says “forthwith'/ 

and that on receipt of his six months’ pay he will be out of our 

service.
13. -Par.20. It is necessary to draw your attention to the

can

fact that the year’s accounts have been sent,without fail,until 
this year by the February mail, and that this departure from the 

usual custom is one that will be more honoured in the breach thai^ 

the observance in future. 'Under the special circumstances it 

would not be right to censure you too severely over this, as 

do not suppose that Mr.Kirwan has exerted himself' too much this 

time; but we are disappointed, and hope that it will not occur 

again. We sent the completed accounts on the 2nd February,1883, 
and in other years had them ready before the' middle of the 

month,so that,unless you slacked off in hopes of sending by the 

intermediate steamer which did not call,we can see no reason for 

such an Unusual delay.

Some tallow was sold on account of 

evidently shipped by some of the sellers of 

gist. I think that you might point out to these

we

14-. our clients last week, 
mutton to tiie Hen- 

people that in
similar cases Holmested & Blake and Bertrand, if not others,have
arranged to send the tallow to 

JB.AP,and JF.
our consignment. The marks were

15.It is reported in the Times that the “Royal Arthur”,the 

new flagship for the Pacific,is to call at Stanley. If you have



r

4
not sold, all the Sabino’s coal, I hope that you will find this an 

opportunity of disposing of the balance, and if there is any hes
itation on the part of the Captain, do not let a matter of a few 

shillings in the price stand in the way. The coal cost us very 

little, and a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. As soon 

as you are able to give us an opinion as to the fitness of the 

Sabino for sending home we shall be glad;
X am told that we should be able to get a good price for her.

16. In the invoice of Mr.Felton’s wood shipped by “Neko”the 

charge for lighterage seemed very high,and I complained to the 

suppliers a.bout it. They replied that it was perfectly true, but 
that they could have shipped ten times the quantity for the same 

money,as it had to go to Tilbury by water,and the land carriage 

would have been even more. However,they agreed to reduce the 

charge by one half,which,they say,leaves them no profit on the 

transaction. For such a small quantity surely Mr.Felton could, 
arrange to buy from you on terms that would cost him as little?

17. With regard to what you say as to the supposed, attack 

upon you in the matter of Lloyds’ AgencyyweK cannot*'hut regret 

that the Governor, who after is supposed to be an English gentle
man, should so far have forgotten his obligations as such,and 

what is due from Her Majesty’s representative in the way of 

strict impartiality to all under his rule, as to act as lie has 

done, and. we must deprecate most strongly the fact that he,as 

Governor,should not only have lent himself to a conspiracy to 

injure you in the execution of your duties as Lloyds’ Agent,but 
that lie should, have been guilty of conduct distinctly discourt
eous to this Corporation from the very beginning to the end of

if she were here now

his administration. X do not think that you need be alarmed on 

the subject of this attack; I shall be sure to hear of it if 

anything is done, and with the powerful influence which v/e shall 
be able to bring to bear against it there will be rro fear of its 

succeeding. We are the only people in the place sufficiently 

respectable to be entrusted with the agency,and we are suffic
iently useful to Lloyds’ on this side in the way of providing
them v/ith information ter averse to any change.

render them 
X am, Sir-,

your obedient servant,

Man aging Direct o r.
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k Per “Osiris” direct.
6/r
-y9th May,No. 784. /&.9 3 •WtS.C -'T&rh. 

E. ('.

' /is //{/,///, /- /)/y /,,/j S’■ //

Sir,

Your despatch no.554 per “Tanis” arrived on the 14th ult.,and 

I now reply to your remarks on the year’s accounts.
While the Board are pleased to see such a good profit result

ing from the year’s operations,there are certain details in the 

accounts that call for examination and criticism.
Increase in profit over 1891 is not as great as it appears, 

for there was a quantity of produce belonging to the latter year
that was realized too late to come into the Stanley accounts,and 

consequently,when this is allowed for,there is practically lit
tle difference.

Farm account does not show the steady increase claimed for 

it,for when this produce is deducted the profit is actually 

less,notwithstanding that the total realization of produce 

£1938 more than in 1891. This would appear to show that there 

has been an increase in the working expenses,and an explanation 

on the point would be desirable; it is hoped that it is due to 

some exceptional circumstance,and not the result of more lavish 

expenditure. It is not a fact that prices of wool were higher 

than in 1891,the fact being that both in weight of fleece 

price there was a falling off. The sheepskins shipped in Novem
ber always come into the following year,so there is nothing ex
ceptional about them.

Store.

was

and

The profit shown is satisfactory,especially having 

gard to what you say about the absence of 

that the detailed accounts of stock

re-
coal sales. We hope

are on the way. 
It is necessary to point out that theBuildings. expenditure

under this head has been far greater than was anticipated,and 

must be regarded as excessive.
years 1886/90 

years £790.1/

without some good explanation it
The average expenses on repairs during the five
were £481.5.4,while you have spent in the last two 

and £1135.2.8 respectively. You say that all the buildings in

A.E.Baillon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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Stanley are now in a thorough state of repair; but will you 

state which of them were so much out of repair as to cause such 

an unusual expenditure upon them? The new house for the Black- 

smith has cost altogether too much,being,with £157 charged last 

year,£1057 in all. We wish to house all our men well; but you 

must look upon £500 as the limit to be expended upon any one 

house,and the outlay on this one is altogether too extravagant. 
It is difficult,in fact,to see where the money has gone,and it 

raises the idea that possibly the- materials and labour,after 

all,have not amounted to the sum charged,but that a portion of 

the general expenditure upon buildings may have been.added Po 

it,so as to reduce the sum that has been spent on this account 
during the year,and thus reduce the amount to be written off to 

Profit and Loss in your books. This is,however,only a surmise, 
and we should like to have a detailed account of this building, 

so as to see how the money has gone. I may mention that last 

year we wrote off at once £700 from the £1407 charged for 

buildings, and that this time Chaplin's house is reduced to the 

value of £500 in the year’s balance sheet,so that if there is

new

any idea of bolstering up the profits by over valuations, it is a 

mistaken one. With regard to the addition to the Blacksmith’s 

shop,costing £800, please give particulars, and explain how it is 

that a building that cost £900 in 1889 now requires an outlay of 

nearly as much again, in addition to £250 spent upon it in 1890.
A much stricter supervision must in future be exercised by 

over the expenditure,and you must carefully.scrutinize all 
quests made to you for repairs or additions before sanctioning 

them.

you
re-

-~££-k.erest—ond .Commission account. If you will examine your ex
planation about the falling off in this account,you will see 

that as the whole of the Old Kensington’s account passed through 

the books during 1892,the return of half the commission cannot
affect the account,as it would have done if the whole had been 

credited in 1891 and half returned in 1892. As -a fact,the com
mission earned on ships in 1892 exceeded that of 1891 

£128.
by over

Company’s Shinning.' & Schooners. This is satisfactory as re
gards the former, and the schooners ’ accounts'might have legitim
ately been increased by at least a moderate estimate of the sal-



not able to settle the affair 

done,the earnings of the Hornet would 

But it does not signify,

corning to them, if you werevage
right off. Had this been 

have been higher than for many years, 
as the profit will be shown in the present year’s accounts.

Sabino’s coal account. I am afraid that owing to your anxiety
to show a favourable return of this venture, you have consider
ably over-valued the stock remaining on hand,and consequently 

arrived at a profit that cannot be regarded as correct. There 

is,in fact, no doubt of it,for,according to your returns,which 

show sales to the amount of 682 tons,there could only have been 

1133 tons left onboard,if I am right in putting down the orig
inal quantity at 1815 tons. The cargo cost £2000, and,allowing 

£30 for the value of 30 tons of pig iron,the 1815 tons cost 
£1970,or 21/3 per ton. Bearing in mind that you* were fold to es
timate the cost of stock carefully,the proper way would have 

been to write off 5<$, or 56 tons for waste, and then value the 

balance, 1077 tons at 21/.per ton,which,with the 30 tons pig 

iron,would have brought out the stock on hand at £1160.17/. in
stead of £1710, the amount stated,which on the face of it is ab
surd. This reduces the profit on the account to £617.18.9,and 

you have to erase the error,and alter you Profit and Loss state
ment according to directions sent with this. In connection with 

this,I must point out that it is not the desire of the Board 

that you should in any case strain the profits unduly,an in
stance of which may be found in your having charged other 

branches of the Establishment 60/.for coals,which 

to the Kosmos Co.at 35/. 
have charged the Establishment.

*?e are selling 

and to the Admiralty at less than you
In such cases our own property 

nation treatment.
It is satisfactory to see that some of the 

accounts which were looked upon as rather shaky have been 

duced in amount; but you will readily understand that

should always receive the most favoured
Sundry Debtors.

re-
it is not

in all cases an unmixed advantage to see large balances standing 

to the credit of our constituents, 

best are those in which it is
The accounts which pay us 

year's
to be covered by the fol-

the practise to draw the
profits regularly,and receive advances 

lowing clip; but how these accounts are administered is a matter 

exercise any control.

from the foregoing re-

over which we cannot pretend to

Generally speaking,you will understand



mmarks that,while the Directors are always prepared to expend 

money liberally in case of need, and wish to do all that can rea
sonably be expected of them in advancing the moral and material 
welfare of their servants,they are resolutely opposed,whatever 

the profits of the Company may be,to waste of any description. 

You are to bear in mind that the position of the Company is suf
ficiently assured to cause them to set their faces against the 

declaration of any profit which is not thoroughly genuine,and* so 

it should be your care to see that valuations made are strictly 

correct, leaning rather in cases of doubt to depreciation in pre
ference to inflation of the profits. And you must not forget 

that any statements and figures that you may send home will al
ways be subjected to a rigorous examination, and that you should 

therefore avoid advancing any that cannot be supported.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

'A
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Per Osiris direct.

//. 23rd May,'&/VS. ■’j-vJI.
E. C. 6

- '^c/fyas/zc^ r ./4t

No.785.
r

Sir,
My last despatch was dated the 30th March, via Sandy Point,and 

I have since received your no.555 per Tanis and 556 per H.M.S. 
Sirius,which arrived on the 14th and 25th ult.respectively.

2. 555-1. The tallow market dropped for a time as suddenly as 

it rose,but is now looking firmer with advancing prices,so we 

may yet do well with this year’s shipment. From what you say 

about the Concord,it seems as if you might do better than char
tering in Montevideo, and if so you are quite open to make any 

arrangement you please with the Captain,as I have been careful 
not to compromise you with Humphreys as regards a charter in 

Montevideo. Possibly,in consideration of the unfortunate accid
ent to the Castalia,reported in you/telegram which we received 

on the 4th inst.,you may have found it desirable to make a spe
cial charter with Capt.Olsen to bring in some of the distant 

wool while he is waiting for the tallow. The Concord is,of 

course,too large for us,but probably he would be glad to take a 

moderate freight per ton,in preference to coming home in-bal
last.

3. Par.2. The peculiar way of dealing with our mails at Sandy 

Point was a common occurrence years ago,and the probability 

is that the drunken postmaster who used to be there has
s ome

returned
to his duties, 

and an enquiry is promised. 
4. Par.4.

I have written to the Post office on the subject,

There ought not to have been any difficulty in set
tling with the crews of the schooners engaged in wrecking the
Dennis Erundrit; from your account the two vessels seem to have
made a great deal of money,and you had better settle liberally 
with all. Me.Lauchlen ought to have £100,and you might pay the 

pay,according to what you think 

were worth,which you can judge better than

men concerned double or treble 

their services we can
on this side. If men were actually engaged at 6/. a day, without 

any promise of a share in the salvage,I do not think that they

A.E.BailIon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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are, strictly speaking,entitled to anything, though they would he 

if they were on ordinary articles; however, y<?u need .not let this 

stand in the way,but pay them well for the work they did. I
should advise you to keep to yourself the sum that you pay Me. 
Lauchlen, or the two Captains may be inclined to press for more 

than you ought to give them. You might divide a sum up to £200 

or £300, and be sure when you pay the money that you get receipts 

stating what it is for,so that you may have no after claims. The 

balance will remain to be divided between the two schooners, and, 
unless you see a better way,T should divide it according to the 

time each was employed on the salvage. There is no doubt that 

the Underwriters have some reason to complain of the 

cost of this salvage,and,as I have said before,we may have some 

difficulty in doing our insurances at all in consequence. One 

third, or even one fourth would have been amjble.
5.Par.5. Humphreys & Co.write that they have received partic

ulars from you of the vessel required,but are unable to find one 

at present. I do not understand why you ask for one to be down

enormous

at the end of the boiling down season, instead of having her on 

the spot when it is half over. Assuming that the work begins in
March,surely there would have been no risk in asking for her at 

the end of April-, seeing that a ship sent down never arrives as 

soon as she is expected,and even if she did,there would be a
month’s tallow or more to go on with. To have her arrive after
the tallow is all ready seems an unnecessary waste of time.

6.Par.6. Your remarks about Kirwan have been read 

ed,and really there is not much to
and approv-

say except that we may con- 

a scoundrel. In pay- 

account of his guarantee,you ought to have

gratulate ourselves upon having got rid of
ing him the £10 on
remembered that as we are actually out of pocket over his salary 

up to the end of August, he had no reason for fcthe|request he 

made, and with which you complied, but,no doubt,it escaped 

attention at the momentr Yon have taken quite, the
your

. correct line
with regard to his 

to Mr.Staude, who will take 

feldt may play with regard to this 

It is very much to be hoped that

passage money,and I have told the whole story
care that no tricks that Mr.Schlott-

matter will prejudice us. 
sooner or later everthing will 

more so because it will 

As to Foster,we may safely 

you have not managed

come out about his treachery,still 
promise the Governor 

leave him to work

com-
so completely, 

out his own exposure, if
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I have taken care to tellto let drop what yon know about him. 
all to R.Goss, who goes out by this mail,so I fully expect that
if Foster keeps his ears open,he will hear something not to his 

advantage. With regard to his£ assertion that he was going to 

communicate with a Director of this Company,the whole of the 

Board disclaim the honour of his acquaintance. The letter to you 

is insolent in the extreme; you should have no hesitation in 

dealing with such a man in the most summary way,and had you giv
en him an hour to settle the account under pain of being summon
ed for it, you would have done quite. right. With such people al
ways carry things with a high hand. If either Foster or Kirwan 

has any account open with the Company,close it at once,and de
cline all further credit. The Board appreciate the assistance 

rendered to you by Mr.Spearman,and in connection with this,I 

have to remark that they have no desire that you should be over
worked, or find it necessary to prolong your office hours beyond 

what is reasonable. It has appeared at times lately that you 

have been subjected to an unnecessarily severe strain,and if by 

retaining Mr.Spearman in the office you can lighten your own la
bours you are quite at liberty to do so.

7.Par.8. The Board have been disappointed in not selling a 

quantity of coal to the Whalers; I wrote to Mr.Kinnes to enquire 

why such a small quantity had been taken,and was informed by him 

that the price was prohibitive,and that several of the Captains 

had complained of the exorbitant charges in Stanley. You would 

have exercised better judgment if you had ascertained what price 

would have tempted them, and then let a quantity go,for at the 

cost to us you could have made a fairly good profit at much less 

than 55/.and we should have known sooner what to do with the 

ship. Always remember that a bird in the hand is worth two in 

the bush,and that,in our position,it is not well to let an im
pression get abroad among shipping people that we put on the 

screw too much.
8. Par.9. The amount to be charged for Mrs.Dale’ s passage was

mentioned to you so that you could include it in his 

the time; but under the circumstances the Board
account at

are happy to
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waive it,having been anxious to do something towards assisting 

in lightening the expense incurred by Dr.Dale,if an application 

had come before them to which they could have acceded.
9.Par.11. If the wrong freight was charged to Weddell Island 

you must make it right in your books by retransferring the dif
ference.

10. Par.13. I enclose copies of some letters on the subject 

of the jetty, from which you will learn that the Colonial Office 

have decided the question in our favour,and appear to have ig
nored the very absurd report made by Captain Lang". It is a pity 

that the Snowsquall is opening out,I am afraid that you have al
lowed the beams to be cut,which would have the effect you men
tion. You must try to make her as little unsightly as you can, 
would it be quite out^of the question razing,her to low water 

mark, and not make any use of her at all for fastening the string
ers of the jetty? If you could plant piles or a crate in her 

bottom or through her you would hardly want the enormously long 

pieces,which as I understand it are intended to pass over her 

altogether. The matter must be left to your judgment,assisted by 

Biggs, as I do not understand the position sufficiently upon your 

explanation to give any advice. The wood asked for goes out on 

the deck of this steamer, and all I can say is that,as it will in 

any case be a costly affair, you must be careful not to spend any 

more than you fin§ absolutely necessary to make a good and per
manent job of it.

11. Par.14. I wrote to Mr.Wingfield last month asking whether 

the matter of Carcass Island would be left for the decision of 

Mr.Melville,as in that case it would have not been necessary to 

trouble him about it; but having waited for more than three 

weeks without receiving an answer,I wrote again,enclosing a copy 

of the Counsel’s opinion on the right to- take seal in the open 

season,and also sent a copy of all the correspondence and docu
ments to a Member of Parliament,who is acquainted with Mr.Blake, 
and I am glad to say that he has written promising his active 

assistance,so I have done all that I can in the interests of 

Mrs.Hansen.

12. 556-3. We. hear that owing to a breakdown on the West Coast 
it will be impossible to send an extra steamer before the May 

boat; these accidents cannot be prevented, and probably owing to
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the former. Yon say that he is hostile, attepts to injure ns, 
persistently works against ns,that he and the Governor are in
separable, yon are “convinced’’ of this, and feel certain*’ of that, 

bnt yon give no proofs of what yon allege,and yon must not for
get that an ounce of fact is worth a ton of theory. However we 

made out the best case we could to Mr.Stande,and his agent will 
certainly be told that the retention of his place depends upon 

his behaviour. We have one fact against him of which the most 
has been made,that is the disgraceful way in which he treated 

the passengers who had engaged berths long before it wqs known 

that the Governor was going by the Tanis. About this Mr.Stande 

has promised to make the strictest enquiry.
19. Mrs.Bonner was in London some weeks ago,and I advised her 

to have some furniture she was buying at Maple’s sent to your 

care, so that it can be forwarded by the first chance to her son.
At the recent wool-sales we got very good prices again, 

and so far our average has been higher than since 1884.
21. The Governor arrived by the Tanis; it is hardly necessary 

to mention that he has not honoured us with a visit,and,on our 

part, we are not consumed with a desire to meet him. It is under
stood to be unlikely that he will return to the Colony,but I 

cannot at present speak with any certainty on the subject.
22. If you have not already sent off the indents for 

stituents for shipment by our new vessel,do not fail to get them 

forward without any delay. If they are here in time,I hope to 

despatch her earlier than usual,so that she may have time to 

bring in one cargo of wool from North Arm for the January mail.
It has been decided that she is to be called the Thetis.

I have been in treaty for a Blacksmith from the Clyde,where

20.

our con-

23.

Captain Patmore is superintending the building of the Thetis, but 
it has fallen through. I hope,however, to be more successful be
fore the ship is finished. You do not state where you intend to 

house him,and if you have to build you are not to put up another 

thousand pound house. What arrangement have you made about trans 

ferring' F.Hardy to Cressard’s house, or for dropping the payment 
of rent for the cottage he was living in before you had another 

to offer him? Could it not be arranged,if you want more houses

for our men,to make or two dwellings in the block of Marmontone
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the Castalia’s misfortune it may relieve you of some embarrass
ment..

r_

15. In case of -having any large ships’ accounts in future•it 

will be better to make up the amount by drawing several bills, 

none of which should be for more than £2000. The Old Kensing
ton’s might have very well been divided into four.'

14. I have seen Messrs.Sage Sc Sons about the -Sissie, and they 

have given a rough drawing upon which they wish marked all the 

dimensions and particulars they ask for,and this must be done 

very accurately,or there may be trouble in future.. When you re
turn this we shall decide what to do.

You will observe from some of the account-sales sent with 

this that the valuations given by you for insurance are in sev
eral cases absurdly low, and in case of an accident the owners 

will very much regret it. When it is left to us we take the val
ue of last year’s bales in

15.

every case,and allow a fair margin, 
having regard to the state and prospects of the market. In some 

instances the wool has realized nearly double the amount it was
insured for;

16.We have chartered the Jonas Lie for coals out from the
Tyne towards the end of next month, 
coal you ask for,but rather

She will have the Brancepeth
more,as there is some advantage to 

be gained by increasing the quantity. It is also stipulated that 

ohe is to carry a certain quantity of measurement cargo if re
quired, as your order for sheep-dip may be home in time, and there 

is always a difficulty about this.
17.On the 11th October you were instructed to ask the Govern- 

a general order to get silver from thement formally to give us 

Mint when we want it. 

to ask for it,and if refused
All that was necessary for you to do was

we should have known what to do. We
are now patiently awaiting this order.

18.Referring to your despatch 553-8,on the subject of Mr. 
Schlottfeldt’s alleged hostility to us, 
and informed him of what

we have seen Mr.Staude, 
you say,but I am bound to point out to 

may be founded on fact,are 

any distinct charge1 upon against

you that your complaints,though they
too vague and shadowy to form
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'would be too far
for any of the men working at the East Store,but would do for 

some of the others.
23. Since beginning thi-s despatch I have received a letter 

from Mr. Strachey, M. P. for South Somerset, telling rne that he has 

seen Mr.Buxton about Mrs.Hansen’s affairs. He says that from 

what he can gather the difficulty is not about the lease or the 

killing of seals,but that a cargo of skins was shipped without 

declaring them,and that this has raised another' question. He 

adds that Mr.Buxton is not at all unfavourable to Mrs.Hansen,and 

you will therefore see that if things go against her it will be 

due to the ill-considered step you took in making an incorrect 

declaration,and ought to serve as a warning that anything you do 

either on our behalf or anyone else’s should be capable of 

standing the closest inspection,'
I am', Sir,

your obedient servant,

' 7Managing Director.
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Per Supplementary mail via Lisbon.
S/

No.736. 10th June,3.

Sir

My last despatch went per “0siris”on the 23rd ult.,and I have 

since received yoiir no. 557, which came to hand on the 29th ult., 

as well as your telegram -Herodot Spottpreis -which arrived on 

the 26th.
2.-557-2. We are much concerned to hear of the serious accid

ent to the Castalia,but gratified to find,as was at once guessed, 
that it was no fault of Capt.Rowlands*,to whom please convey our 

very sincere regrets,with the assurance that we know that he did
all that lay in his power to avert the catastrophe. We can say 

little more about it until we know whether she can be rendered
serviceable again or not; but I may mention that we have had the
Zelia offered to us by Mr.Townsend for £1000,which,considering 

her age,is probably a great deal too much,as well 
by Inman,of the same

as the Ianira,
age,and said to be the sister ship of the 

If it unfortunately turns out thatCastalia. the latter is a to-
fta oss,wire in as few words 

Zelia,if you think it should be 

Captain Rowlands is willing, send him 

he can select and fit 

stands to reason that

as possible what you think of the
entertained at all,or,if not,and 

home at our expense,so that 

out the schooner to replace her,for it
a schooner we must have,and one got ready 

every chance of being more

He mu'st bring home

under his superintendence would have 
usefulfthan if he were not at hand to advise.

i
the chronometer, and in any case it will be a useful guide if you

If a total loss,be sure that allsend the Castalia’s inventory.
the papers are strictly in order, 

culty in settling with the Underwriters.
so that we may have no diffi-

3.Par.3. Mr.Kinnes has sent a cheque for the Diana* 

The Board has decided to do 

and alterations to the Allen Oardiner

s account, 
necessary repairs 

for a small trifle

4. Par.4. the

over
certified accounts the Society 

payments shown in your journal

cost price,and in the absence of 

has accepted a draft for the cash

A.E.BailIon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



entries,leaving the balance of the account to be adjusted when 

the vouchers arrive. It is the desire of the Society that the 

accounts shall be settled as nearly as possible quarterly,and 

for this purpose I have asked the Secretary to instruct the lo
cal Superintendent to certify to them when sent out by you, in- 

stead of waiting for his visit to Stanley. I apprehend that the 

reason for the long intervals has been that you have not had an 

opportunity of seeing Mr.Whaits. The Secretary mentions a credit 

that should have been given for some potatoes,that do not appear 

to have been dealt with yet in your books.
5. Par.5. The two title deeds are to be sent home to be placed 

with the others at our Bankers’.
6. Par.6. The Whale produce shall be insured,but is not Mr. 

Waldron taking rather a hopeful view of its value?.
7. Par.7. You will have heard before this reaches you that 

the license given to Luchtenborg is to be cancelled,and the mon
ey returned. I enclose some correspondence on the sub ject, whi-ch 

did not reach me in time for transmission by last mail. It was 

remarked at the Board that although you did not, as you say, make 

a false entry of the sealskins, you ran very near the wind in 

having them described on the Bill of Lading as hides, and not
withstanding that the Bill of Lading was made out with the con
currence of Mr.Schlottfeldt,the fact does not clear you of the 

attempt to mislead the Government' by concealing the fact that 

the sealskins had actually been shipped,but only shows that you
had him in the same boat with yourself. It was an error of judg
ment, and there is no more to be said about it; 

casion, should, it occur,the right way would be to brazen it out, 
and to hold the Government responsible for any damage or loss 

caused by their illegal action.'

on a similar oc-

8. 8 & 23. The Board are quite satisfied with the correspond
ence with Kirwan,and do not anticipate any further trouble with 

him,as he has undoubtedly forfeited his passage. With regard to 

your remark that you could not give him his salary in writing,I 

have to point out that it would have been better to pay him the 

salary and write him a letter at the same time clearly expres
sing the terms of his dismissal; * had this been done the fact 

would have been on record in case of any after proceedings, 
though it does not appear that anything of the 

crop up.
sort is likely to
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to await with patience the 

connection with the land question; I should
9. Par.10. It will be necessary

course of events in 

think that the lessees will be inclined to ask leave to defer
replying to the circular until the effect of the surrender of 

bog made by Captain Packe and others is seen; for if those 

blocks are not snatched up,probably the Administrator will be 

able to say fairly that the demand has been exaggerated, and that 

it is not necessary to take land which is not wanted. Every one 

knows,as a matter of course,how hollow the agitation is,and that 

you are right in saying that these small blocks cannot possibly 

pay; it could be seen at once on reference to Bender’s account, 
for instance,and he has always had peculiar ppportunities as a 

sheep-stealer that would not be possessed by anyone farther from 

Stanley.
10. Par.18. In further reference to the Bill of Lading for 

Sealskins, we should like to know whether the entry was not made 

as usual shortly after the departure of the steamer,but with the 

value left to be entered after realization? This used to be the 

course pursued invariably,and in case anything more should be 

said about it by the Colonial Office,it is desirable that we 

should be possessed of all the facts.
11. Par.20.We shall not feel easy until we hear that Mr.Hum

phreys has succeeded in chartering a vessel,as he wrote lately 

that he feared that it could not be done,but would wire in a few 

days if unsuccessful; 
has found one.

this he has not done, so we hope that he 

The date you give for the ending of the boiling-
down season condemns your idea as to the time she should be at 

the Islands,for if all the tallow was to be ready soon after the 

middle of May,the end of April would not have been too soon to
have her in Stanley. 

12. Par.23. Once more referring to Kirwan,do not let an op
portunity escape you of bringing out everything that has hither
to been kept quiet, especially if you can manage to compromise
Goldsworthy. For instance,you might,possibly,be able to fing 

that the latter had information that 

that page in the letter book that had been

out
he could only have got from 

torn out and replac
ed.

13. Par.25. The question of buying the Customs shed 

considering; find out what Mr.Melville
is worth

wants for it,confer with 

done with it,get,if you can,an ofMr.Nichol as to what could be



fer to be submitted to the Board, and we will decide whether it 

is worth while eens accepting it. You might fairly point out to 

Mr.Melville that abandoning the idea of having a Custom House 

through which all goods have to pass will avert unpleasantness 

in the future,for the position that we should take, in the event
of Sir R.Goldsworthy’s intentions being carried out,would be

%
that we spent £2000 in the purchase of the jetties,which 

understood at the time to be used mainly for the purpose of 

landing our goods direct from the steamers,after passing inspec
tion on board,and that the Government,after taking our money, 
could never be so dishonest as to deprive us of the privilege 

that we bought so dearly; they would,in fact,lay themselves open 

to a charge of obtaining money under false pretences.
14. Par.26. We know nothing of the result of the salvage of 

the St.Mary and Concordia; but would like,as mentioned before,to 

see the former out of the books. Was there not a fair amount of 

salvage on her?
15. Par. 3 o.

were

If I had known about Goss’s proceedings I might 
not have let him have the advance he asked for before leaving; 
but he showed me Dean Brandon’s receipt for £400 left in his 

hands, and as a large customer of ours I thought it right to ob
lige him. I am, even now,in doubt whether it would have been pol
itic in the long run to refuse; we know that people- who come- 
home always take something out with them to help to pay the ex
penses of their trip,and Goss is no exception. If people have 

the money, we are not in a position to take exception to anything 

As to prices,the matter is in your own hands,and 

you should insist upon controlling them; you know as well as I

of the sort.

do that our excellent man,Turner,is saturated with the narrowest
and pettiest shopkeeping spirit,and there can be no wonder, if 

pricing is entirely left in his hands,at people complaining 

things being too high,or at an increase of personal importations 

and small Storekeepers. Prices in these times should be cut as 

close as possible,and then the general public will be less in
clined to import for themselves. The Stanley busines in itself 

is not large at any time,and you can easily have a general revi
sion of prices that will knock the heads off the mushroom 

that seem to be sprouting up on all sides.

of

Stores

16.Par.32. I mentioned,writing from memory,that the Kosmos



haa had a breakdown on the West Coast; I should have said that 

through political complications the steamer had been so much de
layed as to prevent her being in time to go to Stanley. Your re
mark that the Kosrnos Company have “played us the same trick 

to oe deprecated; they might just as well say that we had played 

them a trick by stranding the Castalia on Weddell Island. As to 

the mails via Sandy Point,I will give you some facts for your 

own consideration. The Kosmos Company have for years started 

their boats every 14 days from Hamburg,-every other Saturday.
The Pacific Company for a less number of years have started 

their boats from Valparaiso every other Saturday,arriving at 
Sandy Point a week later. The Kosmos boats cannot get to Sandy 

Point after calling at Stanley until the Sunday. How will you 

remedy this? If you like to suggest that the mails should 

by the boat leaving Hamburg a fortnight earlier, they will just 

miss the previous Pacific boat. When the Pacific boats left Val-

is

come

paraiso on the Wednesday there was time to catch them at Sandy 

Point; but I fail to see that because a few years ago they al
tered the date of their sailings,while the Kosmos stuck to
theirs,the latter are to be accused of making a bid for all the 

passenger traffic. If you like to ask either Company to alter 

their sailing dates you can remedy the thing at once; but I 

would rather you did it than I. Of course when a motive has to 

be found,the worst one is always adopted,besides which we are
not unconscious of the fact that your views of the Kosmos Co. 
lather affected by the love that you bear their agent.

are
If you

tind it hard to dissemble this love,you must bear in mind that 

the Board consider that on the whole they do better for us than 

you should
at all times give them the same support that theyjreceive from us 

on this side.
17.Par.34.

the necessary instructions
boat.

any other line would,and that their desire is that

Mr.Felton’s order was at once sent to Barkers,with 

as to shipment by the next outward

18.Par.35. I have written to Messrs.Humphreys that it is 

unlikely that the Malvinas could be made
most

to pay her expenses, and
that we do not wish to buy her. The idea of using her for “an
improved mail service” is too absurd to be thought of. Surely it 

cannot be forgotten how very small the Colony is,and how for

tunate we are to have a steam mail service at all.
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19.With, reference to the cost of goods into Store, I have to draw your attention to the freight and expenses on the
shipped per Osiris from Watson, which amount to nearly 50 °fo on tfe
the invoice. I disputed the measurements,but could not make out
a good case,as the suppliers were

wood

vague on the subject,and I had 

required for the 

next sailing vessel.

to pay. If it had not been for the long pieces 

jetty I would have kept this wood for the
20. The Jonas Lie has passed Dover 

probably be at Newcastle in time to load 

ship the salt and sulphuric acid asked for

on her way north,and will 
on the 15th. I shall
if I can get them at

a reasonable price, and Robson’s dip will go in her. 
21. In writing about Goss I omitted to mention that his fa>- 

ther-in-law, Belcher, has been here with the draft for £100, which 

us against the advance of £150;he has given tip to 

see in the accounts.
this you will

22.Although the General meeting has 

a copy of the Report and 

be sorry to

not been held yet,I send you
accounts for last year, and you will not 

A copy will also
it will be just as well that you should 

yourselves, as we

see that we are distributing 25
be sent to Mr.Nichol, but
keep the-.result to are not anxious just 

that we are doing too well.
now

Of course 

in the office,

that people should think
there will be 

but it is not desirable that
no harm in mentioning the dividend

it should go farther, 

reported to be plated,and will be23. The Thetis is 

this month* launched

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Per Abydos direct.

Sir,
My last despatch,no.786,was dated the 10th ult.*, and your1 nos. 

558/9 arrived per Herodot on the 26th id.,as well as your letter 

of 20th May,duplicates having been received on the 23rd.
2. 558-4. You have done the right thing under the circumstan

ces in not pushing your opposition to the proposed Volunteer Or
dinance, although it is quite an absurdity.'My view of the matter
is that the Committee on Colonial defence knew nothing about the 

place or the people,and simply included the Falklands with other 

Colonies,without taking into consideration the special circum
stances. The number of inhabitants is too small,the spur of pat
riotism is wanting, and the temper and habits of the people' are 

not likely to be conducive to the success of the movement. 'Every 

one who has had any experience of the place knows that projects 

• unconnected with horses and dogs are taken up and dropped as 

soon as the novelty wears off,and there can be little doubt that 

as soon as they are tired of peacocking about in uniform' the 

members of the corps will one by one drop off, although the ener
gy of the commanding officer may cause the thing to hold togeth
er longer than it otherwise would. In making these remarks I am
expressing my private and personal opinion, which, however,I 
confident that time will verify.- 

3. Par.6.

am

The South American Missionary Society will 
course Jiieet the account that you have forwarded.'

in due

4. Par.7 « The maker of the leather jackets has 

send over some in time for this
promised to 

I have made enquiries,steamier.
but iind that they cannot be obtained
are some people who say that they can make a much superior 

tide for an advance

in London,although there
ar-

on the price quoted' by Soderberg. I should
have said Swedish not Norwegian.

5. Par.9. It is satisfactory to hear that 

keeping up,and your proposed
prices is highly approved-.

the Store sales
a revision of

are
action with regard to

A.E.Baillon, Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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6. Par.10. The letter to which yon refer stating that the Ad
ministrator is unable to grant a general order for the shipment 
of silver coin was not found enclosed,and there is evidently a 

misconception on the subject that must be removed. It is absurd 

to talk about our being “allowed" to import silver; we shall do 

it whenever we wish,as we have for years. The facts of the case
are theset-until 1891 we imported silver from time to time, but
in that year Mr.Coleman was informed that it could be sent free
of expense tfweight, &cvj- from the Mint through the Crown Agents
upon an order from them, and this order was actually procured
without the intervention of the Colonial Government for the
first shipment or two;_, but- in September 1893, owing, I believe, to
the kind t?) intervention of Sir Roger Goldsworthy,we were in-

requisition
formed that we could only get the order upon the intervention of ^

ithe Governor. I believe- that it was only a piece of nastiness on 

his. part,.the effect of which would have been that in sending 

silver without going to the Crown Agents we should he saddled 

with the expenses. 'If the refusal were prohibitive I

out

can under
stand the Governor wishing to have a voice in ip, but as we 

should,in any case, send silver and not gold,there does not ap
pear to be any valid reason for the objection,and all I want is
to be placed in the same position as before the Governor’s un
necessary interference.- Probably if you were to explain the 

ter to Mr.Melville he would raise no objection, for he can have 

no personal animus against us to lead him fo wish us to be put 
to greater expense than necessary. We cannot keep gold in the 

Colony, and as we always are willing to give bills Vo bhose who

mat-

wish to make remittances,the Government ought 
Naturally we do not want to send

not to interfere.
out more cash than ‘there is

need for, and as you seem to have asked for £2000 under the mis
taken impression that we cannot ship less,I have arranged to 

sum,including a draft for £600make the total remittance that
from the Crown Agents. 

7. Par.12. T have already provided you with the facts 

the sailings of the mail steamers, and
as to

await your views' on the
subject,which I will du&y submit; if they 

tical,to the Managers of the
are sufficiently prac-

steam lines concerned.' 
Par. 14.* The news about the Castalia- Is8. not cheering, and I

am afraid that the Underwriters 

has been
will say that too much expense

incurred before ascertaining the probable G°st of the
A



c\

justified in incurring the 

before making some kind of an estimate,
repairs. I question whether Biggs was
great expense of pumping 

or assuring himself that it was likely to be efficacious, and as
it turns out this money was quite thrown away.'When there is any 

likelihood of repairs.costing a sum exceeding the value of the
vessel when repaired, it becomes at once a question whether the

would not be to conderan her, and save throw-most prudent course 

ing good money after bad. Tn this case there should certainly
have been an estimate before Biggs went out a second time, and it 

is disquieting to find not only that this estimate is wanting, 
but that the repairs will be heavy,especially if she has to go 

to Montevideo to be docked1. *T am afraid that you have not suffi
ciently considered the fact that/ you and Biggs look upon the 

case, or should do, from two different points of view; you on be
half of the owners and underwriters,while he represents the me
chanic who wants to turn as many honest penniisas he can out <bf 

And I should add,although it may be too late in this
I
} the j ob.

case, that, if one of our vessels has at any time to be condemned,
you ought to take every care that no one can possibly buy her to 

refit her as a vessel. She ought not to be sold as the Hadass-ah 

apparently was,but should be stripped most thoroughly of every
thing, which should be sold piecemeal in Stanley; her rudder 

ought to be taken off or disabled, and both masts brought in and
con-sold separately. It does not do to hear of a vessel being 

detailed, and thenbought and refitted, as it always leads to a sus
picion that everything is not as it should be. The underwriters 

on the Edith Waldron said that it would have been much better
for then! if she had been condemned outright
paired,and as I am told that they paid 140 on her, there is no 

doubt reason for their dissatisfaction.
9. Par.16.

instead of being re-

I suppose that you mean that the Storekeepers 

overlooked the stock of Cooper's own dip in the Great Britain,
not any belonging to us which ought to have been included in the 
return?

10. Par. IT. The Board 

loyal assistance, and
are much obliged to Mr.Spearman for 

were prepared,as you know to
his

sanction his
permanent engagement, if 

write to him as
you had thought it desirable. I will

you suggest,and X have already expressed our
satisfaction to his mother.

11. Par.18. 
down,but 

lor taking those

The Board have discussed 

are not prepared to make

outside sheep, as they consider

the question of boiling 

any alteration in the terms

that the owners



cannot complain of a charge which is less than hhe cosh ho us of 

boiling down our own sheep,and very much less than they could do 

it for themselves.
Par»-19i The dentist is beneath contempt, and you are right 

in taking no notice of his threats.
12.

13. 559-3. Your determination to turn a deaf ear to rumours 

and reports receives the hearty commendation of the Board. Mr. 
Stauda wrote me a letter lately of which I send you a copy,evid
ently alarmed at the reports that had reached him. I replied 

that I utterly disbelieved the whole thing, which was absurd on 

the face of it, as a Company so over capitalized could never make 

bread and chees.e, besides which I recognize the source, and be
lieving that the wish has been the father of the thouglit T look 

upon the whole thing as a huge canard.
The Luchtenborg affair will probably afford 

armisement, and reveal facts not creditable to Goldsworthy. You 

will have heard long before this that the license to Luchtenborg 

was not approved by the Secretary of State,and was ordered to be

14. Par.7. 4some

cancelled,and the honey returned. Rascaldom,supported by the 

Governor,has been having a merry time of it in the Islands, but 
it is now the turn of the honest men we hope,

15. In settling with the S.A.M.S. the Secretary again refer
red to some potatoes that he said ought to have been credited
long ago; I told him, however, that I could only take the Stanley 

accounts as'they were received,and that if any credit should ap
pear they will receive the benefit of it. If I have not dis
tinctly explained the promise made to the Society at the 

stance ot our Chairman, I may mention that the undertaking to re
pair the Allen Gardiner at or about cost price includes the mat
erials expended upon her from the beginning,and

in-

so you will have 

to give credit for the difference on the prices charged in the
accounts you have just sent home.

I understand from Mr.Nichol that some diagonal braces sent 
I think that theseout for trial had not been reported to him.

were shipped at my suggestion before Mr.Coleman left the office,
and I can find nothing on record about them in the correspond
ence, but goods on hand should be kept sufficiently in view not 

without anything being done

earth plates sent out for

to be overlooked and- left for months

with them. This also applies to the
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4 of which Mr.Nichol does not 
not lofehed up the correspondence 

not specially mentioned when

trial some time ago,of the existence 

seem to have been aware. I have
this subject,-but if these wereon

oversight in this office.shipped there was an
17. T send a copy of a letter from Mr.Paget asking whether

amount that has been owing a long time. We• Turner can pay him an 

cannot enforce it, of course,but at the same time we should be
glad to hear no more about it.

18. There is great difficulty in getting proper receipts for 

remitted from this office upon your statements,particular-money
ly from distant places, such as Harris or any part of Ireland. I
have several times had to send twice or three times for a re
ceipt, and after a long delay it generally comes back unstamped. 
To do away with this nuisance you must in future when asked to 

remit to Ireland,Harris, or any part of the Continent, send the 

amount in a cheque on the London office; this in the course of
time will turn up through some Bank,which will take care that it 

bears the stamp.
19. The Board have decided to send out an installation of 24 

shearing machines for North Arm by the September mail, and after 

making all the enquiries possible I have come to the conclusion 

that Burgon’s machine is the most to be depended on,and have or
dered a set of them with all the necessary extras, together with 

one of Priestman’s oil engines. You will have to provide means
of shipping all the machinery to North Arm promptly on the arri
val of the steamer in October,so that it can be erected in time 

for the season’s work. I have talked the matter over carefully 

with Mr.Burgon, and we have decided that in order to ensure suc
cess it will be prudent to send a man from his works, who has al
ready been out setting up installations in Australia,and who 

will stay at least a part of the season,and see everything put 
into working order. Instructions will be sent to Mr.NIchol on 

various points,more especially as to strengthening the shed for 

carrying the shafting in anticipation of the arrival of the 

chinery.
ma-

20. You must see that the Storekeepers are more careful in 

correctly describing goods ordered,about which we are often at a 

loss owing to the want of precise information. Wing plates have 

been ordered from Bayliss, which we can only interpret as earth
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i
plates,as all standards are sent out with their wing plates, and 

you cannot have any in stock that want them. Then again, there is 

an order for 4 cases or 100 gross of no.8 (large) tins wax ves- 

tas$. The makers point out that a case only contains 4 gross in
stead of 25, and the order would cost over £250,and provide every 

man, woman,and child in the Colony with over 4000 matches. Other 

instances could be brought forward,but- these are enough to show 

what I mean.
21. The* Jonas Lie with coals- and sundries has left the Tyne, 

and enclosed you will find invoices which were too late to be 

sent by her. I tried to send the sulphuric acid ordered, but the 

price in Newcastle was so excessive that I had to give it up. 
Probably it will be shipped by the Thetis.

if.

; I am, Sir,
your obedient servant, '

*. ~X /_I r L v.»t.c;>i
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0/
Per Abydos direct.T&rf&uxdettU'//. 17th July'/r5#3,r/y£- a.No.788. <27*t

aa?y?asay,'' ya/,/ou?/??a6 r yyu???66J

Sir,
i*I add a few items to my despatch of this date.

2. On the 4th inst.I cabled:-Sending machines Northarm col
lect water,this was for Mr.Nichol,and has also been confirmed in 

my letter to him.
3. At the general meeting on the 19th ult. a vote of thanks 

was unanimously passed to the Colonial Manager,the Camp Manager,
\\ and the other officials of the Company both here and in the Is- 

landsjfor their successful administration of their several de
partments, which you will be good enough to pass on to those con
cerned.

4. One of the principal shareholders*in criticizing the 

counts,stated that although the general result was satisfactory 

he thought that some explanation should be given of the falling
off in the profits of the Farm,notwithstanding that the produce 

was understood to have realized a larger sum than last year. We 

could only say that the fact had not escaped our attention,and 

that an explanation would be asked for. I have made some notes 

on the subject,to which please attend,and give us the result of

ac-

your investigations. It is not satisfactory,to say the least of 

it,to see the expenses increasing out of all proportion 

receipts,especially in a year during which 

expenditure seems to have been 

anticipate that you will discover

to the
no very exceptional

necessary,and although we do not
any “leakage”, as suggested to

us,we hope that on making an analysis of the account 
able to put your finger on the cause . 
remarks just made in

you will be
I have not duplicated the 

my letter to Mr.Nichol,but you will of
course confer with him at on the subject,and betweenonce you
you will probably be able to get at the bottom of it.

5. Dean Brandon has written to 

could be done in the
Hie to ask whether anything 

competent medical 
the matter to the Board.

way of getting another 

man tor Stanley,and I have mentioned

A.E.Baillon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



As the majority of our people are in the Camp,and we already 

have Doctor Dale there, it is not a case in which we feel bound 

to do very much; but recognizing the public benefit that would 

accrue to the community,and not wishing to stand out of the 

movement, it, has been decided that if anything is done you are to 

be at liberty to subscribe for the Company £25 per annum for 

three years,so as to enable the new man to get on his legs,in 

the event of any practical proposal being made which takes the 

form of a subscription.
6. During the building of the Thetis Captain Patmore has been 

trying to get a blacksmith to go out to Stanley,but has not suc
ceeded in finding one,so I shall now put it in the hands of our 

agent,and try to get one for the September mail. You have said 

nothing as to Ogilvie,whose time expires in December next; is he 

remaining in the employ? I have heard nothing on the subject for 

some time,and thinking that if ships are going to be scarce you 

will find three blacksmiths rather too many for the work, I have 

felt some hesitation as to what is the right thing to do.
7. The Colonial Office have written to say that owing to the 

uncertainty attending the. _txans-shipment at Montevideo the mails 

Will still be sent through by the Kosmos steamers,so there is no 

doubt as to the correct course to be adopted. If the Government 
and the public generally can afford to have their letters delay
ed for a week or more,as they are sometimes, we cannot,and you 

must in future send the originals and all enclosures that are of 

any importance in a registered letter to Montevideo,to be posted 

by Humphreys,and the duplicates must come by the ordinary mail. 

Such enclosures as copies of the Stanley accounts and wages 

turns we can wait for,but bills,statements,and copies of letters 

referred to in the despatch must accompany it. We shall have to 

pay double postage,but this will often be compensated for the 

possession of early and exclusive information. This does not ap
ply to the mails via Sandy Point,which come on by the Pacific 

steamers.

re-

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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S/
^^y&yvrfcr/A 3-9rfr^yta^c/{uAcX/S4 5th August, 

A’. C. <f

' f/ /C/7r /4u?//icc4 (oorsyiawzw

No.789 /<?9 3.
Per Supplementary mail 

via Lisbon. "f/» Z////s/

Sir,

Since writing you per Abydos no mail has arrived from the Is
lands, and there is but little to communicate.
“Castalia abalizen fothered lord Clyde tulloch

Your cablegram; -
Swansea carfagno

sirgf seymour denderah sporadu fothered argyleshire law glasgow” 

arrived 6n the 2<tth ult.,and is understood. I am afraid t-hat it
lokks like two messages in one,and that the imbecile postmaster 

at Sandy Point has again returned the outward mail to Stanley,
but this we shall not know until the delivery of the Aconcagua’s 

letters. If this has been the case,it will be disastrous to 

for the Thetis is already waiting in the London
us,

Docks, and half
the orders have yet to come. A delay of three weeks now will se
riously reduce her usefulness during the early part of the com
ing wool season.

2. With regard to the Castalia,it is 

ibility of repairing her was not discovered earlier,for it will 
be difficult to replace her in time for the 

have already been to Gosport to look at 

thing can be done until 
or not. It seems

a pity that the imposs-

wool in December. I 

some old yachts,but no-
we hear whether Rowlands is coming home

so much a matter of course that any schooner,, 
however strong and well found,must have a brief life in the Is
lands, that I doubt if the Board will think 

thing as good as the Castalia again.
of sending out any-

The older they are,the bet
ter they seem to last,e.g.the Hornet,the Fair Rosamond,and 

all the Perseverance.
above

3. It does not appear clear from the 

penses of the Caseys, which 

paid upon their arrival; 

was to be done,as the other 

expenses,and all four 

wages at once.

accounts whether the ex-
were guaranteed by C Smith, were 

you would understand,however, that this 

per Ruth Waldron paid their 

seem to have gone on to the £5

re

men own
scale of

A.E.BailIon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



*

4. There has been a startling rumour that the Governor is 

about to return to the Islands hut, although I have done my ut
most to learn something about it, I can hear nothing one way or fe 

the other. It has even been said that he is to go by the Kamby- 

ses from Antwerp on the 12th inst.,.but I know that nothing has 

been decided as yet about that. But if he should go, you will 
know all about it before you read this.

5. The sale on the same day of the sheepskins dried at Port 
Howard of the JLW and L mark,both from sheep killed for the Hen- 

gist, shows conclusively that the best prices are got by the bro
kers who have sorted the skins,the others having sold in the 

bale. I send Hoare’s catalogue,and you will see that we got ful
ly a half-penny more all round.

I am,Sir,
yours faithfully,

* Managing Director..

I

V1
\

:
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f 3.11th Sept.Per Totrnes. AW./// ///{//'// // / / y/

; ZrNO.790. r /////fY // /v

Sir,
Since my last on the 5th August,your despatches 560/lhave ar

rived via Sandy Point,and 562/3 per Denderah direct,the two 

former on the 21st ult.and the latter on the 23rd,the postmaster 

at Sandy Point having kept the Osiris’s rnailuntil the departure 

of the second Pacific steamer after its arrival. Complaint has 

been made to the Post Office,and an enquiry will be made as to 

the delay.
2. 560-2 and 563-17. The remarks on the loss of the Castalia are
noted,and the only thing to be said is that it was a pity that 

the hopelessness of the case was not recognized before all the 

money was spent on endeavouring to save her. There will be no 

difficulty with the Underwriters as regards the facts; but we
cannot get a complete settlement until the accounts arrive, and 

it is to be hoped that you have deducted the expenses incurred 

from the nett proceeds, as there is a probability that at least a 

portion of them will be sanctioned by the Underwriters.
Mrs.Hansen’s complaint about the freight on seal- 

skinshas caused me to look up the former shipments,and has 

vealed the fact that through the carelessness of the clerk here 

she was only charged 40/ 8c 5^ per Totmes and Theben, although

3. 560-4.

re-

we
paid the Kosmos Co.62/6. One fifth of this was taken as the fair 

charge for receiving,stowing, and shipping,giving us the magnifi
cent amount of about £1 for our trouble,which ,on an account- 

sale of nearly £800, cetnnot be regarded as excessive, 
to the enquiry as to this shipment,the Board wish

With regard 

me to remark
i

that your explanation simply amounts to a confession,and that 

they re-iterate their regret that you should-, even with the best 
intentions,have lent yourself to a concealment of the real na-
ture of the goods. Although you seem to think that the manifest 
of a vessel is a matter ofi no concern to the Government, you must

A.E.Baillon,Esq 

Manager,
•)

Stanley.



♦
be aware that the Master or Agent for a vessel is bound to hand 

in accurate returns of any goods shipped,and that this rule is 

observed all over the world.
4r. Par. 6. If you see that, after allowing for waste, you can 

sell coals at 55/. or even 50/.you are at liberty to do so. The 

price has gone up here very considerably owing to the strike, 

and people will hardly be disposed to ship at present.'
5. Par.7. The Board approve of your purchase of the coals ex 

Sir.G.F.Seymour,and hope that by a concession in price, which you 

have time to arrange by writing to the Senior Officer, you will 
be successful in moving off the remainder of the Sabino’s cargo.

6. Par.8. The owner of the Lord Clyde has accepted the draft 

for her disbursements.
7. Par. 9. The regulations for the sale of land have had oiir 

attention,and they seem fair,excepting that it is rather hard 

that the old lessees should be called upon to pay anything^ to
wards the cost of fencing. With regard to your letter to the 

Government about the reserves,will you point out when the Board 

instructed you to make an offer to purchase them? I cannot see 

anything about it in my despatches, but I may have overlooked the 

paragraph.
8. Par.10. The follower for the North Arm press has been or

dered, but I am surprised to see that the size of all is not i~ 

dentical, as I thought that all the presses were exactly uniform.
9. Par.11. You are already aware that the Crown Agents are 

now giving us a bill for £600 monthly. The demand for money ap
pears to be in excess of the requirements at this time of the 

year,and we hope that with what you received in cash together 

with- the monthly remittances and thev£2000 you have lately drawn 

you will not run short.
10. Par.12. I am not aware of any misunderstanding on this 

side as to the steam launches; you were told some time ago that 

the Board wished to convert the W^sp into a lighter', and later 

when you reported that the Sissie’s engines were shaky they ag
reed to replace them with new ones,but could not do so for want 
of certain information that Mr.Sage said would be necessary. It 

is not clear why you have not sent backvthe drawing with this 

information,as nothing can be done until it arrives. The decis-
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f
S/Uccec y/. AMMs'/s Ac'//a -39A. i 

£. C. </

Too/r^utriy/.
ion,so far as the Wasp was concerned,was modified afterwards to

f

extent of permitting the boiler to be taken to pieces on 

board, for the purpose of supplying a new one narrow enough to
down the coamings, and save the expense of tearing them out

the

pass
and taking the deck off. Nothing more will be done, so there is 

no use in asking for it. You are following exactly in my foot
steps in this matter, and as I was utterly mistaken,it may be 

useful to say a few words of warning on the subject. My idea was
at the outset to combine a harbour launch with a steam tug; but t 

the result was that we got one that was too large for one pur
pose and too small for the other. You cannot combine the two.
The Wasp has had the attention at different times of all the En
gineering talent in the South American Squadron,as well as what 
could be obtained from the K'osmos Company and our own Engineers. 
First the original boiler was wrong, and we went to great expense 

in replacing it by a more powerful one. When that was new we had 

a series of exhaustive trials, giving the engines as much, steam 

as they could bear,and we know or knew at that time exactly what 
value she was as a tug. If you get a new boiler now,you can nev- 

.er give the engines more steam than they had during these tri
als. We had all sorts of experiments with the propeller; I for
get how many new ones she, had,but all with the same result. One 

curious fact was that although, every attempt to make her useful 
turned out a dismal failure, every fresh Engineer came up- smiling 

with some infallible remedy,whch was to convert her into a suc
cess, just like Noble with his propeller,and. I believed them all, 

til\ I got soured by experience.un The truth is that a boat 56 

feet long with the engines the Wasp has can never be of any use 

as a tug,except in the smoothest of water: she is an excellent 
toy to fiddle about with,and spend £500 a year on,but nothing 

. With regard to your remark that a much more powerful tug
boat is certainly much needed, we shall be glad to know how

more

you
propose, with the limited and uncertain shipping in the port,to 

make a commercial success of her. We are in doubt as to whether

the Sissie is really in want of new engines or not,as you seem



I

a little uncertain about them; if with ordinary care and atten
tion they will run some time longer,we need not go to the ex
pense of replacing them at present.

11. 561-2. The Charter-partybetween yourself and Capt.Sekles 

is in some respects an unique document, which,, leaving much to the 

imagination,shows the confidence each felt in the integrity of 

the other. I hope that it will be carried out without any dis
pute with the owners,but I may as well mention for your future 

guidance that there are regular forms for these instruments,of 
which thereis,or ought to be a supply in the office,and that 

there is invariably a clause on the subject of commission ,which 

in this one is conspicuous by its absence. If you will examine 

any of the old Charter-parties from Montevideo you will see that 

they provided for commission and a further 2 1-2 address com
mission, which in this case should not have been omitted. And 

with regard to the orders,they should have been stated as for 

Havre,Liverpool or London. As it is merely laid down that she is 

to call at Falmouth“for orders”,it might be interesting to see 

what the owners would say if we directed her to proceed to the 

North Pole,or as near thereto as she could safely get.
12. Par.11. It is unsatisfactory that the question of casks 

has been allowed to pass without looking far enough ahead, so 

that you have found it necessary to ask for some by mail. It is 

a ruinous expense, but I am shipping 250 bundles of shooks, so 

that the Cooper may not be idle. He cannot possibly exhaust them 

before the Thetis gets out. You must be careful to charge Farm 

with the whole cost of these; the freight and expenses will not 
be nearly covered by 25^.

13. Par.12. I hesitated about sending another Blacksmith, and 

am glad to see that you* do not at present consider him necessa
ry. It is a difficult matter to decide upon,but it seems to me 

that as long as the number of ships putting in is so uncertain, 
it would not be right to burden the establishment with so much
expensive labour. You have not reported what arrangement you 

have made in advance with Ogilvie about the renewal of his agree 

ment; I conclude that you have done something to prevent his 

taking you unawares.

14. 562. In replying to my remarks on the profits, you have
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overlooked the fact,since more clearly explained to you in a

statement,that there was a quantity of produce,chiefly the Oris
sa’s cargo,amounting to about £2900, which was sold late in 1891, 
and did not go to the credit of Farm until 1892. This was what 
caused the remark that there was practically little difference 

in the profits of the two years. As to the sheepskins,you will 
find that for years the Goose Green skins,baled in the Spring, 
shipped in November,and arriving in December,have not been sold 

until the following year,and that they have always been included 

in the accounts for the year they have been sold. In the matter 

of Buildings,your remarks are noted, and there is little to add 

to what has already been said. You will see by now that putting 

up a house for the Blacksmith on so much grander a scale than
those inhabited by other men naturally makes the latter dissat
isfied. ,and this sort of thing has often far reaching consequen
ces. No doubt the house which was originally bought of Mr.L.A. 
Baillon cost too much,and allowance has to be made for this,as 

well as for the damage the materials must have sustained through 

having been lying about so long. But when all this has been said 

an eight roomed house for a Blacksmith is rather a large order.
I cannot pass over Biggs’s remark that much has been promised

If he were to substitute for the first part of 

this statement that much has been asked for in comparison with 

what had been done,I should be inclined to agree with him. I 

have not forgotten the large repairs that I have from time to 

time,in the exercise of my judgment, executed in our mens’ hou
ses, and I am satisfied that I allowed a very liberal expendi-

but little done.

ture. There was delay,certainly, when a ship took the men off; but 
I am confident that no promise that I made was ever neglected.
As to the Blacksmiths’ shop,no one can say that,commercially 

speaking,it is a paying plant. It would be so, no doubt, if we had
a succession of ships all the year round; in our case it is jus
tified by the fact that its cost makes competition utterly hope
less, and in that way justly entitles us to regard it with sat
isfaction. But we do not want to add to it,and you mush bear in 

mind what I am saying,and steadfastly resist any applications



for more machinery. The men will of course ask for as much as or 

more than they think they can get,but they know nothing about tfe 

the accounts,and do not consider the question from an £ S D poih 

of view.
Sabino’s coal account. The actual cost of the coals is what

we paid for them; you have nothing to do with the interest on 

the money,which does not come into the Stanley accounts,and the 

cost of bagging is part of the expense of selling. You must 
surely see that if you inflate the value of the balance on hand 

by charging this year with it at 30/*. per ton, you will find the 

profit very poor at the end of December.
15. 563-2. It is unfortunate that you have not succeeded in 

getting’Sir R.Goldsworthy’s promise of a 21 years’ lease of the 

reserves confirmed beyond doubt,more especially as he returns to 

the Islands by this steamer. As soon as I heard that this would 

be the case I sent you a cable as follows:-“Write Baillon per 

Kambyses care Stubenrauch important secure leases reserves sur
render exchanges March Roger returns September,’’which I hope to 

hear went down to Sandy Point by the Kambyses and caught the 

homeward boat. It was just a day too late to catch the Pacific 

steamer in Montevideo,and therefore it is a chance whether it 

reaches you in time or ndt,but it was worth trying. You and Mr. 
Nichol will understand that we have definitely decided to give 

up Fitzroy and Bluff Cove whatever may happen; they were left 

out of the purchase scheme in 1890 because I always recognized 

them to be our weakest spot, and the late outbreak of scab shows 

that I was right.
Par.3. The Brokers’ attention has been called to the 

damaged sheepskins shipped on account of Nilsson.
The rate of freight on tallow is satisfactory to 

us,but will not leave the owners much on the round voyage.
18. Par.10. The building for the Assembly Room Co.has been or

dered, and will be shipped if time permits. Par.11.Marion & Co. 
cannot get Turner’s things ready in time, but Morgan & Kidd will 
ship what has been ordered from them.

19. The blunder about the mail in Sandy Point has caused much

16.

17.Par.4.

trouble in the office, as the two mails arriving together brought 
almost more work than we were able to cope with;
Totmes and the Thetis to load and

we have the
littlea schooner to buy, and very
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4.
(.

v/
ipped youtime to do it all in. If anything ordered is 

will understand that there has not teen time to execute the or- 

We have been additionally inconvenienced by having to part 

at short notice with the clerk who has looked after the exports 

for many years,but this,I hope,will be only a temporary trouble.
20. The T.C.Williams Co.would like to know if there is any 

probability of more regular orders coming over; you have never 

reported on the samples of cake tobacco that were sent some time 

ago; if these were good,there must be an advantage in dealing

der.

direct with the manufacturers.
21. Respecting; the complaint about the wood per Orchid,the 

suppliers are indignant at the suggestion that they put the 

worst inside the bundles to escape detection;, they say that the 

long lengths ordered of the very narr broad thin stuff are most 
difficult to get,whereas lengths of 12 or 15 feet are plentiful. 

V/hat is this wood used for? If, as I suppose, for patterns, I do 

not see any reason for ordering half-inch wood 16”broad and 24 

feet long,but you may be able to get an explanation.
As already mentioned,the Governor returns by this boat, 

in the absence of any charge having been made against him from 

the other side which could have been investigated. If all the

22.

reports made in private letters are true,he could be shown to be 

unfit for his position,and it seems to us all here that the peo
ple in the Colony,who ought to have bestirred themselves to get 

what
The general cry has been,-“We are very

rid of him,have been strangely apathetic, and almost deserve 

they will have to suffer.
comfortable, and the Governor can never come out again, 

till see now that instead of taking things
*» but you 

so much for gran
ted, it would have been better if 

upon. The fact is that a Governor- gets his 

term of years, and, unless there is something 

him in the way of a charge that the C.O. 
they cannot help themselves,if he decides 

The question now most worthy of consideration

some action had been determined 

appointment for a 

very much against 

can notice officially, 

to return to his post, 

is,assuming that 

there is some truth in what has been alleged,who will bell the
cat?



23. Mr.Hind, from Messrs.Burgon & Ball goes out by this steam

er to superintend the erection of the sheep-shearing plant, and. 

the Board wish to get him to North Arm as soon as possible. It 

has been arranged that he is to be paid £100 for the trip,with 

all expenses, and you will have to see that he is suitably put up 

while in Stanley. You will have to supply a quantity of the com

monest oil that you have for the engine,but I anticipate that 

there will be no difficulty about this,as you reported that you

had a sufficient stock for a long time. The cheapest kind of 

petroleum is good enough, and I shall ship a quantity of this b$? 

the Thetis. The Metropolitan Light Co’s oil per Concord will do 

in the mean time,and I see that it cost 9d.per gallon. About ten

gallons per day will be the consumption. In my letter to Mr. 

Nichol I have given a code for a telegram relating to the ma
chinery.

24. There are eight shepherds by this boat as per list en

closed, and Finlayson returns with them.
25. Captain Rowlands arrived by the Pacific boat, and you will 

be sorry to hear that he has since lost his wife. He has been to

look at several schooners, and I think that we shall buy one 

-jiamed the Helen; most of the others are too old or too expen- 

sive.
I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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No.791. r
' / y^l4th October/^ 3atr'/urf'/s. -? 

E. r.
?Yf

Per Supplementary mail, / z// / rf/ /f/
' /Yt'///< / - Y)///////j < /'/////{////.

via Lisbon.

Sir,

Since writing you per Totmes on the 11th ult.,your despatch 

no.564 has been received,the mail from the Straits having 

delivered on the 16th Sept., a very quick passage owing to its 

having been taken on board before the arrival of the Abydos at 

Sandy Point. Your telegrams, “Menes speisung”, and “CTOvernor re
turns short period use influence melvi-lle 

hand on the 19th and 20th ult.respectively.
The Board much regret to hear of the

been

sucessor’fsic), came to

2. Par.2. loss' Mr, Noble
has sustained in the loss of his wife,and wish you to convey to 

him the expression of their sympathy. Should he have any desire 

to come to England to make arrangements about the care of his
leave of

season at Goose Green. Tha accident th
is also much to be deplor- 

send out another Sur-

children,it could no doubt be arranged for him to take 

absence after the next
through which Mr.Hudson lost his life
ed; is it likely that the Government will
veyor?

3. Par.3. We are already looking out for 

Dale,regretting that it should be
a successor to Dr.

necessary to do so,as he has
so ably fulfilled his duties at Darwin.

Par.4.
justers. Par.5.

Nilsson’s affair is in the hands 

I believe that all
of the average ad

measurements have now been
sent out.

5. I am unable to 

the expenses on the Castalia,but 

hopes that we shall.
6. Par.7.

from San Carlos to

say at present whether we shall recover all 
our insurance brokers hold out

I notice that there has been some JB tallow sent
someone in London, 

ways endeavour to get this and
I hope that you will al~ 

the skins consigned to iis,when it
is not contrary to the

7. Par.8.

Thetis, but the
8. Par.9.

agreement with the meat people. 
A portion of A.E.Felton ’s order was shipped by the

remainder will go by the m$il.
I will get Rowlands to look for a cutter for Mrs.

Hansen.

A.E.BailIon, Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



&

•9. Par. 10. Mr.Waldron has accepted the drafts for £3334:. 17.5 

In all. It is supposed that these drafts are all right; but we 

are letting him have a ggod deal of money without security,and 

it is understood that a portion of them is -for payments to peo
ple who have sold him meat,and not confined to the legitimate 

wants of his cousin’s farm: is this so?
10. Par.12. The cases allotted to the Islands at the Imperial 

Institute are at present filled with samples of our wool; I ar
ranged with Messrs.DuCroz Doxat & Co.,to put the exhibit in' or
der, which they very kindly did. But why should we be the only 

people to do this sort of thing? Cannot you induce some of the 

other farmers to send something for exhibition?
11. Par.l4r. It is evident from the early arrival of the Menes 

that you did not receive the telegram that I sent about the Gov
ernor, rather as a forlorn hope.

12. Par.16. It is much to be hoped that you have succeeded in 

making some definite arrangement that cannot be upset about the 

importation of silver,before Goldsworthy returns.
13. Par.19. If Dr.Dale does not mind waiting a little while, 

the Board think that the best way will be to endeavour to sell 
the furniture to his successor. I can mention it directly he is 

appointed, and no doubt he will be glad of the’opportunity. In 

the case of Dr.Heuston, which you may have in your mind, he left 

the Islands some months before Dr. Dale arrived,so that there was 

no opportunity of arranging a transfer,and to meet the special 
case,I think that I took over the furniture at a valuation, and 

handed it on to Dr.Dale at the price given.
In addition to the instructions sent you as to 

remittances to out of the way places, I. have to point out that yut*- 
should never direct us to send a bank note in halves to anyone, 
more especially a foreigner. There was a remittance to a Belgian 

ordered to be made in this way, but fortunately I sent a letter 

to the payee in one of the envelopes you forwarded,as a precau
tion before sending the money, and have had no reply whatever.
You will see what a mess there would have been if I had enclosed 

a half bank note with the letter. It seems to me that there are 

a good many small remittances which might just as well be made 

by post-office orders,instead of troubling'us. You should not 
give cheques excepting to people connected with us,or those whom

14. Par.25.
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you are bound to oblige.

Par.27. Instances of vagueness in the orders are still 

noticed from time to time,two of which occur to me at this mom-

15.

ent. There is an order for rivets,but it is impossible to tell 
whether they should be 3/16ths or 3 and l/16th; if you will look 

at the copy you will see what I mean,the former are sent. Then
there was an order early in the year for Spetre”,which I took 

to be an abbreviation of Saltpetre,and shipped some accordingly. 

Now it turns out that it should have been Spelter. It would be 

well,I may mention,to group the orders better; 

little to complain of,but we always expect to find bar iron

< •

Turner’s leave

sandwiched between shirts and mixed pickles in the East indents, 
incongruous elements require a little sorting.

Par.28. Contrary to my expectation I find that Spearing 

has shipped coals in the Ruth Waldron,and the best

and these

16.

course you
can take now is to sell at 50/.for cash,delivered; this will 
show some people that they have made a mistake,for coals are now
at famine prices in England owing to the strike,which 

an end yet. I hope to hear that these consignments will 
good deal more thanhas been expected. You ought to get off 50

is not at

cost a

tons or so to the Government,for they are bound to buy In the 

cheapest market. We cannot guarantee to sell coals always 

as the price named,as the value in England
as low

may be permanently 

but ,as regards the particularenhanced through the strike; 

stocks in hand,we cannot lose.
Will you take par.30 

ought not to be? You will

17. as a specimen of what a paragraph

see that it entails my looking up the 

despatch you are answering to see what it is about. If you had
said that you would go into the question of the 

would have been intelligible without that reference. 
18. 31.

Farm account,it

think that you might with reason have required 0— 

gilvie to declare his intention in time 

cided to leave.
to replace him,if he de-

You are rather placing yourself at his 

case he intends to play you a trick. Par.32.
mercy,in 

From what we seeni
to have made out of the Whalers last 

time to pay for a screw cutting lathe,.
year, it would take a long 

As to steam coals, yoxi
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know what they cost, and the Board wish to sell them at a profit. 

Beyond this you must use your own judgment. If you can clear the 

Sabino,it Is better to do so at a fair profit than to wait to 

make an extraordinary one. The sooner she is empty the sooner we 

shall know what to do with her.
19. I observe that you have had some kerosine oil from Mon

tevideo, although you have reported that the stock of this is
draught

enough to last a twelvemonth. Why not sell the draft oil at a 

moderate price instead of importing any more?
20. Me.Bain has sent in an appeal to the Board for consider

ation of his case,and says that both you and Mr.Nichol promised
to report upon it. According'to his account,he got a chill,and 

has since become permanently disabled,but we want confirmation 

of this from your side. It appears to be one of those cases con
templated by the Board in which a pension or allowance may fair
ly be made,although he has not served the full 30 

21.
years.

The Thetis sailed from Gravesend on the 1st,in company 

with the Ruth Waldron, but after beating about the channel she
had to return to the Downs, from which I believe she sailed on

Since then she has not had very good winds I am afraid, 

but it is satisfactory to know that she will be able to give a 

good account of herself, as the pilots all report that she is 

wonderfully smart in going to windward, and has beaten everything 

she has met.

the 9th.

22. I was able to shftp by the Ruth Waldron at a cheap freight 

the shooks and some timber shut out of the Thetis, but I had 

other dispute as to the measurement of the latter,and feared 

til/thi-s morning that I should have to trouble you to go 

again. However,as Mr.Spearing reduced by degrees his claim from 

107 tons to 75,1 met him at that point,and there will be no 

further trouble about it.

an-
un-

over it

23. Enclosed you will find invoices of the cargo shipped by 

the Thetis. Captain Packe and Mr.Dean are paying us for the 

coals on this side.
2V! Pease of Darlington has sent up a sample of a whisky flask 

which he wants to introduce into the Colony. I shall send it by 

the next outward boat,but shall leave it to you as to whether it 

wiH tie worth while ordering; any. The publicans might take a
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fancy to it.
25. Mr.Nichol mentions that he had not heard about the dip

You:sent on consignment by Little,until just before he wrote, 
will not have failed to observe that in several instances lately 

things connected with his department have been lying in Stanley 

for months before he has known anything about them. We cannot 
pretend to say where the fault lies,but it seems to indicate 

that there is a want of touch somehow between Stanley and Darwin 

which wants remedying; it obvious that goods should not lie 

in the Stores or hulks and^allowed to get forgotten,and,on the 

other hand,when it is known that anything has been shipped that 

wants trial or examination,Mr.Nichol should remind you of it.
Between you you ought to manage to put this right.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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// 20th Nov. /#>3.

Per Osiris.

No.792.

Sir,
My last despatch went via Lisbon on the 14th ult.,and I have 

since received your no.566 and letter of the 13th Sept.as well 
as telegram from Montevideo of 4th inst.-“Federal Brunei Leitch 

Greenock Spearman”. Lady Maria Spearman has been advised of her
son’s message.

2. Par.2. The Sir G.F.Seymour is making a long passage,the 

Orchid having arrived some weeks ago.
3. Par.3. I cannot order the press for D.Smith without more 

particulars, as I am not going to make myself responsible for a 

machine that may not meet with his approval. If he had said whe
ther he wished for a hydraulic or screw press I might have known 

what to do. The latter,I expect,would be sufficient for his re
quirements, and if so, would he like one of Deni-son’s?

4. Par. 5. It is rather amusing to see that the Government wish 

to control the movement of silver coin,and at present there is 

no use in continuing the discussion. The small change you ask 

for is being shipped.
5. Par.6. You should have stated the number of hides to be 

insured on Mr.Waldron’s account.
6. Par.8.Messrs.J.Hoare & Co.have paid £212.19.4 on account 

of Petaluga. It is not clear how wool brokers come by a consign
ment of hides and tallow made by one of our clients; but these 

outside shipments you, will,of course,keep your eye on in future.
What the Caseys say is,no doubt,true: the simple 

fact i-s, as you are already aware, that we had in this office a 

dishonest clerk,who pocketed the money entrusted to him by these 

men,instead of paying their account. He was at once dismissed, 
and the balance unexpended returned through you. In writing Cas
eys, I should have said Kenny and Smith.

Par.10.The letter about the jetty is awkward;at the time 

it was written I had the idea of running the jetty out further 

At the present time I do not see what can be done,for you

7. Par.9.

8.

east.

A.E.BailIon,Esq., 

Manager, 

Stanley.



-1
cannot expect any con sideration from Goldsworthy.lt seems to me 

that the question will have to be hung up,until we get a respec- 

able man at the head of the Government.
9. Par.12. If you will look up the question,you will see that 

we were asked to advance the Casey’s passages on account of C. 
Smith, in consequence of which they came on the pay list at £5, as 

if 'they had been engaged in the Colony. This must be put right, 

in justice to the other men, who paid their own passages.
10. Par.13. The Board wish you to endeavour to keep the peace 

with the Governor, and not to be aggressive. You will stand on 

the defensive,and protect the Company’s interests as well as you 

can,should they be attacked. If he commits himself in a way that 

could be substantiated by trustworthy evidence,a united effort 

ought to be made to dislodge him,but mere rumour and gossip are 

of no use,and should be avoided.
11. Par.15. I send enclosed a letter I have written to the 

Dean about the Doctor. The scheme,as presented,is not a practi
cal one, and wants amending in many respects. A Surgeon-Dentist 
who would undertake medical duties could not be got, and the pro
posed assistance from the Government would be fatal,for the sim
ple reason that the new man would be a Government official, under 

the control of the principal medical officer,the very man he is 

intended to supplant. You would have Stanley divided into medi
cal districts, and the last state of things would be worse than 

the first..
12. A habit has sprung up among some of the Colonists of 

sending orders to people in England,and referring them to us for 

payment or shipping instructions,or both,without a word on the 

subject being written to this office. C.Baker & Co.have some 

things for Mrs.G.P.Smith,which have been ordered in this way,and 

I have paid for them to oblige her,but you must point out how 

very irregular the proceeding is.
Mr.H.Waldron’s wool has been sent to Hoare again,but I think 

that you ought to'tell him that it is very irregular and unbus
inesslike to make consignments and tell the merchant what broker 

is to be employed, especially in consideration of the fact,which 

is probably beyond his knowledge,that the merchant is responsi
ble to the shipper for the proceeds,and is not relieved of this 

liability e/en when the broker has been named. There are many

13.
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merchants who,under such circumstances,refuse o be/dictated to, 
on the obvious ground that as they are responsiblethey must be
allowed to exercise their own discretion. As Mr.Clark,the prin
cipal man at Hoare’s,is now with DuCroz Doxat & Co.,I do not

suppose that Mr.Waldron will object to our asserting our right 

to do as we think proper, and if* he did, is there 

we should not throw him up,as Spearing & Waldron did?
any reason why 

You must
also let it be known that it is part of the duty of a consignee 

to attend to the insurance of produce sent to him,and according 

to our usual custom,we insured the tallow that came from Port 
Howard for him,only to find weeks afterwards that he had 

ally instructed Spearing & Waldron to do it.
speci-

This is monstrously
absurd,when you consider that we make advances against the pro
duce, for how are we to secure ourselves in case the ship goes
down?
14.When you receive money to be remitted to people 

try,will you remember to tell them that I
in this coun-

expect to get a receipt
promptlyin return for the cheque? I had to write to four people
when the last mail came in,as they failed to send the receipt 

for a week or more,and seeing that we make it easy for them by 

sending a printed form filledup,there is 

this trouble. One of the worst offenders in this
no excuse for giving

respect is Miss
Jemima Frazer.

15. The Anglo-Swi$s Company take exception to Dr.Going* 

marks on condensed milk,and I believe
s re-

are going to write about 

pure,and does not 
annual report, 

very flat,and has declin- 

Sea question.

it. They assert that their milk is absolutely 

deserve the condemnation expressed in his 

The market for fur sealskins is16.

ed about 50$ since the settlement of the Behring 

Mrs.Hansen’s lot sold for 32/ all round,which I fear she will
not consider a good result. In making these shipments I wish 

would mention the number of skins in each
you

cask as a guide for
insurance.

17. Another mail has come in without any order for dip for 

next season,and I am beginning to fear that it has been forgot- 

If so It is a hardly excusable oversight,unlessten altogether.

it turns out that there is a sufficient supply,which is hardly



likely. Orders for all materials wanted for the next season 

should be despatched from Stanley regularly by the May mail, i . e. 
after the season’s work is over,and then there is plenty of time 

in hand to decide as to the besb way of getting them out. I, no
tice that the order for bagging is short of our requirements by 

about 1000 yards,but it is uncertain whether this is the result 

of an oversight,or because there is too large a stock in hand.It 

should be remembered,however, that in order to provide against 

contingencies,such as the loss of a shipment,you should have in 

hand at least a year’s supply of this very necessary article a- 

head. The supply of fencing materials in stock must be getting 

low,but not a line has been sent about renewing it. In the event 
of no orders coming by the next mail,I shall consult the Board 

about sending out a small ship with some supplies to go on with.
I do not like doing this,for the chances are that I may send too 

much or too little; it is upon your side that the responsibility 

rests of keeping the supply up,and if orders do not come in from 

Mr.Nichol,it would be right that you should remind him. I had 

said that I would allow no more consignments to go out; but in 

face of the evident short supply, I have yielded to Messrs.Coop
ers’ wish to send 100 cases of their dip,believing that you will 
find it-desirable to take it into stock at once,and if so,it is 

to be paid for at 40/.,not 42/6 as before. Mr.Williamson is 

likely to be at the Islands next dipping season on their behalf, 

and this has afforded an additional reason for sending this 

small quantity out.
18. Your letter of the 13th Sept.explains the despatch of the 

telegram,which for want of explanation we looked upon as a waste 

of money. As you were acting by the wishes of Mr.Melville and 

the Judge there was no harm in it,but it was,at the same time, 
an absolutely useless message,for we knew the Governor was going 

out, and unfortunately possess no influence over the Colonial 
Office. In fact, I think that our best move would be to warmly 

protest against the return of Mr.Melville, as affording the best 
chance of getting him out again.

19. In order to prepare you and Mr.Nichol for the reception 

of the rams by this mail, I sent you on the 4th inst.the follow
ing telegram,“Serricola Trasladaba Rams Fictionist Brunei”.The 

owners of this vessel have expressed their willingness to accept

(•«' •
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the master’s drafts for expenses, and are reported to be a most

respectable firm.
20. I am sorry to say that on opening out the Helen she turn

ed out unsuitable for our use in more respects than one,and we 

have had to throw her up at some loss. We have now bought,and 

are fitting out a schooner named “Fortuna”,as superior to the 

Castalia as the latter was to the Hornet, in fact,I understand 

that she is the largest schooner yacht in existence with one ex
ception, and Rowlands ought to do great things with her. I am 

very sorry to think that you will be incommoded for want of her 

at the outset of the season,but I am in hopes that the Hornet 
and Fair Rosamond will do the most of our own work before the 

rush from the West comes on,by which time the Fortuna will be on 

the spot. I have arranged that she is to carry out cargo for 

Packe Bros.& Co.to their three places,so that on discharging it 

she will be at once available for carrying in a cargo of wool 
from the nearest port. You have done the best that you could, 
under the circumstances, since the Caspalia was lost,.but as soon 

as the Fortuna appears on the scene,I hope that we shall not see 

the names of the small outside fry any more,for to make this 

large vessel pay,she ought to do the lion’s share of the Island 

carrying, and what she cannot do the other two ought to pick up.
Residents in the Islands,especially the older ones,will 

hear with regret of the death of our old and much esteemed
21.

friend,Captain Packe,which took place at Norwood on the 5th
He had been failing for some time,but I did not know that 

the end was so near.
inst.

I do not know what arrangements have been 

made for carrying on the twp businesses,but you had better let 

hi-s partners know that we 

they may wish done for them.
are at their disposal for anything

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Dir.
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Sir,
and I have since re-My last despatch was dated the 20th Nov 

ceived your no.567 of 9th Oct., as well as your telegram “Herodot
• y

sourcil filius”, which arrived on the 21st Nov.
2. Par.l. The arrangement as to sending via Montevideo was

quite satisfactory,and brought the despatch in about a week ear-
I should have said that it arrived on thelier than the mail.

27th Nov.
3. Par,4. I think that I have found out the facts about the 

'Casey’s passages. Island Administration was charged £105 for 

passages per Herodot,and these must have been the Browning fam
ily, R.Goodwin,and the Caseys,being at the rate of £15 each. If 

this is the- case,C.Smith has overpaid you,and you will have to 

return him £12. I assume that the passages only were paid, that 

is to say, there were no railway fares or other expenses. I was 

away from London at the time,and therefore have no personal 
knowledge of the facts.

4. The fire at the Shamrock was unfortunate,so far as poor 

Pinazo was concerned; but the Royal say that they regard it sim
ply as an incident in their business,which they expect to result 

in a large increase of premiums, and two days after receiving the 

advice they sent up a cheque for £1000 in payment of the claim. 

For thi-s amount you can draw on us at three day’s sight. It 

would,of course,disarrange your finances to undertake the set
tlement. in cash in Stanley,and it would be a loss to the insured 

to send it out in specie,I trust therefore that this arrangement
will be satisi actory. You should make the best use you can of 

this promptitude on the part of the Royal; they do not seem to 

have troubled themselves over your report about the storage of
oil on the premises.

5. Par.6. The owners of the Brunei 
she is likely to be detained

are sup rised to hear that 

so long; I told them that I expect-

A.E.Baillon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.

A
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ed to hear that yon had all the materials necessary to carry out 
the repairs to the ceiling,which is sure to be burnt,and that 

-this would take time. I think that I have mentioned before that 

owners complain more bitterly of the detention in Stanley than 

they do of the cost,.and if it were possible to bring this home 

to the foremen,so that they could be made to see that although 

they may gain a few extra dollars by a long job,every one of 

these i’S an extra nail in our coffin as repairers, a little bet- 

ter despatch might be brought about. There is no doubt that the 

reputation of the Islands among shipping people is exceedingly 

bad,and it is impossible to shut our eyes to the fact.
6. Par. 8. The insurance of H.&.B.wool i-s noted.
7. Par. §. In saying that the amount deposited in the Savings 

Bank is so large as to account for your drawing heavily, do you. 
mean that the money has to come from you,and therefore you are 

left short,or that the Government have cash for which they de
mand a bill,and you feel under an obligation to give it them,re
gardless of what your balance may be? I rather judge the former,

„in which case it is all right,but if the latter,you are always 

entitled to say that although willing to oblige them as much as 

possible,you do not feel it incumbent upon you to provide them 

with the means of remitting if you have a large surplus of cash 

in hand.
8. Par.9. (2). You will have seen by the copy of letter from 

the Post, office that the postmaster at Sandy point has been dis
missed.

9. Par.10. I regret to say that the Underwriters of the Cas- 

talia object to the large expenses incurred in endeavouring to 

save her,and that it will end in our having to compromise with 

them. The claim as made up amounts to over 115#,after swallowing 

up all the proceeds of the wreck,and they say that although they 

are willing to abandon these proceeds and pay 100#,they think 

that we ought not to claim more. I have had an interview with 

the principal underwriter,who was very civil,and I explained to 

him that the money was spent in a genuine endeavour to save the 

ship, though it was impossible to avoid admitting that there had 

been a want of judgment over it. He remarked that the people in 

the Falklands,when a wreck occurred,seemed to look upon it 

sort of Tom Tiddler’s ground for them,and that as far as he
as a
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could judge there had been a very pleasant family party at Wed
dell for several weeks or months. It was also remarked that ev— 

who could hold a pen seemed to consider himself entitledery one
to sign a survey report, and pocket a few guineas; on this point, 

in reply to a question from me, he said that surveys need not be 

multiplied, and that all they wanted was one detailed report made 

by one trustworthy person,such as Biggs. This they want,in order 

to see how things stand,but as to having surveys,and adding to
expenses upon every possible occasion,it was entirely unneces
sary and wrong. This will be useful to you in future; you are 

not to consider yourself blamed at all over this matter, although 

from want of experience,which could not be helped,the affair has 

• not turned out as well as we could have wished.
10. Par.15. You will have understood that the telegram about 

the reserves was sent to you in hopes of getting the matter set
tled before the arrival of Goldsworthy, for although it is to be 

carried out according to his own proposal,there is no saying 

that he may not attempt to wriggle out of it,just for the pur
pose of annoying us.

11. Par. 18. I must, point out clearly to you that .nothing can 

be done in the matter of attacking Goldsworthy until there has 

been some movement in that direction from the Colony. It has 

been suggested that a question should be asked in Parliament,.but 
I have ascertained that the answer would be simply that no' ceta- 

plaint has been received from the Colony. I have spared no pains 

in my endeavours to get something done, and have approached Mr. 
Buxton through a member of Parliament; but he says that it is no
part of his duty to investigate reports that come from outside, 
and he declines to question the three gentlemen who have just 

returned. On the other hand Mr.Melville and the Judge, being in! 
the service^have their tongues tied by official etiquette,and 

can say nothing as to the state of affairs,while they deprecate
any reference being made to them,as' prejudicial to their. **
terests. I am able to tell you,however,that if steps had been

own in-

taken in the Colony to bring about an enquiry into the man’s 

conduct, the probability is thatA^ek would not now be in the ser.- 

Under these circumstances you will see that the remarksvice.

A
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made on the subject were quite warranted, and that it really 

rests with the Colonists whether the man remains with them or 

not, always assuming that his conduct has not improved. This much 

I was able to ascertain, that as far as the Colonial Office is 

concerned he has gone out to complete his full term of service, 

so that the story about a four months’ stay seems to be mythic
al. This is a privileged communication to you,but you’ must be 

careful what use you make of it,and only impart the information 

given to you to those whom you can trust.
12. Par.20. The Helen was not the vessel you thought;, there 

is no chance in England of getting American built vessels that 

would be suitable,and the only way,which may be adopted on an
other occasion,is to look for them on the spot. I have just 

heard that the Fortuna’s alterations are progressing,but that 

unfortunately she will not be ready before the 21st inst.Capt. 

Dixon of the Black Hawk will be the sailing master for the voy
age out.

13. I enclose copy of a letter from Somervell Brothers about 
boots,asking whether they should put up some samples of light 

goods,to which I replied that as the roads were so heavy on 

boots I should not advise it without special instructions from 

you.
14. Will you ascertain whether Felten sent Robson 20 or 40 

coils of wire? It seems that there may have been a blunder com
mitted by them in sending,contrary to orders, 20 bundles of 2 

coils each,in which case the order has been just doubled.
15. Being still without any order for dip,I have asked the 

Board to charter a vessel for the purpose of sending some, being 

afraid to wait any longer. As Thomas is going out,I have arrang
ed to take up the Orchid,and she will sail shortly after Christ
mas with wood,fencing,100 hhd.of ale,and other rough stores,to
gether with the dip. To save the risk of your rumming out of ale

v I v/ill send 50 hhd.by the January mail, and then the remaining 50 

in March. The'freight on this by mail comes to a good deal,and
it is best to take advantage of this vessel for a portion.

16. The Sir Oebrge F.Seymour arrived at Falmouth over a week 

ago,but has not yet been reported as arriving in the Thames. The 

cargo will not now come into this year’s accounts, and therefore 

in making your final entries you are to debit Farm new account
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with £3000, for estimated valiie of produceand credit this year 

by this vessel. This will prevent an apparent falling off this
and a corresponding increase next.

17. With reference to the Farm account,the Directors would
year

have liked to have an expression of opinion from you as to the 

advantage or otherwise of subdividing the account,by keeping
As far as we are concerned, thereseparate ones for each section, 

would be no advantage,as we are quite content with the system
that has been in vogue for so many years, by v/hich we see the 

profit shown on the whole account. There are many expenses com
mon to all the sections,and if an attempt is made to dissect 

these,is it not likely that it will lead to a good deal of extra 

book work,the value of which would be very questionable? In fact 

is the game worth the candle?
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

k.
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No.794.
Per Serapis.

** f
Sir,,

'.v 11:;c•'••• . wo.2 o:.v. i• / <_•■—tV , r>: ■ r..^
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.568,

« • ' i,f;v ■’ * W . V- O • . - r r r,re t ■which arrived on the 18th tilt., also of your telegram “Thetis de-
cerneras trumfar trummern
We are glad to hear'of*the arrival of’ the Thetis, but'’the 

about the shearing machinery is melancholy,after all the trouble 

that was taken to ensure success.
2. Par.3. Your reply on the subject of the sealskins was em

inently judicious,and it is to be hoped that theoIasi .has been 

heard of this unpleasant'incident. YJ i..o

i :

,*1

o..
which*came to hand on the 11th inst.

t

news

y :> j

j.

* 3. Par.64 It is most unfortunate that you have to ,stow
of the Jonas-Lie’S1 coals .out. of doors, and it; only phows how dif- 

' ficultult is: to predict, when they will be wanted,-as at. the time 

‘ these were ordered wve were acting upon your advices that they 

• would be needed.

s orne

Is it possible that you have, actually no room 

in any of'the hulks usually devoted to, house cJoal?_lOf course you 

will use up the lot in the back yard, first.
■ J.rod4*-*,Ear. For the satisfaction of. Mr.Robson we send the dock

L it*| • i ' i * • • .L
measurements of the wool of, both years, which please return after 

he has .seen them. It ris. evident, that the. last wool was not pres- 

sed as. heavily as the first,and we can really not be held res-
\ - • < ■ V - • to '4 » Mol 0'£ .

ponsible fqr the lack of muscle disyla^ed by his staff, 

the usual practice to measure every] bale; 
myself,and nothing can be fairer.

•'< -:T 0

r

fjjj.v;
It is

I have seen it done

5.9. Respecting the account for the late R.F.Howard, you must
see that to send simply a “bill delivered°wIthout items,or any 

evidence that it wds ever contracted would not be likely to meet 
with any response on the part of his parents, who are1'probably 

poor people. If you can ‘giVe more particulars I will try to get 
the money, but why was not/ this sent to Mr. rfennhh?

6. Par.10. The cog wheels will be shipped if in. time, but Bur-• 4 r

gess & Key have 'ceased te exist as a firm, and it was some time 

before we were able to get the pattern from the Docks. It would 

have been better to send it in charge, ,,of. a passenger, as the
rIO"> :j ‘I .Vi , i .It'Vi O.

A.E.Bullion, Esq
• -V • >

C\ .1 > ’ no I o;.: uli oc iaojoict r in« .u •. eii.t ••• d . 1

Manager,
r■ :i r •>*“* (f o ...1 j n r r, ■

Stanley.
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. i^L
charges on it were very heavy.

7. Par. 11. Your remarks on the Farm accounts are noted,.and I
t ' ' .rl r'C '•

that you would find Frazer’s bookkeeping altogether ad
mirable: there is not much to be said on the subject at this

•X rP
we must wait for the new accounts in the ho^e'that the

r,C

was sure

/ v. J.r!r i >V •• r‘»_r /'--..i c.
.little pull-back was'oply^temporary. When yo^remark,however,

- _;t that .an increase in cash payments for the year, amounting to
£195.9, calls.rfo,r-no comment from you, youp meaning is hardly clear
in the face of.the wages only being some £600 in excess.-T. :i^ I o. on' . •'j. vi'-jii; : ■:

respecting the balances due men seems to have been

:
— t

17 r' t
The

*:•/ Jv-n,*
discrepancy
satisfactorily cleared up,and we are glad that you.have been
able .to- put your finger. on the irregularity so clearly, and to 

show that it is only p.matter: of accouzit,which can .be,.corrected 

•by fbhe- -alterationMna.th© .wages; sheet which .suggest.
; wo! pari 12. The, sub"ject'v ofijrthe: Egerin. has-, been 'discussed by
n..iO wo

- the -fioaid/and it Was' be eh decided that: it will‘he .advisable to 

carry otit the roofihg scheme that 'you suggest* taking^bare that 

•t o.1 th:e! expense, does not materially: exceed Siggs’fS ^estimate.

r .i i.c o.
■
. v

' 9,v rP’af. 13. Ellis hbs-'•given'' its -a«' roll of insertion to replace
the package ’sent home/ -3°c<s 111

'ib’.Pai*. 1ii:J<l;e'annotitbil-l' yW^ahytrhihg^(fef-i3nite--about the

ids qi.r ecu Jl.ivV.‘Ol

'and 'leasing* questions1, not -Raving11received?any -letters from• ‘^ihhd
the Colonial Office. But'‘Mr.Melville1 s-eemS tb’think that the al-

fr. r i • r r "i’c J ‘ , n ' *f r'i •*i<r 1 ,V ' ' Or i * r r .terations in the terms are Goldsworthy’s,and that they will not
: oIr*r.r. t *o A ’■r ri rtl! .:o:ti: sent in two letters to the Office on these ques-

o.

~c-viq ion

. A

be confirmed.
I ; : •• • tions,copies of which are enclosed.

11. As regards the boundaries of our lands,you will be able 

‘to see them by applying .to be allowed to inspect the grant and 

.lease books,which you.are at liberty to jdo upon payment of a fee 

Mc for, each se,arcli,. if ..you cannot, bounce, thpm ipto letting you look 

...f.or nothing... I. think, that you will Wftd in some note.s 1 made on 

Messrs.Dean’s7land the boundaries of the pieces we bought from 

{ them; if notqI;w±ll take .an iopportunity:r!o£ 'getting .;the deeds 

from the Bank,and make some extracts from- themvwhich I have been 

unable, to do as yet. There can be no harfci in fencing in the
i 'i ci *1 •'*Jod no-idpiece you m'e n t i on.

12. Par.17. If the arrangements for landing interfere with us 

seriously, we must protest to the Colonial Oflfice that the sale
", 1 « I",; 1

of the jetties was made to us under false pretences,for the main
. y r'Iir\*c;.

r.
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object .in.view .was the privilege of landing our own goods from 

the steamers on them.
13,rcOPar>.24. Mr.Easfcment has been engaged Darwin, and Mr.

Kennedy, who wrote to Dr. Dale >about his furniture, will pass the

<. •

o : -^o-j

r

i **r.o
latter’s answer on to him.

Par.27. Your remark that it was a pity that the Thetis
t ■ '• K ’ • X “■ ’

did not get away earlier I agree with entirely; but you mus$ 

have forgotten that the dreary wait in London was caused by the 

want of orders from the Islands that should have been ,home by 

the .mail that went astray. Please bear in,mind that her despatch 

this year will depend upon the arrival of the ordQS in time to 

be executed,and impress upon.every one the importance of getting
t -'i - i • V. - 1 • V <’

a
14.

e
i

them forward, early.
• '..l'- "4 C* ‘ * 1 “ ' - ' * “

15. Par,29.r U O

T-I,a: * v v

I arranged to have Noble’s boys met,but they were 

vyith. the sailma.kqr, who appeared to ..have had sub sequent instruc
tions about them,and they went with him to Scotland.

r ;ii ..too*r
a : 'inr ru

The c.argo per Sir 0. F. Seymour has- given cause for com- 

plaint in several ways. A gross error was made in shipping the 

boneash ih bags,notwithstanding the express injunctions sent you' 
on the subject,and acknowledged in despatch 547-2. Not a bag was
to be seen on arrival,and the whole..cargo was in a horrible mess
uriu -: rt ir>C • ■ >T:v. o\ "v

16.
raiv. r.9'i -i -

• iM a.
o

t i<
with the stuff. The hides were marked in a way that was utterly 

unintelligible, and the marks could not be made to. agree with the
“ i l ' , . ‘ | i • ‘ ’ * - . . { i. •

Bills of Lading, Why was the old established system of knots not 
adopted this time? The idea of shipping the boneash as measure
ment cargo was absurd,and the freight will probably be more than

<
the value. Probably the Captain would, under the circumstances,

t . ■ . ■

have been glad to take a lump freight of £400 or £450,but the
ship has made the nice little sum. of £532.7.2,thanks to the 

• * - 1boneash and the fact that you shipped the tallow as measurement.
rrd!

You can hardly be blamed'for this last,for you have not,I think,
been told that tallow is almost universally shipped by weight,

.. ,jov ‘ > 'our

*

1«

own ships excepted. The right principle is to ship by weight
if a shipper,by measurement if an owner, which please remember in

4 i.ir ov . • oo ■ v• • ■". * r •’.. ,
future. Can you explain why the Bills of Lading by the ship were

' ! J • ' '-.i i ■ ' , •
sent unsigned,and what value would they have had had the other
no:mm need i

c

r ' ’

t

X-
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set been lost? It seems hardly necessary to mention it,but the 

right thing is to make out three sets for signature and a copy;
one set you1 send by the ship herself,one by the following mail, 

and the third you keep in' the office,- giving "the -unsigned copy to 

the Captain, I think that last year-ybu sent urisdgned'‘copies by 

the mail,by way of'Variety, The tallow-has-been Sold * at prices 

•■•in advanc’e of last year’s, and trie^Kides hbve aisotbeerf'disposed 

of; but in consequence of the number°of'smhll :parcels'/and, I am 

afraid, owing to the mess caused7by the';bbne&sh',-tiieyi%Aave realiz
ed' very little.' n ’ r"fv‘

17. We stopped the shipment of boneash altogether some years 

ago, the idea beirig that we ought to wait until there is 'enough 

to'make a shipload; this cannot‘-be the'case for a long-time, and 

the Board desire that' rio mb re niairbe ; i^Snt in flitur£, 5s‘it does 

nbt meet expenses, arid may vbe!’morie "profitably ’used' perihrips, in 

spreading it over the grass in places:^Trie reis6H°why‘shine
'Sl ' shipped a few ?yearsi!eigo ’was Shat trieier happehed^to’t’e room in a 

"ship,.but 'tiiien it was put into ''cdsks to pieVent itiLfrfrmrinjuring 

other cargo.
18. “' Sometime ago I asked'you a question'aboutTHarper’

•:biidge:, which I; Suggested might be ’iriade use fifty 'the 1 northern

yf^isibrit^^re^y whS gi^e^r r;thfrirVbu'Sight
Felton ’anS*others that it would^be'
bridging the Arroyo Malo than'cutting up the Dennis Brundrit,

..iC: ‘

. ’j.

) • T . ' >

,/

OJ ) . i >

was

no ,*i.rcd.; :uioivi»■» . i<... I i

-v.i;;4 s wire

r T ’ ' O;! O CI
'suggest to Mr.

«*_■ or d/re oiLj noa more economical way of

jjoy Ju
•.Ml."

o :•:> .t r%

n (T A ...'l •" •1 v r. itaking the ‘labour into consideration.
■ -r UlUOO rj.l . ) I J19. I enclose copy of a letter from Nilsson on the subject of

... - - r - »

the casks that were sent by his express order. What he says is
- • ■ • 1

entirely untrue; they were exactly the same class of casks that
. . . * . .we have used ourselves for many years, and are second hand Aus-

vl- r ':T :--v - ■'
New they would cost, I am told,.

• . J • ■
tralian and New Zealand casks.' N<

I t 00's* .. '• ' t;
about 22/. each. As a matter of course they ought to, be. put up by

O J i ’ ’ t ‘ ,2 / .w'Sc ' . • ■ • • T * •? i I -*' ■ ' : . . .. t "[
an expert Cooper; why did he send for shooks, if he did npt know

. .. /:oJ ’ r>q . . o\ ’ . • ' ■ ’. ' ■- :
how to get them together? Mr.Harper has been here about them,

Ox r.lil tot 1 . J : :v! fso\
and has written a letter in explanation

• *'»o j*..

.i

? •

,as per copy enclosed.I h• • •' .o...! ■ -:j ao.; '• •/.* ;Tc-' .ov\i
have only to add that it is a pity that you should have taken

. • ■ ' r. ' •'
half of them off Nilsson’s hands^for several

i »

reasons; we cannot,..... . . . . ..ffyxoAVo .• • . •• •• • q r!• fi
on principle,be held responsible for goods that we buy for peo-

r _ v ■ Hi o all id v:lw xu jfqxo jroy nisO .fl'mcfn t
pie on commission,and this looks like establishing

•. ’ • ' v
and then as you knew that

a precedent,
I) or .\ r oil.'«'.on;4jcai; viioo

a large qiiantity had been indented
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, i r ■: !.ifor, caid would, arrive
to the'stock,and paying'a higher price than we had arranged for
ourselves. That is to say,on'the larger quantity I was able to 

V r ; -o-. - . . , .V::get a special rate of freight.
20. There has been a re-arangement of insurances on stores m 

Stanley,and I send you particulars,so that you may go into the
whether the amounts *are fairly correct

The am

ount lookg, small on the whole, but it must be remembered that a
• « ‘ , ; " ’ i * • ^

good deal of stock is practically not at risk,for instances,ev
erything out of doors,iron, &c.

21. Tf Mr.H.Waldron says anything about his insurances,you 

must tell him that the'amounts put upon the so-called whalebone 

and oil were too absurd altogether.
22. The manufacturers of the jam complained of are very sore 

about the charges made by Kiiig; the reason why-their 'goods were
T .tried was that we knew something personally of the Manager of 

the' Factory, and were satisfied that 'whatever else might be said 

we might rely upon freedom from adulteration. It was not right# 

to charge them with the use-' of 'turnip and prussian blue, unless 

there was undoubted evidence that these ingredients were present 

in the tins, and you will see that they m'ako a sporting offer of 

£5 per dozen for all the tins that contain them/ The* real fact 

is that there had been an unfortunate boiling,owing to some 

change in the works,and they knew that some of the stuff had 

fermented; this they are anxious to replac-e,upon learning how

shortly after,you were adding unnecessarily

■~\ •*

question,and report as to 

oh the whole,or if not,what alteration should be made.

iu1 : ‘ ) J

;• j-tJ'O

n:
___* C i \ *

it

not

r,

r
f*: i •••

much has gone wrong. 
23. Your attention is called to a letter from Somervell Bros.ab
out their boots. ii r \

24. I enclose an extract from the policy on the North Arm
< V

woolshed, and request that you will communicate it to Mr'. Ni‘cho.1,
I • • r . • ' ■

and ask him to point out anything that may be stated in error.
25. Owing to great and unexpected delays through bad weather 

and the holidays,the Orchid has only just finished loading; I am 

much concerned abo;u‘t this, on account of the uncertainty about
•* * • % ... i« * *

the stock of dip in the Islands,but it has been impossible to 

avoid it. She is to sail tomorrow.
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26. The work of getting off this mail has been increased al
most at the last moment by the arrival of the mail per Jonas

V 1 '• *'1 ' ‘ < ' 4 bliJOW i4*lJ: f10 1
Lie,to which I .will reply as well as I am able. Your despatch

■ : ' 1:: ' • ! ■ ‘ an opjbfD 6d
■ 569 and letter of 28th Nov.are to hand.’• - I Y" as • • • * o j io,y;S od aj siH '.so\i^wo

27. Par.3.It is unfortunate about the coal; probably by “Gan-.'_V. ;j ^1o '1 r 53 J r 0*0 *
ache” you mean Carenage? a• :vi -n'r -.

28. I must get a copy of the European mail to which you call
•• !;oV. o-; «p.ic ? -j* i'.’i .joy i nr n I f-nr:

. There is .nothing .known here as to the Governor's in-• ; f'*•‘ 0 : r •'.-*• . '*' ,noiJcnrr
.tention of retiring after a few monfihs, and the C.O.say that he
... . 1 . . ■ * ' ’ rc . ■ : o; tO
has gone out to complete his time,r.-f • : . • j . ;J tr-So:r.

29. Par.,7.1 am much put about over the Fortuna, knowing well-va t«e aaJgjM i-o*t3fei*r j- ion ^ifnoi Joctq al tftbda M boo •
how anxious you will be to have her at work. There has been a.• ^ tnoai .crrooo "o Jf.ro ;.ir;P vrr r>
chapter of accidents over replacing, the. .Castalfa, and although

. i. - • . .1... « — c- .. 11 - - V. * 1 J <• V, ! IVJ 1 i, J . I • i l • 11 j. . J. v.

oaocfol -ol®If .-hpok ..the^.Fortuna in
hand,and Rowlands is pushing on aj;.fast,as he„cat,still the wea-

•vxo.: vf ^h^.--haS teen -much agaiLns/t, her, and..she cannot nl:eav»ofor quite a 

week yet. ^J/.can quite re^li-zp- your position at -the present time, 
o *i • i and; wish that rsomethlag .epulcL.be done tp make it-easier. If you 

: oJ are ;v.py. hard pushed, could you not. makavusero^;;the -Pandora for a 

rri j^opple- of ripnths^cabllng .home that-ryo^rhave :done; so .so.-.-that 
f • :ji . oan in:surejher : for .. that; .time?• Every ohe speaks -in glowing terms 

! . :rur -'/Oif -.-the;-Fortuna, but. that does not i-remedy ..the mess' .we- were led infc 

.into over- the Helen.; -
30. '- Regarding the case of saddles, there has been a blunder, as

rT .. -

- ? c-j'JCJ.: :io -t rneril . . Wiflood c11. • l o

').lj oj;ii o •
attention

iT.i>\r> 'r(0*» “ *

• •»

it : ,f rJool Jac.ro

a o vteo

r- •

we

r • f :.i: J n!. rv: aOv rt:i.

you must see yourself. In Remarks on Stores by the’ January mail 
you were informed that six more were, coming,and they arrived by 

the next mail. There was nothing more noted about them,but it is
presumed that you and the Storekeepers: all read the invoice,and 

- :oth°w a.ffefer that they got put' away as tobacco; is rather hard to
understand. On the other hand, when Mr.Hichol -is told that any
thing is likely to’be on'1 the way, if it does not turn up in the
course of time he should enquire about' it.• Now that attention
has been called to the inconvenience likely to result from neg-

. o
lect in these matters, it is hoped that a better system will be 

adopted. The other things sent out for trial
rn.!

. 1
are the powder dip

from Little and the Thorhcli^ffe-dip. ^Niehol was told"about 

' the teams ' on which i allbweA them"to be sh" 'fto A\'! Ojf :
ipped, but I hope that
«:if: .Ji Lj ovr-

oc

he will be able to givb'*’them a trial.
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31. While on this subjcct, there is the quest iori'’of supplies 

for the season,as to which you must have a definite understand
ing with Mr.Nlehol,or there may be a disaster. Of course the or
ders must come as indents in the usual way,but as to the exact 
quantities of supplies required,it would naturally be the right 

thing to consult Mr.Nichol, and it would be equally right for him 

to make sure by enquiry that you have sent for the things that 

he wants and must have. Nothing in this supremely important mat
ter must be left to chance. Imaging the loss that would be cau
sed by failing to order sufficient bagging to bale up the sea
son’s wool.

32. I have this morning received a letter from the Colonial 
Office in reply to mine on the subject of the town lands leasing 

Ordinance,and enclosing a copy of a despatch to the Governor, 
from which you will see that your reasons against the ordinance 

were not allowed to prevail against its confirmation, and as the 

Secretary of State has reserved the point I raised about the 

frontage there was some use in my writing after all.
33. I may mention that the Board were glad to find that the 

letter proposed to be sent to the Governor by the Magistrates 

had not gone in,as they deprecate making an attack of this kind. 
It is quite enough to stand on the defensive when our rights 

attacked,without provoking hostilities,and this letter would do 

no one but the Governor any good at the Colonial Office.
I am,Sir,

are

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

P.S.Referring to par.31,you must make up as soon after the 

Camp season is over a general indent for supplies of all kinds, 
and of all goods wanted by sailing vessel. At present the latter 

are ordered in driblets in a haphazard way,for instance,just af
ter chartering the Orchid, a lot more wood was asked for as well 
as lime and cement; not nearly enough for a ship,but far too

riiuch for the Orchid to carry in addition to the cargo she was 

chartered to take.
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/ /Cj? 3rd. Feb.
// //sff y/ . 7- ?A. I/ K/r res'//<s >,c/< //1/

/:. i'Per Supplementary 

mail via Lisbon. 
No.795.

c ////- /j/s//s/j < r ///y v.st?/ y.

Sir,
Since writing yon per Serapis no mail has arrived from the 

Islands,but we have received your telegram “Trullo Hind returns 

Setos stagnone”,meaning “Complete success with engine and ma
chinery Hind returns in the Setos 980 bales”,also one from Mon
tevideo announcing that Messrs.Packe and G.Cobb are on board the
Tagus.

2. The news about the shearing machinery i-s most satisfactory 

and relieves us of much anxiety. You have done extremely well to 

get 980 bales for the first shipment, and I hope that the Fortuna 

will be out to make a good wind up of the season,just when she 

will be most wanted. Having the Thetis now on the coast, you will 
be In a better position that you were last year,as soon as she 

has delivered her outward cargo.
3. Having to send more goods for clients by mail than former

ly, I have arranged a fixed rate of freight of 45A in full,which 

is to include receiving,storing,reshipping and carriage coast
wise. The difference between what we pay and the freight thus 

charged will be credited to you,and I hope that this arrangement 
which is on the same lines as the wool freight will be consider
ed satisfactory, as it will certainly come cheaper to our clients 

than any one that they could make for themselves.
4. Mr.Norman,one of the Committee of the S.A.M.S. called 

lately to say that they object to seeing Store accounts against 

their people in the accounts forwarded by their Superintendent.
I told him that this was a matter between them and him,but that 

I had no doubt it could be got over’by directing him to pay sal
aries at regular periods by cheques on your office. I did not,
nor do I still see why it was necessary to mention this to me.

5. With reference to the barb wire sent from both Dennis and 

Rowell,I have to mention that it 

English against a foreign manufacture;
was with a view of testing

if there is no difference
an

A.E.Baillon,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.

i
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in the quality I am afraid that we shall have to stick to the 

latter,as it is much cheaper.
6. I have been looking int>t> the matter of Mr. Felton’s wool 

per Orchid,and am struck with the loss that he -voluntarily sub
mits to for the sake of a trifling gain in freight. Not only wee*
there a number of bales damaged,but the whole lot had a bad ap
pearance, and showed just the difference that might be expected

No claim was pos-£7-to be seen between stem and sail carried wool. 
sible,for the damage in every case was only a farthing per
pound,which does not amount to a claim; but it may safely be 

said that there was a loss of at least a farthing Qn the whole 

lot, if not more,.and on 121975 lbs. this comes to over £127, while 

the saving in freight between 35/ and 40/ only totals up to less 

than £50. It’ has been asserted that although a sailing vessel 
may deliver damaged wool the damage takes place before it gets 

to her,and that she ought not to be blamed for it; the absurdity 

of this is clearly seen in the sale catalogue of Nov.30th,in the 

of the Pebble wool,of which 127 came by Menes without a 

single case of damage, while of the 139 bales per Orohid 38 were 

. damaged.

case

7. You will find the boundaries of the property bought of the 

Messrs.Dean in the copy of agreement with them, in addition to 

the plan and explanatory remarks made by me, a copy of which you. 
will find on record in one of the guard books, some time,I think, 

in 1889.
8. To add to the annoyance over the delay of the OrOhid, she 

has got into trouble in the Downs, and had to return 'to Graves
end, so that I fear that she will not clear the Channel for more 

than six weeks after I hoped at first she would get ©way. There 

are ships lying in the Downs that have been windbound for over 

five weeks, owing to persistent S.W.gales, and there seems at pre
sent ho chance of an improvement in the weather.

9. I am almost as much concerned over the Fortuna, which has 

been kept partly by bad weather partly by the slowness of the 

workmen, but she is positively to be completed to m'orrow, and will 
sail, in all probability,.early next week.

I am, Sir, * *
your obedient servant,

AAA
<L

Managing Director. J
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ni to1 u&'kSiowledgb* rVdeipt,'t>f -your despatches-hos?. 570 of

evoil e* <bebyfcbQr,^hdt^u\wHy:*’-^ts-' Alteration? ) iof 16th( January, as we

sl-^-r'well f&h11 y:OUr letters -bf i-2 8th Deo. And 23rd Jteiute&yai Despatch 1 

arrived on £he 5th inst., three 'days- .after theuSetos’s^mail, the 

.t.io..»os'jnanapfemdht^of ‘these %feills is not quite satisfactory.-yet, for the 

b o d n o 'ten, dUpl-ife abb-: of the‘despatch-and- statement ought .to'have .keen sent 

by mail from Stanley, just as you used, to forward- lt'.t.p^^onte- 

f f .'iVideo;c'before: you rwieret instructed'to.:post the. original from 

god v^there.i.Brobabiyt^the- cfelay was-' caused , by re gist rat ion,.which must 

not be allowed to interferes with the posting;, aiLtto’O: late. 

-iKtiv.’ton ^;.j5:70,iF-ar..avrI rhav,e);sent> in la* .letter -complAining /about the 

,*!©v&woj &(#l&rn&&LSi,nam regulations, a\copy, of which is enc^s^dy-with sun-
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dry fOther- official’'.correspondence.,, t.,./<■»
3.Par.6.Insurances are noted. Mrs.Bonner has taken my advice 

oi „>.■ : .as^.to,.increasing the. insurance on h.er wool..
iLJdd rA- -P^a.V/e, .some, off ..Heyman’s butter sorap .^ear^^o, and it 

was not,I thing,considered up to much. King will ren^nber it. 

ea >5.AJE^a.r* 10• The .Directors...have considered the rapplication made by

-acftnO A8 *e. &ake ad“
vantage of an oversight,or appeared to do so. As to the salary,

• Xw

:VlEi 9X13Li

. rV iT ir
t

. ireaod

fc.i« aE^epi^tg. ^is. se.rviq.es. and would ^vqf,vpl«ntarily

% aAjli^op to, h^.Eay^t i>.he .fact of ration of his

J\^P::or.^S9 %
any, man takin^^^l^^osition

•rod
are wil-

As to«eqlJe

neve h

¥omad^°o a
in the

-btenoo
. . of letting their staff say what they consider necessary

004* BOtQss ©VjSii • ■ o.i i* . 6w ©eTtroo rui-.v *:•;•
way of accommodation and then consenting to it. The house wasyrs Yi5.*i .io.. -u'.c.o r:•£eii o-.tit -itcjt»■? •?- . • ucd gsiiei aoi

.v 3,1.
there is any reason for a further addition. The right way to

aoqiiiq *fauvio rol xsan aired T9ii biie reu :ii aro..ierr oj
deal with a case of this sort is to say plainly that that is the

- Y v- . • Vi.a.1 noop a: ,an^no o-t . ->y oh dn*iv: .ee
A.E.Baillon,Esq.

Y*rJ li rw odv; fiiov.u • ? g:»r:
Manager,

-il-.U'-y t
ear that#re

•eq:;; .ifVib end to ■ e - ft t'iid ddfw

Stanley.,



((>

thehouse set apart for the use of
Stprekeeper; or whoever it may be, that if any repairs .are needed

they shall be done, but ofthese the Camp Manager^ mupt0$e the

judge,and that if he does not like it it cannot be helped. If

there is a valid reason for an addition, then it should^-be re-

‘to OVd .poxted jhome.w lt is/feared: jthat th^ ai^c4ksmith’s^-^ous^ in Stanley

*w au ty7»is.ifjdaU5tog an amount -Aft di scqntent. that* ^ouId; jio^^othe.rwise have

I Lotbeen manifested. Do !not. ‘forget that bhere-ds; no,: man pjO^yaluable

srii-t ,1 rxthat/ ^h'e^cannot he- replaced-."*:!1-:.. V;ul iHc, no bevVnG

Oii.t -jot t^e\p.y*PatoililAr By saying that 0gailyi-e -has -renewe$;ihis^£igreement

•nios neioii thef sameuterras laaitChaplin^dQ-yourrm^anuthat; yoii^av^^guaranted

-e.tnoi-him‘ a1 ;pas''sage-N home?i:i>orf ijov <»;:

.non *7v» *PaiW12..- The news about''thei .Sissie ;is; serious^ori ishall see

daif.a he iMr..SagbuabPut-it in :a day ortwpJd ami afuaid-tthat. iK.elway has

• cndJt fired-up i care fully enough.! s .m : ot t- :*IIs ed .ton

eii.t tirod;8. :Far'.13. The collection o'f^wool-Is Tgo.ing-on w'ell, notwith-
-airc ii*ivs-tandihgi-the difficulties you'are' labouring underVt’When1, however,

the Fortuna gets out, w-e expect that 'you iwill be eab‘le vtd perman- 
lay up

ent.ly the Fair Rosamond -or Hornet, for as' the .first -named is 164 

tons against the Castalla’s '97, and the Thetis is: expected to do 

jr tnu :much as' the Wfssa dijd:, you'will1 be better ‘Off than

•jo'i t rio.il yd

: r> r v

.•ti nir-;'.:: O f j0 to&jst tenoo JaFi 1 ,dOfl 8awJ «r n;

yo etaui IJ:-i The Missionary ’Society would like- to*'know "the rate

''•-qV'waf|esr paid to the irieri :Who were' employed on trhe' fAliWn* Gardih-
,y*fj3i'oe edi o.fer. : L‘o'f:itV|.To *ro , ril :ra#fe 10 i-« ...o tnc-v. o = i:

L c r' ^^ParVlB1. ‘it is 'rdally^ Very s'eVdouh 'about tli^SjJatd^'boat, and

r.. to iKi am V¥*rai&*that there’1 Was' ‘aft'err'o‘rl in' judgment' iii I^tfing her

-liw »^^%Ve1fHiut^0 

o.t al
f air, presumably' without1 "a s te ami auric ft in atten

dance. "It“is 'doubtful whether,considering the scarcity of ships, 

n°iJ lhef amount1 to be* earried by "the Wasp' 'as' 'a’ water'"boat1 would even

pky "interest on the cost of the ‘tanks, and* you %a&*better consider* Mo irr

Wfcf ni yusaeeqen leJ . o vt-ift .tenv; vns Me;- o £eif t .'iro.te- toer whether the wisest course would not be to have some 400 gal-
eaxroii jni% .it pvt \iMm moo a&dJ i>im xtoMiibokit 000 io vjswIon tanks handy for putting into her as occasion may arise, rath-

-toil Lxiu to>u* yiuv e.iioi-: •i9srrr'-: i ;t©er than fit her permanently with a set,which would always have
o.f tMw vu? . • drjbbjQ 'leildtol 0 rio’j noeoe'i vim eJt e*ir0il»f

to remain m her,and prevent her being useful for other purpos-
GdJ Cll vXiifA*. t ai <fioa lo .. I. 7.W ; 1

es. What do you say to offering a good salvage, say £20 or £30
with the free use of the diving appaVatus to anyone’who will try

t"f e;yiir.!

■ ♦



S/r A*9L/6JS
*n los Jon

©to aelCri yl'iot ©Hd
a*. <'.

'ft-ddeJ -• s*r.©ilA- r.KiO'ifr&Q
fr/yvu/rM - aj/^/u/^ f ry///^////

.xfdfciic. DJtVJBC.lM 7.0 1 bsiemo f-</ riff es-feit Ws . ..fcri
to recover the boat,on the principle of “no cure,no pay”? You

trjvi Oli ft J c.t- f-’n ©VjJil I uOu-J J l tv, ' .i-.'ft • ' J-
might advertise for tenders in the first instance. The.insurance

VGdJ'ItoamV deVtxl fc i/3 ley sin don e£ *©Iaad-: ii .1-mTO<

/
odd ar rt(sJol ds.'i'fi-. ia©Y

IcJtaof or

policies on <our floating property in the harbour are against ,%no evrdoeis no ild i;-f. So dtgo end ©.' • •WO 2 I

B bed ed SlriS E^seii it 1.81 bod • * • •
11. Par.16. Dean Brandon wrote to me about securing the piece

y 1 p.ioo Ulonio dii.iid cibVI, - Ut> TiiV r ;.• -
of land you mention for a house for the assistant Chaplain,and I

ftlOifitvoO edj xto fe.-.io ’v• odd 3%iU4 £>nc ,ii • ■* •.
told him that I could not recommend it to the Board,. Now that he

Jl ©I jbJ3 20 &"££S ©.Merit 8*;l J&i 3d 6X0 . : . i! O J- II
has asked you to mention it officially, wil,l you say that the

di3©7# Id tv.’ p.ioo t*:id odnfc awo'Jifj ©0 JidO Jhrla 11 ©dr I'.wOti c fed JJ cw
Board are not disposed under any circumstances to part with it

et JadJ edit ip .p* xoeru5 b oj f s Vide* ov 1 ciiS'Jhi tie
either by sale or lease,and that this answer is final?J ei.'d :*> •,* • . won dair

<

•r

12. Par.22. I have written to the Colonial Office about the
efe-trotC edJ JodJ J-dro*»

new Customs regulations,as also on the subject of the fencing
dtiM ii t aew it*07..; .* £-ld ;Eefi^o e ’nOc’T^f ©no t ■ r

e^ors.-'O' jii

order,and copies of all my letters,which have occupied an un-
>oe*t re ton tie zb uc • a ?‘-w 70i eonto

pleasant amount of mp time are enclosed,as well as of two that
modi io exio v. cl :■ ■ :r.' £m»j ‘

have come in. from Mr.V/ingfield.

. J r r-1

13. Par.27. It is satisfactory to learn that you have a suf-
i ; i . . . • .'7 '

ficient supply of all necessaries,and I shall not trouble myself
.it'weaa Mxrov.* J- knedd don J wOl

again on this subject,leaving to you and Mr.Nichol the responsi-
878*Id . • r£ Iirl \ f Jt • ' : to 97 ©W II67iJ0 1 ©7
bility of seeing that you have enough of everything.

no-ur 1 o I ed • : • - • .a, ■. fth ©vrl to
merely mention that in the case of bagging, or anything that is

• Y i 7 r.O 1 2 k ;

I will

boodeTebiiif den : i . •.
a necessity,you should order your supplies in time to have them

&rf C«*/.-.tin r.'d'fedne i o e
replaced,in case of an accident like the loss of the Neko in

ow.e.idd e*f«.rd •: r: r.c a sad707 8dx:'*r,[fcd2 *
July 1891.

70 lirJOO. : il Cl.- i

14. Same par. The order for 5 tons was cancelled by me, thro’
a r.r.ti *f»ro rvr

a mistake,which I think you will say was very natural. It was
vad I : rv; iroy

not stated on the order that it was for sale,and knowing that
iievJ ©•• . on *:Is/ov: dl . i’ * j dci: ’ Mtl. 5 ©c IItw

nearly all the farmers import their own I took ii to be for our
ii.-j til £ wolltf

own use,reading with it the remark on Indent 145 “Mr.Nichol will
c'C .10 tairo *ru

write about the lengths of hoop iron he wants next mail”.V/hen,
old io no.i .x”

therefore,these lengths were reported,and I decided to send
-SJ; 1 • 0 xi 1“ Y*'*dii0‘

Hale’s bands,I considered that we should not want the 5 tons,and
» V r' C j

did not send them.

y.,\r.1

Dilio , - ■ i'..

e7eifd .cdinxooo^j .1 [cr:• r S ■ vend ill O'.

od einf

■di vv rir-. : I>7 no . T.r; «j :

..o 5 O’- X ©Jd odJ • ■ : ■ j. >

: x;:n Iixw i/oy.71* ..'.or- •

I have,however,shipped them by this steamer.
7L.t f'tUdil'llfe’I

You can tell people that they have probably not
v* * v r. S. it ■? «• n 41 • • , • • > o it o b !>t t

7i.‘.J Vila .Ovt V77..1-)*r

15. Par.29.
M i W i)V7'f UOi! t .if'*-

yi.frn .i Jirr\cs ;'C.

VY od vti* difxdCiXl: t iu ci •.

k:
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lost anything by the delay of their wool,as the early sales are 

not going well, and there may be a better market later in the year

16. 1-par.2. The press will be ordered for Mr.David Smith.
uoi oa.mrtfo oa" to elcffcoatTg odd no ..Mod odd *tevoo&'t o,t

17. Par.4. Ion will see that I have suggested to the Colonial
eoasiaent^MiT *eoncdsni drat ±3 edd al arepaed rol o&td'tevbp JdstmOffice that if Stanley is not ripe yet for a Parish Council,they

might at leas^t make “the Board "of'health1 an elective *one.

Mr.V.Packe yesterday, and after he had left heard‘that lie had a
ooetq edJ aniTaoea mmj.. &ni oj &dpmi .'.oLn.rr. n&eG . .*m:! ...,letter from the President, which gives that official completely
I £a3 fajUIii£i£C Jn&ialsc . eiid to! & snort n to'1 no rvt;uoy« bn&L ioaway on the fencing question,and puts the blame on the Governor.
eh JortJ wen, .frfi30cl add OJ Ji bnentaooeT don r>i r/oo, '1 tsdJ air:i bloJIf I can persuade Mr.Packe to let me make use of that letter

vtcii! 1. •'
I saw

, it
edd JsdJ yne if ay LftwrvJ sioilio it aofcdiiem od v betfeo xodwill be a bomb shell that can be thrown into the camp with great

vtfc i‘vtrw drjSiX od eeoiw +a..iifo,ixo •tebnu beaojatb |don em £rro .
effect,and may probably lead to a break up of the gang that is

. slgntl s r few .■ shfd derid ban .seaei rro flee yd *iexfdie just now the curse of the Islands.
Odd vt/oo :* ' end od a&ddfcTw evjnl I .. . .t;:T .£118. Par.8. There can be no possible doubt that the Diaries

gntonei odd io dot*! ?:. • ad fsaoi tnr• • s.uo Jatft• wen
were shipped in one of Pearson’s cases; the parcel was in this
. rsi -or oo ■ - y. i It;' to aor-. o ban drefrro
office for weeks,and Pearsons distinctly remember receiving it.

emird -r..\ io .. is dnae •:i £ vThe cases were numbered 6794 and 6825; possibly one of them has

-m; au:

- • : •

. F1 !.been mixed up with the tobacco.
'n .i -

* 19. Par.18. The Board have considered the question of sending
ileaym eiduoTd dv .i .i .

tallow to Valparaiso, and do not think that it would answer. If
mo co ri

l no ,irc. r;-ienoqae/ end ioiIm.
all were of one quality it might be different, but there are four

l • it

. io yd r j rdII tv. I .iir.ifdy
or five different grades,and no sample sent could be looked upon

at d&dJ gnlddyua to , to oazo. * li d .. i • • fiis.ii yi.sTeut
as fairly representative. Hengstenberg k Co.are not understood 

liieiId eviSif.od euifcd -ii
to be people of any great importance,and in case of entertaining

u .JbeojsIqeT
the question at any future time,we should have to stipulate for

i 1oJd‘ 0 V »i i. •

,-.t fc gat sen jt jj y

it t o.vel odd io : T • •
1 i! u

■r.i ylm
cash or Bank drafts against Bill of Lading.

• otild t e.,i yd bsJ • aon o ■.•• . M
20. The cargo ex Sir G.F.Seymour has netted £3514.14.1,and as

a aw dl . JoTi/d^ii yf y I. • > Aitild ■ i & ■ s ?iada «-i $
you v/ill have taken credit for £3000 in the 1893 accounts, there

d£ifd ,.:it i.WOil.'t i'Air . u
will be a little to help 1894. It would not have been safe to

lie yitaen

r f •,11 j

i'Td^d*? doat r dniid to1)to odd >

• TibiId J T 0 p.11 <s '£ tr.:irf.'*
allow a higher estimate.

J i rw Xo4oi:H.TM#* S&l t 
21. Par.19.

tjjo tot ed od dr -Soo :
•.f *1ST c*d d dr ddrv. .'ii r *r ts-uf a WO

The Board are quite with you in your opinion as
-d Ftw

i.

fiisui*1«**1 td..j y 'tii
to the proposed subdivision of the Camp accounts,and desire that

f tno'isTedd
you will make no alteration whatever. Careful economy in all de-

bno «aaod & edd dnnw d , .*od- . v. • .i v.. . , erelai
partments would be far more to the purpose than analyzing

.T&..fjbd£ dilid yd modi • ‘ WJ,I I ..ikUid : 'll urn
penditure that might have been incurred without any regard to

do a yldadoT-q evnd v--. b? f « r»d a..o iro i
it; I do not mean to say that this has been the case,but merely

. idf •-v w.1 ' t r . 0 • a • •

bae£ od ben tooh . •mtuU'i. c;..edTC e*i e"£v.

ex-

. f. 4

put it to you in this way as an illustration.

J



6/r
tfoy Jato i ytouGt, j* gjgtt a &#£A\ /&9
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• i-‘ 22*. 'Par*30. The Board are pleased i>o hear* ,th&t’-,£hearing by

fci:ro*ia c$neaarT dvhd ; i;hi! / yyyf/// ;/ y <

machinery1 has been’ inaugurated with so much success,notwith- 

n°x dn standing1 the -unpromising -start.. -The' questiohl of acknowledging 

the - services1 of Noble *ha-s: had their- careful- consideration, and 

• ' they' wish me to say that they most fully appreciate his valuable 

services, which they desire to recognize1-in a substantial*'way.
•c Insteadytherefore, 'of5 advancing-1 -him by-’’small instaimehts, they 

propose to give him: at01oncer £240; a year, to date-trom-the? expir- 

+Lr ,tn- at ion- of his first agreements Xri-communicating this* to him 

will of course express the Board’s* 'satisfactions ii
23. Par .‘Bl. Mrs. Pinazo ;'ca-lledrherb on -her1 way through London, 

and has since written to ask my advice as to the disposal of her 

money, mentioning!'ihat; she Is 1 afraid of going into business on 

her own Account, an idea that is-obviously out 'of th9‘ question. I 

advised her in reply1 to bUy an annuity; assuming that she can ha^ 

have no relations in whom she takes an interest, and after long 

consideration she had decided to take this course. She has al
ready drawn £50,but I see that there will be other; money' coming

\0x

you

e.Lt .■t-re

—, i • •

.• ?>

; to her besides the fire insurance, and that it will therefore be 

safeto let her have the whole of this at- once *
24r. Par.23. I hear that Kirwan was sent ashore frbnithe Ruth 

Waldron for being drunk, and this has been reported0‘to"-the C.O.by 

Mr%Spearing. As regards'your purchase of house coals'to

wc Ae eiId no

annoy

the' Governor, do you consider this' justifiable in11 the face of be- 

in'g-so overstocked that you have to stow some- 'of otiF^wn'in the
. s til open-' air? You should remember that although giving annoyance is 

sometimes<very soothing to the feelings,it is hardly1 good policy 

to do sb when you have to put your hand in your :j)0:ckb!t; especial
ly when,by doing so,you are helping out of a difficulty “people
who* have done a good deal to create the glut1 ofr‘aj[i afticle of 

bad,
: whi'ch‘we have until they interfered, the monopblyv0''*^''-*-- 

'/t » j**25. Mrs. Langdon is dead,-and I"have been asked to- get the 

deeds and any papers; that belong to her late husband-sRestate
•oai Lsvteoet

;ro

1

sent home; please attend.:to this:



7,0

26. Richard Howard,whose death at Sandy Point you reported 

lately,called here a few weeks ago,and said that Ennenga should 

yu ^ .h®EVA'-r,omltt.edr.hi5i £4 fU\r..pugJi 3rfiji;x> W;i;ll .y_pp enquire JLnto this. He 

-d.+ bad ihpswsfcinothingj abouti bVKb. said; t^ipAuftfeihad had a

.?.dtaJGtiUojffeon •»> horse, :whibhrlaidr Mm /qprfpro-a:it.iine.:,T ThPijAftc.Ottnt you 

hue tiAs,ked!;ffl9r,i1pj^paiept:cfrpp>,:hisi.iiGflLati|v1esf jYas3 inpur^d'.l’hlii.h man

slbhtfi n’Pan^e.d tVfc£afflpby,;Ll ..at^Pprh.tStephenspand spys/.&h&k#^tennah

. Y£w knpfWSi.allfiabo,ut.i ritciu tit,■ jcc.'r :.t t’/tuKb ycitd noidw .aeoiviee

YOit.t ,&&foa3Ja,t$&& jNoy.embpr .ff&gh ;bAflte-»3vati,jL^-the •paKpafRfe.O.CtJSl?. 10/ 

-itqxf hoJ.,C.„TPppl^T>fpr .a.-hprse^ ou> Farm,,0.0coun^j:ifar?r., 0d eaoio':?
i/oy aid (^v,iIvhayej ,toldI:Hwphripys..t\o,t,l.tor register AptitiSKfe sent up

if it caup,e.si;,any.#p.-lay.a-h-!v,c:. eii.t ace-'qy.e ec'isfov 'io fltw
,iiofitol iiS.Ry-HaV’©' ypu.uny. fur.t^eiy .ijnfprmfttipp .t^.igiye..^, ajjput the Ber- 

'isd 'io hhd?' i. rb e.i* rotvbc y,t ter o,t nedvfrrw coats and bins 

8csn^)j;: Itt-.dpspaf.ph ;781r(3£. you. ins^rupt-ad fcft.&frfcfle.f&pps ab- 

I.iior.t.out the/exchanges of-, Fitzroy and, Bluff .Cpyp^b.p^ nothing. ,has been 

reported-on, t/his . sub-jeG-t/. Has .anything been done, and if nob, why

no

3 yf

. anoi
end j5,Jc? Xotl have not answered the question put to you, in .despatch 

<;i!i..ioo 794-,-.l?>-about getting kerosine oil from: Montevideov^.£..£ 
od sioi&v£$d h glad to say that , the,-Fortuna sailed,fronp Portsmouth

on the 14th ult. I send you a photograph of her„ wh^ch.. will show 

ddi/H fo.?P.len<J-id vessel, .she tis» -1, believe that she was con-
Yrf.C.C #.fdered,,,thp0 finest schooner, yacht, afloat.

Yottos Board have dealt wi^h ther.questiop. of, Mc£.Baiu,;and
-ed "to M-Yf to grant. hipu a pensipn,,.of.r.£25 a year, which, .he has
Sul nira^ay^dged in very, grataful hepiy^.This. is pnevpf0,th;eapxcep- 

ei eoni’fPSPsl ?£??? which ..it-was /decided;.to deal with on,th9i?q099rits. 

yvtlo : bor-$*t ^r.Ja,stmeptE and- wife...go put by,,ithis boat, g&di 4$ not 
-JntoeqPpcpsppjry .>.0. say that the Board hope-that you will dppa-1,1 you 

e, fc-. can.to.^i?(iake..his reception, a pleasant, ope, as. they are/sure that 

'io »irP¥.t,trilIl.:do it without asking,.TI, think .that he wil0.rfee,much 

liked, and,.he goes outtwith every intention to toake, the j: pest of 

ohJ-Md? a keen- sportsman*which.is.much in his. favour, to 

Pdh'dSWa«fifc.WttSdof his professional qualifications, of..which-, we have 

received most satisfactoryraccounfcafc-tv

: '

■'Til ;io'▼Mn’.V;i: 1

• ' . If r.'CL: ■ ■

j
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003 1 tOo.l-S'l ©J07W I ill/ . adVCUt
- OS6<As;// .

©hixlbaoo ^on X>i:rj iroy y#Hf 2jsw c.t V|^Q

-eh exfet flfdvr ,abasia1

.tjIOil * IV. gj>XOiiy'SXi ..Oft&Ii! O ft Li vtif.Odi3 t •«-.•?«- jivrc-,35. Spearing & Waldron have chartered the Hornby Grange for

.3 -

/<&?% -
oJ wt .i ottt-f-i'r ©if J

t:' i ill

mutton,and I think that’ they will try make arrangements to 

‘get1 cs£&p Worn us'. They ‘have not approached us ' offif i’cfally yet, 

.h utfJisl necessary‘to mention that at' present you are: not at

ribertyth‘sell 'under 8/. per head, and that under he circumstan
ces will the Board part with 'a'single head without due security 

for payment' being'given •fir iy
• If payment is proposed to be made by 

draft,it must be with Bill of lading attached, that is to say we
must appear as shippers and consignees,and the Bill of lading 

s’ent 'to *iis, arid this we shall hold until the bill is retired un
der discount,or other security given to be approved by the

- this to you clearly, because, if I remember rightly, 

there wes a misunderstanding about the last shipment.
Tie result of the shipment of boneash is that after 

ing freight and expenses the nett proceeds 

14/10.

.board.

36. pay-
amount to exactly 

pay to send any
more,even in tie Thetis,unless she happens to be leaving with a 

partially empty hold,which is not likely.

You will see from this that it will not

37. I forward you an extract from a letter lately received 

from the Kosmos Company,complaining oeff delay 

which is causing them great 
would communicate their remarks to

in shipping wool,
expense. I told them in reply that I

you,but that I thought that 

their agent must have something to do in the matter,and that I
received anything from that quarter with reserve. Of course you 

know that if the ship’s people will work,and here is nothing in
the way but a hesitatio n on the part of our men,you 

erty to pay overtime,so that it cannot be said that 

the delay lies at our door.

are at lib-
any part of 

I mentioned that on Boxing day prob- 

or money, and that that could notably no one would work for love
be helped.

38. A Mr.Stanford has asked 

kelp for a scientific
me to get him some specimens of 

I enclose two letters from him,purpose;
and shall be glad to dear that you can do what he wants. Perhaps 

some of our people will remember my having some put up for him
a former occasion.on



I &

39. Referring to the notes from which I wrote par.30,I see 

that the quest jo n to be put to you was why you did not conclude 

the exchange while Mr.Melville was in the Islands,when the de-
t^.^opp^pry. free^ds ,co^Ld

H .m?: ^®e.n;
without10'I

>innl- T. fcrte «aoddimi
40. The mail has arrived so lately, that it is possiblerxoiilo sir uc.ao^okua Sou ycnn ..mi x&aa ro;

od
that<d©y vIj

W 0^e..[att^teloneit^y ^fancied;

■*

di3

-iiddem

'Slid II iw 630y d fc 7 HOt C, ftUD dfJ0ild IW rJ3f ..

yd ?br.! ed o* i si*

aw y ■• o.t d;iJd ,£*=•!/uilbrJ \ro I£i

©atbr! io Ili-I Slid *::tc «e©©u/- tciioo bn;: evtjq.jrde

J i*.n.r bLoii II o,l2 sw

UL\r biro

-laemv^ 7°^ -Wen^ 'io>

*T • ** ^
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■/„>,/Feb. /<?SA-Per Fortuna. _^Sc/y/s''>??s. - J.yyf. 
j-:. c.

Z/f/f/////- jd/tMu/sj foc/snArt// u .
//No.796.

Cs

Sir,
I am glad to say that this vessel is at last ready for sea, 

and will sail as soo n as the weather permits.
2. In the event of her making an extraordinary passage,she 

may anticipate next month’s mail, so I deem it prudent to inform 

you that Capt.W.J.Dixon, who takes her out,is engaged for the
voyage only, at £12 per month,which is to continue up to his 

rival in England by the first mail after he gets to Stanley,and 

by which mail you are to provide him with a second class

ar-

passage
at the Company’s expense. He has been settled up with up to to
morrow.

3. The cargo is exclusively for Messrs.Packe Bros.& Co.,and I 

hope that after delivering it he will be able to get a load of 

wool on the coast.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

A.E.Baillon, Esq., 
Manager,

Stanley.
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=»ci o*i oicTy.Ui
Per ABYDOS.

nr.j 4.21st May,
/<tyv fZ//s>c/t • f y'TI'X'.'J'.e.U iio n>3i.v

No.798.
<//■/ . V- / /V -* -
, SJUY///Yj ' -r ///Jtr/// //

• .■ • ; • ' • •

- 'ycf///<'r//Y

»eud vtiroa;j
Sir,

1 v.

* f
9iW J

I confirm my despatch no. 7-97 of 30th March, and have to ac- 

knowledge the receipt of your no.5,which arrived on the 23rd Ap
ril, some days after the mail per Abydos,by which a duplicate 

should have been sent. Your letter of 17th March is also to 

hand, as well as your telegram “Fothered Melville Island Stuart 

Glasgow Fortuna Aforgardes”. It is quite unnecessary to cable

•f t '■

.»•: ’ • t •

1;io
the names of ships putting in with sickness, the object of a mes-

-'IS.t .v -----------sage being in case of a heavy account,for which it may be neces-
■ r; L ,f ':* d dAJfO

sary to obtain security. On' the other hand we should have likedV

more" word to express the date of the Fortuna’s arrival;
[ i iff *i9j\ted ed I Irv: di ,ec vt• ■ o _the news came across from Dunnose Head she must have made a re-

■i L'lijiur: ifone

A.1 •? ■

markable passage.
2. Desp.4 par.2. Insurance on account of*Messrs.Facke Bros.& 

Co.had already been opened by Mr.Edward Packe,and I suppose it 

will have to stand,though on a policy very inferior in its terms 

to oiirs.
3. Par.4. Messrs.Leitch & Muir have accepted the' draft for the 

Brunei’s expenses.
4. Par.11. It*is hot considered safe to send tallow in tin 

[boxes,as it is invariably liquid in the tropics. If the inven
tion to which you call attention were1 of any practical value,it 

would have been adopted in Australia before now. *
5 .“Par. 1-5. I learn oh the best authority•that Lord Ripon deci

ded to grant renewed leases without deduction to the small far
mers, and that this was donw spontaneously, without having been 

suggested by Goldsworthy. If therefore.any of the farmers who 

have to surrender hold less land than the largest exempted 

they should at once complain.

6;Par.l6. Lord Ripon has decided adversely .to us in the mat
rix : . ter of sale of foreshore, as per enclosed copy of letter;- Never-

r-f

»■

Z.j ■-

i.

• fi ;

TO*

one,

, cr

. -.O
A.E.Baillon,Esq.

Manager,
9

w.> j A r

Stanley.

i
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theless I will not let it rest here,and shall therefore be glad
i .

when you are able to furnish me with the tracing of the plan of 

Stanley, so that I may have another go at the C.O.
7. Par.19. You are right as to the remarks made about the 

marking of hides,but it appears that the new plan gives the
* : Vi..! i •

wharf people more trouble,and so the knots will have to be used
r. • • f .i

again. Besides the complaint about the manner of marking, it was
noted that some of the marks bore no reference to the specifica-

i h-i . r■O'./ ii 1 •.*’ * .1

tion; but on this point a separate note has already been sent to
y r.X) 1— ©V. c« ■..> |* •* *

»- i * » * > h ■" • •l. jivie{_. . •<
you.

f-tC...' J • t v*» ijii.fi. ..i dl j •: J3niJ'J*ro~ wo&solu• ifl'OH.Uf
8. Par.20. I think that the North Gamp people are wrong in

6*:ld f ci c: (r*ii. L I r". lid 1 it £ .Jijj jfJt ;■>r 0 .3 10
saying that the bridge is not strong enough to carry horses and

J‘L .forJr to i fJoi,T'oo/j d ) ea so iii r>:«ion• ;.oooa oo • <
sheep. Is it not 4 feet v/ide, and meant to be supported on heavy
v-o bliiOifs ew band *ie.ido > . - 3 . irxi oae nindefo bvj ..a.
posts,which they have ready to hand in the Dennis Brundrit? If:.t sxnvijrtG e rj~x • : >43 ’ • &AJ s.coi^>:e >d mow «. * exib
you can get it off at any price, it v/ill be better than letting.• t e\ u:n i c©. 9 . .uo'x'i geoion «wen ©
it appear year after year in the stock of Stores at Stanley,. s.i asJa ' •

-O'l

. ...
Par.21. I am sorry not to have had any. report on the casks9.

sent out in shook from Liverpool. They were considerably cheaper
i ■ - ‘ * .... i1 -•;1 -L • . • \ • > j. —

than those we have hitherto shipped from London, but they were
■ ■ i 'i _ L’ • •> ' i-'-'1 • ' i..* 1

delivered to the Ruth Waldron in very bad condition,the,respon

sibility for.which I.tried to throw upon the steeper that: X »0 • 1 i J 1 it . ..• i •• ir * cl:-* t .r . ITT

brought them round without success. Generally.speaking,we do not 
get full enough.reports on new supplies,either .from you or Mr, 

.Nichol, and I wish , you would make ^ note , of. anything..requiring 

}: t .notice, when it arrives, and save me, from dragging information out 
of you.

Ip. Par.22. Fire insurances.have been, revised:according to 

. j . your .suggestions.

d *r

.If.:1

. ova

^ x -> V, i, 1 O l VAO GOAX X > (■' - j. vV * ■ > >

”7 i

- A

11. Par.19.24. The tin of jam returned was not found to con
tain either turnip or Prussian blue,but was fermented,as was ex- 

t; pected, and the manufacturers are prepared, to replace every tin

to Cjjfjric. VJhJ

12,. Desp. 5, par.2. Stickney complains-that his firm’s

VQOl.is exceedingly dirty,and must have been in coal dust, 

afraid that this may have occurred on board the Thetis,although 

I have not admitted it to him. I shall be glad,however,to know

*

found in that condition. ~v ,u

-'.•J

I am

(

• f» i



o

* i‘ 1 i »tTiJ •
that it was shipped in clean condition.

Par.4. On the subject of telephonic communication with
decided to meet half the expense of

C aJ r. f

13.,
i - * ! , j

Cape Pembroke, the, Board, have
i.1•. r ■o .T/■ «,.• < • c i. ■ ■ •'

laying down a line, as it may be the means
7 iJ.’..• ,!i 1 *!•;': O.L f> *i, v. . ,t i ,• . i

that would otherwise pass by. I have written to this effect to
b tv;.-r

the C.O.,limiting the cost to £260, the estimate I made in 1890,
r . .■ i . X ' "

and stipulating for information received by the wire being in 

all cases communicated to you. I have also offerjjfed to put up

4 i11

of bringing in vessels
Tf • tI

’■»r ) d X c. ;o C. -

U [ 9 «

r

• r
the line for cost price.

jU tx :.: i j:.’ e**j 'rox i.-i ij ^ ■ >r.:
14. Mr.H.Waldron’s indent is being shipped this time. Regard-

IJ.X*1100 iiO cJ. V’Si'.-j’i
ing his stores per Thetis having been delivered at Weddell,I tha

i J y i tSOi! nil
think that it was intended that you should decide on the arrival

r f ' • , V > .[C/VJ.), i

*s) V

*
of the vessel,in conjunction with Capt.Patmore,how it would be

'r.)l csiJ \ .i-o'cd
best to get them to Beaver.

ico* l tlo 1 ■ vtf v • i ■ . U. Ji ■to take the risk of sending a valuable vessel like the Thetis to

.It was certainly not our intention

■ ■.• 'j i i.tOJ ■ JOXI ' i1 ." l,. ..such a harbour for the purpose of landing 3b tons of cargo.
UjJ . ; ; • • ' ■ • ? • i . i' ' ’

doubt you will have arranged to send them on at the expense of

No

; 1the Thetis. If Mr.Waldron is disposed to be troublesome or to 

expect too much,we should not suffer greatly by dropping him; I 

believe that it is a fact that Spearing & Waldron virtually 

kicked his account'over, and were glad to be rid of it, otherwise 

he would not have come to us.
15. Par.13. I do not understand the underlining of “our schoo

ners” as regards the benefit of freight; that rests with you,as
’ f - f , . -• , • • j * • * • * \1 * - r V 4. .* .
the difference will in each case be credited to you, and you can 

deal with it as you please.
16. Par .20. The loss of ewes from Spring Point is * serious,and 

an explanation is required as to why so many were crowded into
a vessel that gz&l hardly have safely taken half that number. Was 

it left to the judgment of the Captain,and at so much a head? It 

is all very well to pack a-vessel with shepp intended for boil

ing down,but a different matter with breeding ewes of consider

able value,and it is evident that there has been a serious 

of judgment on the part of someone. There is no policy of insur
ance covering the transport of live stock on the coast* With re

gard to stores round the- coast we have opened an insurance for

c X

error

*
«



f Am£5000 confined, to our own goods, which you are to report
shipments': '

M fcw n .!:•■■■ tnodae toetcfi/e &AJ &Q .£ i■ ■ «£!_ %.m17, Mr.Bridges has asked me to send him olit a piressjand be
ieq%& j'.: .v deem b&bz eh svsd ircisof? .9ild.,eJfO'icfj4%i *.-» w„lieving that those made by Denison of Leedb are the most suita

sesev -‘i ^nJt. iJrtd lo <- • s.n .re sxs.sni-L nwoh ...yv;,.. „
ble for a small place,I have ordered one for him and another tor

' £ ' ■ evjjd I .vo a i' fj : j v; J - .
But as the standard size of these presses gives on-

... ... i ■ • • i • - .. , • t ’• •> i Slid ■ '. • , . • . _ ,
ly,I think, 3ft. 3in. inside as the length, I have ordered them to

■ j.:jxJ. . :\!w: oi to: :*»;
additional cost of £7.10/.,which I think will
:-V 0 * I

be repaid the fdbrst season.

.o .'iiti j jo :LLb.;:;.i
time to time,as in the case of our clients

;

1 >

... ■

od di . : ■ aid j
David Smith.

r,. 'r.'O
be made 4ft., at an

fcf- .. o; .itj 1 -'

18. I suppose that you are carefully looking after the notice
*.&ni:d siild b iul< titled el dasbnl &U >?Jjj i ....

to be given to the Government for renewals on behalf 
on need ^nivod a idviil a^iode aid oit

of our clients,Mrs.Bonner, for instance,and any that may be away
.1 ei>icof ;>jf.j/3iic iJ0Y jSSxlJ bo.Mc f.\0W ,.tt djGiid iH ' i ••

. eoi'ro* dsoc

— O' >j,_

necessary
fed ; J .J j ■ >1)1)6 »V A»)

i JVi’IVtij

from the Colony.sd bXifow dr won .©'to/mtiH .J\pGC) ildiw a.oidomftxi-.; .tr ©id io
Several applications have been made to us for payments oh

aOjfcdnedni tiro i m yi it *.fi ?\ dl eC ■ n&xii ds, daed
account of Robson,which we have been obliged to decline,as we

&7l3 t • L i > B6V •, O .:' . j : . lo .Hail - . -
cannot break through the rule not to make such payments as have

. • yi • 3 0 ...• < a cl 3 . ■ ■ . to tjj ! . • dz
not been advised through the office at Stanley. Robson has not

■ • ' ... ) 4 •• ■ ■ • i . 1 - .

even written to me about them, but appears to have given his or-
■

ders under the impression that it was sufficient to refer to us
b

for the cash, to be forthcoming without question. The £50 sent to 

the Civil Service was for provisions,over which he will find
{ .. xj i ’ • • ' ’ ‘ I ' •• { . ' . ■ • .* » ... c. i . .. •- • — X. •

himself much the worse as regards cost,freight,and charges,than
, / ; • .■ • ' s ' J 'Ll t / i 1

if he had sent the order through the office. I.,am npt quite sure
, • T.1 ^ . • • .1 • . > • • •

that he was fright under the.circumstances of his account being 

so much against him in asking for an advance at.,all for this

19.

■ <w tio :i i •

. * •

; V. * I. 7 *

V

purpose.
'20.There,is an order for Cooks that has given,a.lot of trouble, 

f through the patterns accompanying it. not having come from them. 

After making enquiries here and there,we have located the pat

terns pretty well,the bulk having been supplied by Foster Porter 

8c Co.,but you must tell Mrs.Turner to be more ,careful, as the 

warehousemen here cannot be expected to. supply upom onp anoth

er’s patterns and samples.

1 ir.jy o3 dr

.
i

f^onfcVo ci :i r
21. If you can avoid it give no cargo to the .Or.qhid. Captain

v-J l.:;VTf •

Thomas was the reverse of civil while loading, and I. am in hopes 

that as Felton has withdrawn his wool Thomas may find that his 

game is up,and that he cannot afford to run backwards and for-



wards for the glory of the thing. I have always considered that, 

in a way,he blackmailed ns,but this must now cease.
22. I. have to report v/ith much regret the death of Mr.Staude, 

who has always been a good friend to us,and will be most diffi
cult to replace.

23. New engines and boiler were ordered for the Sissie,but at 

the last moment the builders say that they cannot be ready in 

time. I suppose that this does not so much matter,..as Noble will 
be on his way home by this time.

24. Spearing & Waldron say that they have a consignment of
L tallow from Roy Cove, proceeds of which they are to pay to us.
I am going to tell them that I believe that this parcel has been 

shipped by Mr.Mathews against the wish of our friend Mr.Ber
trand, who,I know,sends all his produce to us. Cannot you have an 

understanding,once for all,about these shipments,which are al
ways going astray?

25. Spearing & Waldron have refused payment of a small draft 

on them by a man named Paterson, and it has been noted arid re
turned herewith. It appears that he had no authority to draw,and 

v/ith people of that class you must alv/ays make them prove their 

right before accenting their drafts. Paterson must now pay at 

once,or proceedings taken,if he is within reach.
26. C.Williams’s agents have asked permission to order tobac

co from the T.C.Williams Company, which I have refused,but have 

told them that probably he could make arrangements with you for 

the supply of a quantity. The Williams Co.have been very good 

over this,and have expressed their desire to do an exclusive 

trade v/ith us, in fact it was they who raised the objection'. They 

would like,if possible, to do business in black Cavendish plug, 
as per enclosed extract from a late letter.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

*5
Managing Director.

V
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(//, 30th March, 4.
E. c.

- ^y///yyyzs/-/j/yyyy/j ^uyyy/yyy yyy
Per Supplementary

mail via Lisbon.
No.797.

Sir,
My last despatch went per Karnak direct,and I have now to ac

knowledge the receipt of your nos.2,3(dup)and 4,which arrived
per Royal mail yesterday morning. The Pentaur is reported this 

morning at Gravesend.
2. The despatches have not yet been laid before the Board,and 

as the time is so short I do not propose to reply to them by
this mail,but will notice a few items that require immediate at
tention.

3. Despatch 2 about the accounts is considered very satisfac

tory by those of the Directors who have read it, and they are 

much pleased with the results of the year’s working.
4. Desp.4-3. I wish at once to point out to my old friend 

Fell that I think that he is proposing to incur most unnecessary 

expense in ordering a hydraulic press for his small quantity of 

woo.l. I have always considered myself that 100 bales a year are 

the minimum quantity that would warrant the use of such a press. 
He should remember also that he will not always have the servic
es of an engineer at hand to attend to any defects,in fact to 

send Noble away to an island during the working season would 

most likely be impossible. There is no use in quoting an estim
ate 20 years old; it would hardly be any guide,as prices have 

altered so much,and as to the press which was invoiced on the 

2nd Sept.this year,you are a little too previous to be intelli
gible. F@ll may take it roughly that the press will cost him 

quite £100 more than a screw one, and I wo\ild suggest his 

sidering the matter,as there is plenty of time before October. 
None of the small islands have hydraulic presses,nor are there 

any except at the large stations on the West. If Fell persists 

A.E.Baillon,Esq.,

Manager,

recon-

Stanley.

A
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ih wishing for the press I will,of course,send it,but I thought 

it would be more considerate to point out that I think him mis

taken. I may here mention that I am ordering a screw press for 

David Smith to go out by the next mail, it will, be made by Deni

son, with improvements suggested by Mr.Blake.

5. Par.7. It is very pleasing to see how you have scored off 

the Governor over the removal of the Egeria,and it id fortunate 

that. she was never, scuttled. I should still keep her sound in 

the bottom as long as it will hold together without leaking 

iously.

6. Par.9. It really does not matter about the fencing of the 

piece of land next the Church,in fact this was the piece that 

you suggested yourself should be fenced. I notice that you say 

something about a “right of way” across the land; this,I think, 

subject to the opinion of the lawyers,is an admission that does 

not tally with fact,and is one of those things that might have 

been1expressed differently; privilege is the word rather than 

right.

ser-

7. Par.10. The error in Stickney’s invoice occurred through a 

clerical eversight in this office,and you should take the 

plus quantity into store.
sur-

8. Par.24. The only good grounds Turner could have for charg
ing manufactures with adulteration would be the detection of the
ingredients he asserted that they contained. If the tin retixrned 

contains turnip or Prussian blue,he will be justified.
9. I send copies of two letters I have written to Mr.Wing

field since last mail left,and I hope that one of them may 

ate a little difference between the Governor and the President 

of the Board of Health.

cre-

: r .>' I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

* i

Managing Director.
.. t .................. .....«. •
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/ . ^7 6th June, /(yy 4r.Per Supplementary 

mail via Vigo.
'/yy/yy/i ■ y.y //(fy yy, -y-

E r

^///{/<///'/ - /j/u //(Yj
f.//

y /E////Y// //NO.799.

Sir,
My last despatch went per Abydos direct, and I have since re

ceived your no.6 of 13th April,and your cablegram “Denderah Sta- 

lentato”,i.e.1500 bales, which is satisfactory. The latter arrivd 

on the 23rd,and the despatch on the 29th ult.
2. Par.1.The error in the numbering of the despatches was 

caused by the one per Fortuna being improperly copied in the 

letter book; that of March 9th is now numbered 796
3. Par.3. The Melville Island’s draft has been accepted by

the owners.
4. Par.4. The Board are much annoyed to hear of the supposed 

treachery of Schlottfeldt, and I shall take an early opportunity 

of letting the Kosmos Company know that his continuance at 'Stan
ley is not unlikely to prejudice seriously the good understand
ing between our respective Companies.

5. Par.7. The tracing of the plan of Stanley is not suffici- 

ent for the purpose I had in view,viz.-that of showing that at 

the East end of the town there are large pieces of land unappro
priated, both on the front and the foreshore,so that crowding up 

the 'settlement is unnecessary, and can only be contemplated for 

the purpose of giving annoyance. It is, in' favct, only 'about half 

the plan,and does not contain our Store premises, or anything to 

the Eastward. On the plan I have seen there are miles of streets 

laid out on the other side of the Cemetery,Including 

and a public park.

6. With regard to the fencing question', the next mail would
give the Governor a nasty check,as he was to be called upon for 

further explanations, in consequence of Dr.Hamilton’s letter to 

Mr.Packe. • •

a square

A.E.Baillon,Es$.,

Manager,

Stanley.

J*
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«Par.9. We are concerned to hear of the grounding of the 

Thetis, and are rather surprised that you have not cabled any-
g. . . | A .

thing about her by the Denderah; on the assumption that no news 

is good news we are not much disturbed,but two words would have 

been sufficient. With regard to the assistance and labour in
curred in getting her off,I presume that a full account will 
have been sent,and that Capt.Patmore will have noted "his pro

test at least,for there will be general average if we like to 

follow it up. Whether it will be politic to do this or not We 

shall have to decide when we know how much it has cost; we would 

rather lose a little than make a claim on the Underwriters in

7.

> 'i «« .

■»

.

the present state of feeling about F.I.risks.
8. Par. 10. For years, and I think during j>art of my last term 

at Stanley it was my custom to send both original and duplicate 

of the despatch by the same boat to Montevideo,and if that boat 
and the mails are not lost on the way to the River Plate the 

despatch comes by one or other of the boats from Montevideo. The 

risk is so infinitesimal that it is not worth taking account of; 
should a casualty occur it will be necessary to make copies when 

you hear of it.
9. Par.12. It is by no means certain that we did the right

X i/;
thing in giving way to the Blacksmiths’ request for return pas-

* r V - . j ■ x. - Hi ■ ••• c. -J * '1 • '

sages; they paid their own out, and there, does not seem any rea-
' ■■ :■ 'i ' ■ ■■ ■ t;■ j .1 •.■ ■ ■

son for unduly favouring them. I think that if the case occurred
i . *.................... * • - ' . . : • • *

again we should be acting more wisely to let them go,but at the 

time, I think,.there was a press of work, and we had to be more or 

less tender in dealing with them. I hope that you have work to 

keep them employed,and that during this very slack and unprofit
able time you are not allowing them to use steam, except on very

. • # t *. * ‘ *

special occasions.

10. Par,1.4. It is satisfactory to hear that the Sissie is
<. ■ 1 •

. . able to be worked with care,and probably as this is the case you
will not have to put in the new engines until Noble’s return to - • < •
the Islands.

11. Par.15. Capt.Patmore seems to anticipate that he will

bring in about 2000 bales,which will be about'double what the 

Orissa used to do I think.

k. i
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O'l 12. Par .16. vWe do not/' wish to be uncivil to the S. A.M. S., but 
at the same time they must not ask for too much,considering the

-1 very tender way in which we treat them on all occasions. I be
lieve that I am expressing the opinion of our Chairman,who is on 

their Committee,when I say that conditions and stipulations pre

ferred by them are out of place;- if I am not, I will correct my
self in the next despatch. You might send a copy of the letter 

to which you refer,so that we.may see what they want us to do;if 

it is anything unreasonable or troublesome - to.you you would be 

right in declining it with-that suavity you know so well how to

V •

• r

exercise.
13. Par.17. None of our harbour vessels or boats are covered

against marine risks. I will send out a windlass,but not a pat
ent one,for if she was not worth one when first built as a steam 

launch,she cannot be worth the expense when she is going to be a 

mere lighter.
14. Par.20. It is hardly worth while sending the Diaries now, 

as they could only reach -you after eight months of the year had 

passed; but I have made a note to ship the ones for 1895 by the 

first mail after they are published. There can be no doubt that 

these Diaries were' enclosed in the case, and the inference is 

that they were’stolen in the Customs shed.
15. Par.26. The Board do not approve.of the purchase of hor

ses in the"Colony for the Company’s use; it is wholly without 

precedent,to the best of our knowledge, and it is not a practice 

that it is desirable to begin. In connection wit,h this,.I am to 

point out to you and Mr.<Nichol that the only person authorized 

to expend money on behalf of the Company is yourself,as holding 

the Power of Attorney of the Directors,and although they do not 
wish you to refuse to incur expenditure that may seem to you ne
cessary, you are to bear in mind that the responsibility for all 
expenditure rests with you and you alone.

16. Par.30. Would it not be better to send oil in cases in th

• r

rr ■

next sailing ship?

17. The passage of the Fortuna is wonderful; 
fortunate that Dixon and Rowlands did not agree on the passage, 
and it seems to me that the former failed to carry out his in-

it is most un-

i



to remember that Rowlands- was to be re-' • 'structIons, which were 

• ' garded as Master of the schooner,while he was pvt in to navigate

her and to carry out the provisions of the Merchant Shippingoc ,i

Act. Had I anticipated(this trouble,I would have sent someone 

else; but Rowlands raised no objection, ai*d I thought until a few 

days before.the start that' all would work smoothly.However,the 

difficulty must have been removed long since, and Dixon is prob

ably on board the Denderah. •
18. Par.32. The Board are gratified to hear of the favourable 

impression made by Dr.and Mrs.Eastment
19. Par.37. It is satisfactory that you have been.able to

; make a start with the new jetty.
20. The- error about Mr.Anson’s bales, is happily not due to

any fault of ours, as the wrong measurement was given by him, for 

which see the enclosed sheet of his indent. It will be a pity if 

he has gone to any expense in returning the. bales,.instead of 

having them altered in the Islands, as all charges will,as a 

matter of course, fall upon him. - _ ^ ,
.21. I have the pleasure of communieating to Mr.. Felton through 

you a resolution of .the Board to increase the fees of the Stan— 

-ley Auditor to twenty five-guineas per annum,:and in, doing so to 

convey to him .the thanks of the Board for th<3, careful manner in 

which -he has audited the accounts.
22.. I enclose a copy of a letter I have written to the Colo- 

-r-. nial Office on the subject of enclosing and letting foreshore in 

Stanley.

*

-
j

y •

ri •
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I am, Sir,. r,.. . !;.j
your obedient servant,

■ r ; > :•

t •
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: ) Uuiz..: -Managing rDirec^pr.:a . ,r• (•11 ;J % • .
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7
Per Neko.

/
No.800. CS

r

Sir,

Confirming my despatch, no. 799 of 6th June, I have now to ac
knowledge the receipt of your no.7 per Denderah, which arrived on 

the 16th ult., the ship’s mail arriving on the 21st.
2. Par.2.The error about the Chartres freight was made on 

this side in charging only the ordinary rate; this you will have 

corrected.
3. Par.3. £2000 in silver coin goes out by this boat.
4. Par.7. You are right about treating the affair between 

Dixon and Rowlands as one into which it is better’not to enquire 

too closely; the former said a good deal, to which I did not pay 

much attention,and the only point which causes uneasiness and 

regret is that relating to the drinking at Fox Bay. Rowlands was 

formerly a heavy drinker,but has for many years kept himself so
ber; should you discover that he is giving way at all, you should 

caution him,and take all measures that you may consider necessa
ry for the safety of the schooner should any bad outbreak occur. 
In settling with Captain Dixon he complained that he had been 

charged with the cost of a case of whisky consumed on the voy
age, but in the absence of any explanation from you I allowed tka 

this, as the liquor was put on board for the use of the cabin,and 

was expected to be used moderately.'X am afraid that this can 

hardly be said of the liquor consumed by Rowlands at Fox Bay. Im 

press upon Rowlands that we should lose very heavily if anything 

happened to the schooner, as we take a risk of £1200 on her our
selves.

5. Par.11.I have overlooked the matter of freight on flour, 

but will write the Kosmos Co.about fete? I think,however,they 

will say that the reduction of 20$ under the new contract cover
ed the freights from Chili.

A.E.Baillon, Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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6. Par.12. The Directors who have a special knowledge of tal

low do not consider that shipping in boxes would answer.
7. Par.13. It is not right to use our clients 

last for the Thetis on her coasting trips,as in the event of 

loss it is probable that there would be serious difficulty with 

the Underwriters,which would end in our being responsible for 

the value.

tallow as bal-

8. Par.14. I do not understand the sale of coals to the Sat
ellite being under a contract that was cancelled years ago. The 

money has been paid,and as long as the Sabino coal lasts there 

is no harm done,but it must not be understood that the contract
remains in force.

8. Par.15. The knives for the punching machine shall be re
placed.

10. Par.18. If Mrs.Hansen considers herself aggrieved over 

the price demanded for the royalty on sealskins,she should send 

a protest to the Colonial Office, explaining that others have 

been more leniently treated. The Board have considered Bragg’s 

application, but think that as the grant of a license to him 

might invlove us in a dispute with the Government it is not 
worth while entertaining it.

11. Par.25. The question of the freeholds on Fitzroy and 

Bluff Cove must be settled by you and Mr.Niqhol,but I may men
tion that you should consider the propriety of keeping them for 

the purpose of securing resting places for our men and sheep on 

the way into Stanley.

Par.26. On reading the details given by Frazer,the Direc
tors think that if the measurements gi* of the house are correct
ly stated he has some grounds for complaining. Why he should 

have been content with it,however,for 14 years,and only prefer

12.

the request he has made somewhat in the form of a threat is not 
understood. What we wish to guard against is -the establishment 
of the practice of sending in plans and specifications on the 

part of our men,and expecting.to have them carried out 

right. In this case, in fact,it is not so much the thing he asks 

as the unpleasant way in which he puts forward his request,and 

if you can make it clear to him that he has taken the

as a

wrong
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course, the Board have no objection to your allowing a suitable
alteration to be made to the building which will allow him more
room, such work to be decided upon by yourself in consultation
with Mr.Nichol.

13* We were asked to pay th£ premium on a policy for £1000 

taken out by the late Capt.Packe on house property in Stanley, 
but as the premium was higher than that of the Royal we insured 

the same amount with the latter, and arranged that, with the con
sent of Mr.Packe,you should attend to the renewals as agent for 

the Royal.
14. One bale of wool short delivered of the triangle mark 

will have to be claimed for, unless it appears that there was an 

error in shipment,which seems hardly likely. Only 286 bales were 

delivered.

Mr.Blake and family will go out bythe Isis in September, and 

if you can conveniently arrange it he would like to have a 

schooner ready to take him and all his belongings straight away 

from the steamer.

16. Mr.Melville Keay has been,in his innocence,sending home 

cheques on your office to people in England,and we enclose one 

for £28.7.10, which the London & Westminster Bank have asked us
to collect for them. We have bought one of Messrs.Goutts for £12 

10/., and will try to make things easy for him,if he continues to 

pursue this erratic course until you are able to point out the 

irregularity of his conduct. Every payment ordered from the Is
lands should come through your office.

17. From the enclosed correspondence you will see that the 

Governor is ordered to reserve the land in front of Ross Road 

for Government purposes,which means that he is not to sell or 

let it for building,which is satisfactory; but on the other hand 

he is upheld in his dealings with the Thetis,and I suppose 

shall have to pay this heavy tax yearly.

18. The Celox,a Norwegian barque of high class,has been char

tered for the season’s stores, and by arrangement with the G.O. 
will take the materials for the telephone to the lighthouse. The 

length of wire sent is 6 miles 640 yards, which seems to be about

we

jk
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19. It is strange that the diagonal braces sent out from Row

ell’s for trial cannot-be found; they were sent by Mr.Coleman ah 

my suggestion just before he left the Company’s service, and I 

think I wrote about them privately at the.time,though I can find 

no allusion to them in Mr.Coleman’s correspondence. Any of Row
ell’s catalogues would explain their use,and you probably have 

some of them.

20. I hear this morning that Mr.Blake’s furniture, which goes 

by this steamer, is wanted at Hill Cove before .his arrival,if you 

have an opportunity of shipping it. The steamer in September is 

to be the Pentaur,not the Isis.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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TV&lJjs/-. ^uy, ■/„>(/-//■ 31st July, /(V.9Per Supplementary '//////// //;' ('.
N.301.

r /;///< /// /.■ )' r.Y // ffsj

Sir,

Since writing per Neko there has been no mail from the Is
lands, and I now write in anticipation of the Sandy Point mail 

leaving at the end of the week.
2. In my last I should have told you that the second press 

per-Neko was ordered by Mr. Bridges, and is to go down by the 

first vessel leaving for his place,unless he has made any spe
cial arrangements. The bales for the two presses will be sent 

next month.
3. I forward a copy of a letter from the Royal Insurance 

Co.,on the subject of endowment policies,which the Board think 

you should go into with Mr.Nichol,and see if anything can be 

done, as the scheme seems a reasonable cne.
I am asking Paterson & Cooper to write some instructions for 

the erection of the telephone,but if Preece on the telephone, 

which I gave Fewkes,is to be got at,it contains every informa
tion. You will observe that there are magneto-electric calls,not 
worked by bat eries as in the case of the short lines in Stan
ley.

5. You will please inform Mr.Nichol that I do not write to 

him by this mail,aa in the absence of a mail there is nothing to
say.

6. Your cablegram,“Indovina result marterool rowell pandora 

“narrubio bragg federal inca wakeham liverpool thetis sacamos ge 

“goldworthy left pentaur stalldecke”arrived on the 24th inst., 

and the satisfactory news about the Governor was at once cabled 

to Mr.Melville,from whom I. had a reply in the evening. The delay 

of the Thetis is unfortunate,as she can hardly be out again this 

year.
A.E.BailIon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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,7.. Spearing & Waldron have asked us to sell, sheep, to which we 

have assented on certain conditions,but no contract has been 

made yet. For Mr.Nichol’s information I may mention that we are 

willing to sell a minimum of 5000,to be increased according to 

his discretion to 10,000. t'TJCS

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant

;i *v iTv. ;;

. r.i;

■ - - '■ ■u.

•/ Managing Director.-i j" ;*i. • . .. \ i \ ' f o - - *ri.
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c. ,/

r/y
24th Sept.

-V . ..- 5Per Pentaur. 
No.802. y ///,///,/ - y/v //s/.j

pr.1!

a. i
Sir,

:
My last despatch was dated the 31st July,and I have since re

ceived your no.8,which arrived on the 4th nit.,no.9 on the 16th 

nit., and nos.10 and 11 on the 18th inst. The original of no.10
shonld have been sent by the Thetis.

2. 8,par.2. As the Denison presses seem in favour,I have or
dered one for Fell. Instructions for setting up these presses 

have been received from the makers, and are enclosed; a copy 

shonld be sent both to Mr.Bridges and Mr.Smith.
3. Par.3. It is regrettable,as showing a cettain amount of 

carelessness,that the non-delivery of 12 packages of goods in 

1891 has only now been reported. Why were not enquiries made at 

the time? It is now too late to make any claim,of course. You 

should make sure,personally,that everything on a Bill of Lading 

is delivered.
4. Par. 4. You do not say whether t,here was any petition sentv)

: '-against the sala of land .ajh the-back of the Church. We. have not
Cj_ head’d, anything about it on- this side, r •

5. Par. 6. Mrs-.Hansen’ s: ^cutter has- been, bought, and has left 

j) . ,. Poole for Tilbury, but it, Is uncertain ye,t whether she will ar
rive in time, as a long succession of easterly winds has prevents 

- her,.,from maknig any, progress. ..She is insured fjor £100 -.for the 

. trip, ana. is being, brought round fo.r £5. Ther.e is a dinghy which
I shall try to sell here,as the freight out will be £6, and it is

t.:-;:.is aniftd lisa r£»v*,t . cl • .iff ds?j y • few
said not to be worth two.

li.ibo or n,\r. .ivmwbnivj od c

r.ow oda

: j

br '4 ’ -. -

V. ‘.dr-r % ,.r

Par.7. The Board have discussed at length your remarks
. . . ...... . ' ...: o. ! '• v >".'i y, ; t ~ *

the subject of nos.35 and 38,as well as the correspondence re-
n i. •/ /iMtnxi bew -■ ed ..; ti. i bnc esia flating thereto, and are unable to learn from anything you say
that they would derive any advantage from objecting ‘to the Gov
ernment dealing with th?e sections as theyJithink* proper. As long 

a’s we are rid of them, and have 'tWl^ases1 of the Reserves, it

. *
6. on! ' N • ; (• T

■ d i'A

1 Oil

i c •; a y u d :: exi, v4 * t u\ w a i e v - - v.* id , I v a •. “ v * n s J nd •n a r, c v o v o w j o n
A.E,Baillon,Esq.,

....... ‘Manager', ' *‘
Stanley,

r.Ov

‘■»a •'•iTj.iio - vO'i i iifoy eil nnr,

.t:ix 1

iito^ nr onoil.jrif . ■ ' • von • 'V .4*1 . ' . V

Iod I ono^bnorl nwoit. tW J.iilidani odd lo vanodsiBfco 4ul:
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doe.s not seem to us that it matters what is done with them, or 

who gets them. This question has been neglected and mismanaged 

on your side, for you ought to have settled the whole thing with 

Mr.Melville, instead of waiting for Goldsworthy’s return. I have,
t

by desire of the Board,written to the C.O.on the subject,and enffe
*•* ' ................ • * '■*-i * - * '• - %.

close copy of my letter. You will see that I have asked only for
a return of the money spent on fencing, and not for the value of
the freehold and buildings,for two reasons,because I wished to
leave it to your discretion in consultation with Mr.Nichol to 

< • - • < 
retain possession of one or both houses and sets of pens for the

. convenience of our sheep,or,if you think best,to remove them
t + * t ' * * - * u ’

from the land,and.leave to the new occupier the task of putting
up his own,and because,if we are not bound to sell them upon a

■ • < * ■ • •

.Government valuation,you may be able privately to make far bet-
. * * “ * * <

ter terms with him. In deciding about this question, bear in mind 

.that each freehold cost us £64, in the one case paid to the Gov

ernment, and in the other to Messrs.Dean, and that Fitzroy house 

and pens stand upon the freehold surveyed by Mr.Bailey,while the 

Bluff Cove block is,I think,-down near the Point, where- the old 

• h'ousfe -and settlement used to be*. You niight get -it admitted, per

haps, to take in the -present1 house'dnd pens, as :LI do not-'suppose 

that‘the G’overnne nt' 'knoW anything'about *ftV *

6.* Par.-Q. 'Vour suggestion' about/ the' •Thfetx^’s Voyage's' could 

not be !-bb£rrxedf but;' you have ibst? sight df'tirfei^facV tfieftr she 

'-hbilt -specially tc^Weft "tife •demand "for-'W' vVsb&l1 tb' burYy1 goods

-i- 'direct ■fro'm London to our "clients'’ ports kbii’°the West* and else-
I • ’ ^ ^ 11 l ti *ii si .oxed ££ea Ii ids 1where,and that they would never stand their being trans-shipped

• 0.x • ^ 1

-xs I^rvj

was
r d •

5.1

_ _ .ovj dJxow so Jj;i hissm Stanley. She was designed to go to windward,and is admittedly
• . .1 .• 1 . . j i :• Ovr.il f> :• :V. OXlT .0

an improvement upon the Orissa,but you cannot expect a vessel of
.■ !>.: ig rxc>i z.do Xibv cO.soxt io ad*

t Sifie, .a^. ri^ t0,be as ĥave
^ on the coast,.and the only; thing, to do. in to. malce, ,t£e Dept of her

a/.
^ ter^lncK and jnorp confiidenc^.^^hasunpt heen):.p^. e^p,serience 

that any vessel,however smart, has been able to do two 

year, and in your programme you get two mbhtKs^pjtfi^^ i 

first year.

• li

voyages a
:•{ .1,n the

• yr Ian jr.

7. Par.14. You have now the erection of the telephone in 

own hands, and I hope that with the assistance
your

of the instruc-
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will have no• difficulty.iions supplied by1 Paterson & Cooper yon 

They' say that the'wire can safely go over a span of<150 yards
extra’, thickness, and the only thing to be carefulwithout needing

is that the two* posts from which the Carenage is spannedabout
high enough. The posts are all ready barked, and I think I 

have sent more than enough to do the whole, line; they ought to 

be tarred I am told. What I meant about the necessary plant was 

that you would have the screws earth borers still that were so 

useful in putting up the line in Stanley,a wire strainer,picks, 

spades &c.,besides materials for soldering. Since I wrote I have 

taken the precaution of sending another strainer.
8. Par.19. Noble says that he arranged that no one should 

meddle with the engines of the Sissie until his return.
that the boat will not stand the hard work .that she has been 

doing in towing, and now that she will be fitted up with new en-

are

He tells

me

gines and boiler it is not desirable to overtax her powers,but 
she should be restricted to the use for v/hich she was intended, 
that is as a despatch vessel in the harbour and moving about our 

lighters,absolutely refusing any heavy towage. What can be the
‘ 1 -- V > ..r ■ X L • l ' '• bit i tw L -I _ > . ! J . 1 • W
advantage of earning £15 or. £20, if you damage her to the extent

■ ■ ' [ ' ' ■ ii J • l ! • . [
of £30 at the same time? 

v* j .»•* x>nu: • t ea bliroxle ^JcrL.; 101 y,i
9. Par.23. Correspondence on the subject of the scab Ordin-

W -M-: lo s- \ .•'kyjs o: a/ hnt .ance is enclosed, from v/hich you will see that it is proposed to ,re7enact , the one lately,;,
I’j'ui_1111-«i f-1• ■ ■■ ni^ liiMH- li.ii j wtt.h some additions from Mr.

Bruce’s'more lengthy one. I have not heard whether thevSecretary 

of State will adopt any of my suggestions or not; howtould you

. * r

ixt..‘ .•

i (

n / _

« •

* ,pass, without protest, the clause limiting the period of infection 

to three months?-'I hope that if persisted in you/will make a 

good fighh'over this:i . * i 1 t rt r< i

10.Desp.9 par.2. You will be sorry to hear that the Governor 

is returning almost immediately,the1 Kosmos Co.having arranged to 

let the Tariis, their next boat,‘ca'llcat Stanley, which-1 she is like- 

: r'v ;iy to :do a-Ifew days’^afte’r‘the -afrivdl^of the Pentaur. If half 

the stories about him-are ’true, it is marvellous that^no one has 

had the courage to petition the Secretary of* State ’against his 

‘^return; If no one will move* the Colony must J suffer, but it is 

* t: 1 hard that >:

i »

1 .

i

v

f iI

., i|t should have to.do; so, ar. 1 i -f •
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. *: 'hr 11. Par.3. We shall hear from Captain Patmore about his pro-

• teat, but. as it seems unlikely t.o bew.qrth while making a claim, 
it was unnecessary to go. to the expense of extending it. Noting 

:y ■ is quite sufficient in1 such a case,for it can always be extended

-if .

f ,

if desirable,in London.
12. Par.12. The 3oard will adopt your suggestion about the 

remuneration of the Auditor, and make, the fee 115.15/., it is not 
usual to fix these fees strictly according to the work done,al- 

• though in this .case the time, occupied by Mr.Felton far exceeds
that expended by the London Auditors,and the proposed increase 

sugg-ested for the purpose of reducing to a small extent the 

disproportion between the remuneration granted in our respective
was

:... .r.

i ' . i• « Offices.
13. Par. 14a. When 'we exchanged 6000 acres at Port Pleasant 

wifli Captain 'Packe ;we made over to him the freehold of 160 acres 

on It,hut it appeared that the freehold on’no.29, for which we 

exchanged this land,was actually placed,through some error,on 

his side of the boundary, and not on 29 at all, and as his house
oh it we let it rest,and have never received anything in ex-

* i, .‘ ;> : i •-» ri jo . 1 v nU r >;• to , .change for what we gave up. It has been proposed several times
‘/••if. v!'--*' f:s I'jthat the money paid for this should be refunded, and I believe

-xiib'iO d/3 OS -jdJ jO A: *Z,<hrr. ed 1 rto ? : it i . i k- .Kmr ;
that Mr. Packe approves of this; the amount was 164, being the

8020*3 ; i f+>£U •• ; .. ld\s moil «X>e2oiqn9 si ns
M W&& : toj 1971.;; With regard

to the pieces of land on Stanley Harbour,the Board see no objec-
‘•r. fit.- • • nlVi ir< .. \-T :OA UaI J .* »0 ; •'<');•?£ * fj ■•! :..

aoX *tj&®-iTSRWi f xc£aW’:^f \?y&n aTe same’ and
.. jUp9n; receding yoyr ;reporthas beeyi .carr^d out we will 

, forward :a, .cojjveyance^fqr which,by .the -bye, you must send us a 

form, letting us know at the same time the . number ,.and description 

of k the lot. You are ,probably ay/ai^e, that conveyances .of land from 

e Company .must be.tmd^r ^eal.-v,,..:.Ml . ,, ..,_c .:a.rr 

-c.Jil i '.,[-14. xBQir.('15.|.;lJ'he..-Bo§,rd; hope that, tthe.ealejof land at the back 

X r 3i[ ;rof .the Church will be ^disallowed;: >the Dean appears ..to , have peti- 

cact s.io b ion e<if but :>di dvthe; Social Club-takpi^ny.,steps?.ilf. not,rt»hey de- 

jiit v4 . ?e,rv.e ..to, lose it.,;

ni. ti ;Ear;:18:..rit <±e unfortunate, that the articles. (Of-the Fortu-

na were so loosely drawn ujj, and you must do your.'.best Under the 

circumstances. In all articles there 'is;a! stimulation that the

1 1 i

r ’

was
• .

.' 1.

Co'j : .

a i rot

: C.*TX ‘ V 0

.J
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taken in the vessel, and this Ito be sent home, if- not
several times with our, schooners by having the ar-

men are
have got over
tides: drawn for so long a .period, that the men have been glad to 

take their discharges at the Islands. In one c.ase, I think, we

V „

compromised with them by paying them off. the o.rjigijial articles
I assume thatand immediately reshipping them at .Colonial, wages, 

they have, not in this case been allowed the. benefit of the high
er pay and their return passage too. If they have served for a 

year on the wages out of Portsmouth we shall have saved more 

than the cost of their passages home. I think that they cannot
refuse to obey the Master’s reasonable commands,and these go ac
cording to the custom of the place,so if any, of them refuse to 

handle bales on a -jetty they could be. dealt ..with- for. insubordin

ation. 11I ..V(> .J<

16. Par.20. I suppose that we had better execute Petaluga’s 

. order this time,but you should explain to him,if he is capable 

of understanding you,that on the very easy terms we give our
v

clients it cannot possibly be of any advantage to us to work for 

them,unless we do everything ourselves. For instance the trouble
it... ’ ' . * • . - - i v

we take over .ordering the large number of small items, jn one
, ..i Ij. ;. • • ' • • - Dxil *< t

man’s indent is considerable, and the few pounds of commission at
t • - : 1 - ; . - , • £ • ' '

2J$ do not reimburse us,unless we carry the goods in our own

• ’t

Dr )IZ'

• •
ship or the Kosmos steamers,out of which we make a little.'■ ' . u . . I ,ci ,.*xjbcI
thing works into another,and if any portion of our profit is
Svj Id ictoil 1 - ' < • s-'anjf trr< ■ •
given up,the remainder may be inconsiderable. I am rather sur-
Sij.

prised that Petaluga has asked me to do this for him, but it is,
of course,ignorance on his part. I have not yet decided whether
. il : id : Qlfl OlU £>1 •> ' Cf • 0 a!>0 • ( i \ ■I shall do it or not,for it is not the sort of business that the
., ; • j Vf ; v i ; - * -. • ;; ,; • ■' , j• • t ■ ■ . ** • |

Company undertakes. I think you should also warn him as well as
J [ | i , r . .*| I ■ , r .

Felton that the lower freight by sail does not compensate for 

the worse condition of the wool; the latter’s last*’clip by the

One
£v. i

V.L-

Mf 'i;inn.nt no»*

;f • • t « XT •C *!L-fOinO S:

i ■' i •. i si Orchid was depreciated at'least‘Id per lb.all*round,but it was
.i f » r J I ./ • . J r . •

not sufficient to'make a claim on. Then again*the insurance is 

heavier, and when1all these things hr'e taken into consideration
i: people ought to' see that their action is a short sighted one.

■' ,1:i7; • Pair.21. ‘mow ;.j - a i can hardly charge:If' we are actifig as Bankers we 

our customers With the'cbst of cheque books.

p

i. > .I have asked you
ICuAl. •i nl. * • I v H • l -;i M.'•ISy!; t
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• A c ' rnore than once* whether it answers to:keep the accounts of people 

unconnected with us, such as the Government officials in Stanley,

, - a practice you have adopted sinew !• left - 'but have never got
• < ■ an1- answer.

~TC Oil

J 1 X)••i

.,f * ‘u a^Txsif

-18V-.il.Par’.3. The' owners of the Inca have'accepted: the draft 

he-rjdisbursements.
19.' Par.5. The short delivery of Pack© Bros.’ shipment has 

been noted,and’ a claim made provisionally,but this will now be 

withdrawn.

• -■• r S •-»J.

j .

’ for

j

i i ' 9

■20. Par.7.' It may lead to our: overlooking orders if they are 

mentioned in-despatches, instead of" being in their proper place, 
an' ihd’ent sheet.

r 23/. Par.-11. I think'-that the receipt for coals stated that 

the sale was made on a contract dated in 1885, but •! aim not sure, 
and I have parted with the paper in 'exchange •for the cash.

22. Parr«. 12. The 'Royal have not' yet written on the subject of 

Mr.Packers insurance,but as the policy we took out was issued in

' ! r-

r/y. v...

i >•

London it may take a little time to adjust. If I had not inter-
.,,t I • i- . . - i nil — •* , •vened,the old insurance would have been ‘renewed'with the London

one Assurance, which' would have 'complicated matters, but as their rate
tp i : - i r ’ • ..j> • { g « - . ,i(30/.,which Captain Packe had been paying for years, ! stopped

i‘ r Von on

col:. >
was

iwo ii/( ..r -} ' <• r. , f , fi 
l »— l 1 . J i 1 i0*1V f-v;

it.
saO . ©Id 11 iU hif< . o f/q t = l - . is •: eil f r JIf we and not the owners of a vessel chartered by

-mC.j! * w23. Par.15.
' ■ rrj : ; *t j . an : 1 ; an t . vni t .. n hiu

us,the Concord for instance,have been in the habit of paying the
: eil.' 0 t til • : • Die •> f* 3,it .. . * t r > tf,vl
charge for the Customs officer while on board,you would certain-
.:rd <nu±1 to i cidcn
ly be right in apportioning the charge amoung those who have du-

nlw beJilr ^j) J *>
tiable goods on board the Thetis, and I imagine that if any ob~
^aenis d roc slion 2i i toI to Vi oi> £Zm& I

jection were raised,the explanation would be accepted as reason-• v. r.:; mid •• : ’j -,r:: ’
Did the. Fortuna escape, this impost en-

_J. JCJ U:. i.: • /■'tV; ■. • ,il .... .

- T T ?.

Vi N.il DviCO .VOil C-ii.rlnO V

rv . 
t 0■>.[ O f. a no.: 0.• ■ s i'tO'. - i <e.‘

.0

able and unanswerable.
t j i l; #

■ to ,io r rn k :i •• r'l v: no1 i..• • *J .

24. Par.^7.. The Fortuna’s sails shall be sent o.utjby- steeuner.
. Could you^notrascertain,by making an experiment 

scale, Wheth?r it would^ pay . us^o^ .set the mat-

.ono s^c^hiat a11
yn<lertakines1s-uch a5 . ma,|clng castings, wjiich

carried oii.t by . Chaplin in my time, a^hoy^ iy.t^resbin^, as exper-

iments,cost more than they were worth. I am under the impression

i .’ifa■: ov;
25.. Par. 18\.l * .. .1 *J . i r

- . J. 4. - :.1)/ ..j * DJ . Av..

wereO; TClli'

i
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'^that'-the -stays and iron work of the jetty, if made of good solid 

iron; will remain good for-‘many kyears after yon and I have ceased 

. , -to have' any interest '-in the affairs of ^ the. Company.

70 i - 26- Par. 19.' IAs. thef jetty is a permanent addition to our pro- 

<• perty that wiir lash for many- .years, I think that-yon are qnite 

right in yonr suggestion that the water pipe should c-onsist of 

iron pipes,and that the use of unsatisfactorily leaky hoses, 
which are little better than a makeshift,.should be discontinued. 

You would have to take care that there is a continuous fall,so 

that no water would stand in the pipe to .cause bursts in frosty 

•weather.
27. Par.20. I am very sorry that a copy .of the Report has not 

been sent to :you,an oversight for which I am alone responsible.
I now'send-you two copies far yourself and Mr.Nichof. It is hard 

ly necessary to repeat that it is always .to be treated as confi
dential, and ndt to be shown to-anyone in the Islands but Mr.Har- 

■dingv We do not wish to advertise' <ohr prosperity, and for that re 

reason we refuse them to the press,, and exclude reporters from 

our meetings.
28. There- was an error .in'the B/.L pen.LPentaur over-the marks 

of .rthe :Roy .Cove sheepskins, some twenty of which had.Roy Gove on-

X O

•- •*,c

ly on them without L. This, ought to have, been repo.rted, as it has 

. claused some, trouble.
2-9. A question is put to you elsewhere on the subject of some 

return freight on wool from Weddell Island, which Mr.Dean states 

has been entered at the v/rong rate. .With reference to this sub-
ject I. may mention that I have observed in one of your journal

• ■ 1 - I ’ • | ■ - . ■ . • 1 . ; •

entries a charge of 10/.per bale credited to Pallini on wool 
from Weddel.l; how was this? Is Mr.Williams willing to pay such

* * ’' — •* j - - \

an enormous freight? As you are now better provided with schoon-
l on ■ ' '' • J U .. S i ■ ' ............ • j. •
ers than ever,you must take especial care not to let any of

> I h*. nr. *. • .‘/.I. . ,. • .* •• r. ■ ,
clients

■fi0 -allob
sist upon chartering themselves we cannot help it,but they will

IW JU il W t •; Trow ' j x ■ i 10
hardly do so at the rates that seem to have been charged lately.

M a• .iv/ iio w :al ni at • : - .•I . ; ; •. snoi
By arranging carefully you ought to be able to satisfy everyone.

2;i7ir, ot it-. i. ,'o.-i on T .• ■ i i*. j .; \n{.
Mr.Waldron mentioned casually the other day that the Fortuna

. . i .j • • -v .
went with him into Fox Bay to pick up some wool,but found that

; vi, I ,r * T

• V. t i

*J- *

our
’ wool get into the hands of any outsiders. If people in-..' - r r i . /111'/! * ! *-v; V. ! v ‘; | • rl •> r#o6

-an :

r
v-.rj'i i . ,

f i.l"l ‘ ; V? 5•J J *• *4 I

w .* U. I
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i)j;o. it had been remoyed by the Result-the :day before. This sort of 

thing should not be allowed ,to^ happen;, .there are jtpq: many of 

these small fry, and the. rsopner some rOf them are/ run out . the bet- 

c . / iter. It cannot be said that we are..-unduly /pr.ess.fng qnfthe poor 

man,for we were there Kfi-rsb,and all these people are,In fact, 

poaching on ourypresery.es, and taking away game that ought to be- 

t . long to us. i
30. V.&R.Blakernore have given us particulars of a hydraulic 

, i..press which they have on their handstand are willing to. $ell it 

much under' cost price.- ;We-do not-want it, but - there . may be a cus
tomer to be found in the Islands, so I send you the. specification 

-. ;rand photograph. vr . n : .;d ' tv-o? *v*\ \ -
Is it possible that the enormous, invoice of matches per 

:r ,ni ICelox, amounting:to £128.19/, was necessary, and does it,not add to 

i: • the .risk of fire?

i

- h ■ *

• v ? ■.i• -
k

. )j • 31 •

> lx
In the Fortuna’s call at Paeke.,Bros. ’ places she: seems to 

have consumed 16i. sheep, probably weighing over 1000 fbs.-.Was not 

this almost reckless expenditure?
33. Gilchrist is going out again,I believe, with a schooner 

:..i called .the: Erminia, 45,years- old, belongingrto a man vih'Q. was per
suaded .by Gilchrist >that there ,was.sa (good opening.-initthe Islands

large
nnxi i for^lier. She is nearly as eld as ithe -Fortune,:and' was offered to 

us last year, but declined as unsuitable. -The' owner called here 

•lately to make* enquiries, and- I •• promised him that if-she went out 
he wouid see reason toJregret his* venture ^before two'‘years were 

OveriFrom what I could‘gatlxer he means to 'load her’'up with coal, 

cement, "and general "goods If of sale, in fact she will'be one of 

those vessels that are such a nuisance to us,and youJmust do

r t • / o * »/ •

32.

•r

: .*. *,

-no o\

i -

, , . ^,, ;J !*fibboV* if*your best to get her shunted as soon as you cah. Ke asked if
j : . -rj /: id w< u ••;•; ?/< . V 1 '• • •• -..n0.vthere was not‘something to be made m carrying goods and produce

* • id . 1 - - nib J - a >V<! . i sit Bljabout the Islands,this rather amused me, and l said not if we

• ■.

•f.ro : v>

*cdnoiio, .z-r.iPtadiro . to abond sic > is J - ioow --could help it,and that as we were fully equipped for doing our
• j *• isd «1J cried ton t \o ew . &v£ >anted^ sail »dTsdo nogn .

clients’ work,we intended to keep it in our own hands.
4 i-. ..-f id ted >v©d oi : isrf * . * n 4 ■ os o-6 ^Ibusd
dora was exceptionally fortunate in dropping in for work when tfe

/ aidne o4 elcfb od od ddfiiso soy v>.
the Castalia was lost, and yet I do not think that the returns

•i J.lmr? . v, nr mi o i ! i b.n
quite came up to Mr.De Soilleux’s expectations. The last named 
iViKo - cird tJ now o.iCv)•: J j o.; o 1 1 .aid dJi\v
has seen the owner of the Erminia, and has shaken his faith in

vial:
The Pan-

.ncyr .>v
'•iMuVi .*xM'io - *ji* #■. . .1

'I

his Captain a little.
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going out this time for the Camp,and 

A.Me.Call also returns, 

named Arthur Edward Rea from Priestman’s, en-

34. A number of men are 

enclosed you will find a list of them.

and there is a man 

gaged for the season,with a second class passage out and home. 
lie takes Noble’s berth,as the latter is glad to get a fortnight 

longer,and he will return on the 6th from Antwerp with the Gov
ernor. The boat is full of Falkland people, and has shut out,I am

told, all German passengers.
35. This morning your cablegram from Montevideo “Herodot sou- 

pape^has arrived, as well as one from Humphreys announcing a ves
sel for the Islands from Montevideo on the 29th. By this we 

shall let you know as soon as the Pentaur has left that we have 

shipped a stallion by her,so that you may make preparations for 

his reception,and shall add a couple of words about the Govern

or’s return.
36. The stallion is a thoroughbred,and we had Me.Call up from 

Scotland to give his opinion on him. He is a grandson of Isonomy 

and a son of Isobar. You may possibly have heard of one or both 

of these horses.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

!
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4th Oct. /M. 4.(
Via Antwerp. ' r // . J* 

'£. C.
/'//ft

is

Per Tanis.
No.803. /y

Sir,
I confirm my last of the 24th nit.per Pentaur, whi-ch was de

tained at Tilbury until the morning of the 27th,owing to an ac
cident in the Scheldt.

2. I have to report the arrival of the Thetis on the 27th 

ult.,.all well. She will go into dry dock, and then .load out.
3. The Board are surprised to find that she had room for 100 

to 150 bales of sheepskins, which, nevertheless, you shipped by the 

Pentaur. Considering the importance of filling up our own vessel 
in preference to the steamer,a fact which must be obvious to 

you, we wish to have a full explanation of this apparently singu
lar proceeding.

4. Mr.Noble, who goes out by this opportunity, tells me that he 

is sure that there is not enough oil to last the Priestman en
gine during the season at Goose Green. If this is the case, why 

was there not an order for it among the season stores indented 

for and shipped per Celox? There is a line for 150 barrels of 

the most expensive parafifin in one of the late indents, but it
cannot be intended to use this in the engine, in the face of the 

makers’
common kind, 
by the Thetis.

5. The Aluna, after various mi-shaps,has arrived 

but I expect will remain there until the 

insured for total loss from Poole

I am, Sir,

assertion that it will run equally well with the most 
Under the circumstances I shall send a few barrels

at Ramsgate, 
wind changes. She is

to Tilbury.

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
A.E.Baillon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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S/
Per Supplementary 13th Oct.

E. C.
/6',9 4-

mail, via Lisbon. £7/ .
2 'CE?y/ a //y' SCt/AYf////:/No.804.

Sir,

Since writing you per Tanis there is nothing of importance to 

report. I have to advise sending you on the 27th ult.the follow- 

ing cablegram, - 4 i Sertissage Stallion Governor returns”,which was
intended to go down by the vessel reported by Humphreys 

ing on the 29th.
as sail-

This should have been reported per Tanis.
2. The Aluna has arrived at Tilbury at last, and much credit 

is due to the man who brought her up from Poole in the teeth of
continuous easterly and north easterly winds. I have been down 

to Tilbury myself to see about her,and have at last been 

make arrangements for having her looked after while there; 
she has been somewhat of a trouble,and I hope that Mrs.Hansen 

will duly appreciate what has been done for her.

3. The sales are going still worse, and much of the wool ©-Meat

able to
but

offered by Hoare yesterday was bought in.
Invoices and account sales, 

forwarded, for which see list of enclosures.
5. On putting the Thetis into dry dock 

straining in the bottom,the result of 

noticed,and it will be a week before she 

to her loading berth.

as well as the Government bill are

a certain amount of
grounding at North Arm, was 

can be expected to get
This shows that the protest ought to have

been noted at the time,though,fortunately, we are not likely to
have any trouble over the insurance.

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

A.E.Baillon,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.

i .A
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./oy/y/y y/, ASA. //'t/zctc/zy>c// - //_ 19th November V.jy 4 

7?. C.
Per Herodot,.

.■

No.805.
' Ar//^/y //r/r ,/)//;/f/j 4yy/y/ry//y

Sir,

My last despatch was dated the 13th nit.,-and I have since re
ceived yonr no.12 and letter of the 17th September per Herodot, 
as well as your telegram from Montevideo of 1st inst.,as fol
lows;- “Fothered Sterling rosenfeld newyork federal speke ley- 

land liverpool”,meaning that the Sterling and Speke had put in 

for repairs,and that yon wished a credit arranged with the 

ers of the latter and reported by cable,which was done on the 

5th inst.in the words “Fictionist Speke”,meaning “take draft on 

owners of Speke”, which I hope arrived in Montevideo in time to 

be forwarded. It is assumed that this message was brought up by 

a special boat,probably one of our schooners.
You mention that the Zelia was expected,but do not 

report her arrival,which,however,we learn from-other 

Mr.F.Townsend is hardly a person to be taken seriously,and I 

derstand that the idea of a special mail service has fallen 

through,which,as a matter of course, it was bound to do, failing 

our support,without which no mail service can be a commercial 
success.

3. Par.3. I wrote to Morris Little & Son to ask if they had 

really appointed an agent,( and such an agent) to which they 

plied that it was quite true,as they found their business with

own-

2.12-2.

sources.
un-

re-

u£ falling off.I rejoined that we had always kept a sufficient 

stock of their dip,and that their traveller had made no use of 

his eyes,if he failed to find out that we were agents for 24 out 
of the 27 sheepfarrners in the Islands, further remarking that 

time would show whether they had consulted their own interests 

or not. I propose to cease to do business with them altogether, 

and to permiade people to try Ness’s dip in preference,if,as I 

understand,those who use it like it as well as Little’s.

A.E.Baillon,Esq., 
Manager,

Stanley.
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4,Par.8. It is true that Frazer sent in a demand for altera

tions in 18*85,accompanied by a plan of what he considered neces

sary. I think that the addition was made in 1888;but'I really 

cannot keep a record of all things of this sort in my head. He 

has repeated the mistake he made the first time in putting for- 

ward a demand indtead of a request,being,although well meaning, 

absolutely wanting in tact. Of course the question I should have

put was, why is the house which was satisfactory in 1888 insuffi- 
(■ -

cient in 1894? But this remark was made to you, and not intended 

to be passed on; there is no use in irritating an excitable man. 

The Board have already sanctioned any improvement in the house 

that you or Mr.Nicho.l may consider desirable,but our people can
not be allowed to draw up plans for themselves. You might look 

up the correspondence quoted,and see if the additions asked for 

in 1885 had all been supplied. I think there was a lean-to at 

the back,besides a greenhouse and some minor work in the en
trance, but I am not sure. 

5. Par.7. On looking at the policies on the Pandora &c.,it 

appears -that the risk of voyages to ports on the coast is cover
ed.

Par.9. As to the water hose,which I suppose you mean, 
though you spell it “house” twice,your suggestion has been adop

ted, and a quantity of iron piping,sufficient for-the West jetty 

has been bought. It would have been better if Turner had menti-

6.

oned his authority for stating the price and weight so confid
ently; as a matter of fact it will cost more than he says,as it
appears that the thickness he suggests cannot be procured,and he 

is evidently thinking of down piping for rain water, which is 

made with sockets,.not flanges,and is unsuitable for making a 

tight joint. In order to make 

flanges have been planed,and 

as well as bolts and nuts.

a good job of this piping the

a quantity of packing sent for thepi 
If the piping is satisfactory,

will be sent for the new jetty,as soon as you give particulars
more

as to length,extras required,&c.

7. Par.10 about the Fortuna’s sails is unintelligible., 

that Rowlands is of opinion that she

this is precisely what is being supplied by

You say
ougtit to have a new suit of

sails; converting
the



V '

new sails for her use. Bat in yoar despatch 9 par.18
sending the Castalia’s staysail,

If this was the

asked for a syand- 

plentifalness of jibs 

not one of

Castalia’s
said that yoa were onlyyoa

foresail and mainsail,.as yoa had plenty of jibs.
in Jaly,how was it that in September yoacase

ing jib to be added to the salt? Had the
short two months? Or if not,why wasdisappeared in a

sent home for conversion? I pat on onethe Castalia’s new ones 

side the idea that Rowlands wants an entirely new set of sails
those that are being converted; that woald be tooin addition to

I hope that Lapthorn will have made a good job of them, 
namber of instractions and coahter instracl-

yoa to correspondence on

absurd.
there have been a 

ions received aboat them,and I refer
the sabject,which yoa will find enclosed*

lation „ „ „ _ .Par.14. The telephone instalment offerfced from Valparaiso
sent oat evidently,the wire

steel,and the whole thing was 

to Paterson & Cooper’s standard.

8.
is not of the same class as the one
being only galvanized iron or

hardly likely to be ap
9. Par.15. The Board have considered yoar application for

leave next year, and have much pleasare in granting it. If yoa
able to leave by the March mail, thay considerfind that yoa are

that yoa had better do so,and have no doabt that yoa will be
retarn to Stanley by the mail in the following Nov-prepared to

ember. 'The qaestion of carrying oh the basiness daring yoar ab-
also discassed, and the Board think that Mr.Harding 

shoald assame the management ander a Power of Attorney from 

yourself,(according to the sabstitation clause in yoar own)on 

the same lines as those I have formerly given Mr.Langdon,in 

18?9, 1884, and 1888,a copy of which yoa will,no doabt,be able to 

find. The Board propose to continue yoar fall pay daring yoar 

absence from the Colony,and yoa will make arrangements with Mr.

1 Harding for the extra work that will fall upon him.
10. I. mentioned to the Board that Mr.Harding wished to get 

his sister oat by this mail, and had applied ‘for permission to 

overdraw his account for the purpose of paying the' passage mon
ey; bat it was decided that by way of showing their appreciation 

of his services so far the Board woald give Miss Harding a free

sence was
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passage.,

11. I enclose sundry correspondence relating to the bale of 

wool short delivered ex Denderah belonging to Baillon Sc Stickney 

of Fox Bay. There appears to be no doubt that we received,and 

are therefore responsible for 229 bales,which were brought over 

to North Arm by the Thetis,and then partially shipped into Stan
ley by the Hornet. The matter is complicated by the mistake made 

in entering one bale too many for Packe Bros., which ought' to 

have been seen,if the accounts of wool are kept as carefully as 

they used to be. You must search this matter (but to the very 

bottom, for if the bale cannot be found,or proof given that the 

steamer received it,we shall eventually have to pay for it. Let 

all the numbers as taken oh board the schooners,the hulk,and the 

steamer be scrutinized,and you must surely be able to clear the 

matter up,for it is impossible that such a substantial thing as 

a bale of wool can have evaporated. In loading a steamer,do yon 

not keep at hand a list of what the hnlk shonld tnrn out,for the 

purpose of comparison with the completed tallies? And if so,how
- J

were these discrepancies allowed to pass?

12. X have to point out that sufficient care is not taken now 

over the shipment of sheepskins. Not only have there been fre
quent cases of heating owing to premature baling, but the stowage 

on board the Thetis was not good,and the greater portion 

damaged. Skins from sheep killed in the autumn
wer e

are never ready
for baling before the spring winds have passed through therti; I

have proved this over and over again, and I would never allow
skins to be baled out of season.

* \
13.Why was it necessary to buy the Thetis’s coal bags,not

withstanding that a number were shipped last year? I know too 

well how people will consume bags if they are not checked,but an 

eye should always be kept on this form of waste, which is always 

a dead loss.

14. If it can be conveniently done,it would be desirable to 

let the Thetis sail direct from Darwin,as the Vicar of Bray an\d 

other vessels used to do.
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15. In arranging the^ Thetis’s coasting trip I have left the 

question of several ports to your discretion. There appears to 

be hardly enough cargo to warrant the risk and loss of time in
volved in going to San Carlos,especially as there is no coal,and 

you may probably find it as convenient to send Bonner’s cargo 

rouhd by schooner,if he arranges to have a cargp of wool ready, 
which arrangement for getting his first wool home .early will be 

sure to suit him as well. Then there are the good® for Beaver ad 

and Dunnose Head. Captain Patmore is exceedingly averse to going 

to the latter place,which he says is an unsafe anchorage for the 

Thetis. I am unwilling to oblige him to go there,and at the same 

time I wish to consult our friend Mr.Buckworth’s convenience,so, 
if it must be done, the best way will be to, lose some time over 

it,and boat the cargo ashore from Halfway .Cove,where he can lie 

in safety. But a still better plan, I think, would be, for you to 

arrange to send the Hornet or Fair Rosamond to meet the Thetis 

either at Roy Cove or Weddell,take nut the Beaver and Dunnose 

Head goods,together about 42 tons, and call somewheue for a load 

of wool back. These arrangements must,however,be left to your 

discretion,as we cannot interfere with your plan of-campaign 

from this side. It must be remembered that the Cohcord and other 

vessels have delivered cargo at Dunnose Head safely, and for that 

reason Mr.Buckworth might consider himself ill-used if we re

fused to allow the Thetis to go there.
16. In some instances lapely the Great Island mark has been

simply DS,which is too much like that used at Port Stephens. It
DS

should always be GI.
17. Mr.Williamson, Qf Cooper’s, is coming out wit.h a new dip, 

which he says is going to sa persedeueverything yet seen. I shall 

write on this subject to Mr.Ni.chol.
18. We have agreed to sell wethers for freezing to Messrs. 

Spearing & Waldron at 7/.per head,upon the joint guarantee of 

Messrs.Cameron & Greenshields. Correspondence on this subject is

enclosed.
19. You will find end osed a copy of a letter from the Mid 

Kent Jam people in which they express some not unnatural sur

prise at the return to England of the fermented stuff,which they
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agreed to replace with sound jam. No instructions to deal with 

it in this way were sent, and i't is clear that freight and charg

es should not have been incurred on stuff that is absolutely 

worthless. Of course we cannot ask them to pay freight per The

tis, nor can we recover the cost of packing in cases, which I see 

our careful Storekeeper has charged.
20. Since beginning this despatch your telegram about the 

Galgorm Castle has arrived. From the report to Lloyd’s I judge 

that this is about the heaviest case since the Bidstone Hill or 

the Old Kensington, and I cannot by this mail tell you anything 

about money,as I feel sure that the Board will require a Bankers 

guarantee at least,-seeing that she is owned by a Company with 

only one ship,and that Belfast people are hot all as solvent as 

they might be. The Salvage Association have been here about the 

ship, and.it s^eems likely that they will send out masts and spars 

if nothing else. If they take the matter up,as they have done in 

several cases before,any difficulty about finance will be re
moved. You might have gone a little farther in your cable,and 

let us kno.w the estimated cost of repairs within a thousand or
two.I shall endeavour to give you some instructions by cable to
oa-pfeg this boat.

21. In making up your accounts for the year you must be care
ful to give the Store credit for all sales and repairs to ships 

■up to 31st Dec. By next mail we shall give you an estimate of 

the produce for 1894 unsold,o^’ the account sales of which will 
not be out in time to go into this year’s accounts. If you get

a
them by the January mail they will be in yime.

I have asked the Kosrnos Co. for their sailings next year, 
•but have not got it yet, so cannot print a new table.

Do you not thi-nk that it could be arranged to supply 

coals to the West, out of the stock in Stanley,.instead of ship
ping per Thetis? It seems to me that you have a large stock,and 

that as Thomas is taking out 100 tons,and the Erminia, a schooner 

Gilchrist is taking out will have more,.you are *sure to have 

plenty at this time next year. The cost to the farmers of coal 
shipped from England with freight and insurance is about 48/6/

22.

23.
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2£.With reference to your letter of 17th Sept.,the words 

Kerodot Soupape arrived here,but not Fothered Astoria.

The Thetis left the Docks oh the 16th inst.,and it is im
possible in the time to get the invoices completed,but they will 
follow by the next mail. She was quite full and shut out a few 

packages, which have been sent down to Tilbury. Unfortunately 

among them were a few cases of machinery for Port Stephens,but 
we shall arrange to carry them at no extra expense'to Mr.Dean, 
and they can be put on board the Thetis on her arrival, 

parcel of tobacco from T.C.Williams Co.arrived too late to

25.

A small
go on

board the Thetis, and they are sent by this steamer, but unfortu
nately the invoice has been put on board the Thetis by mistake, 
and we have no duplicate. Knowing this you can arrange for pay
ment of duty,as I believe we can give you an approximate idea of 

the quantity.
26. We have obliged Dr.M.Keay by shipping some stores,which 

he ought not to have asked for, as we have never laid ourselves
out as commission merchants except for our farming clients. They 

have been ordered from Whiteley’s,and you will have to arrange 

with Captain Patmore what to charge extra for depositing them 

at the head of his creek. The West Falkland doctor used to get 
his annual supply of stores from Stanley, and we h ould be cut

ting our own throats if we adopted this sort of business. A
large order upon which we made some profit we used to deliver 

at his place,but in this 

27.
case we cannot do so of course.

I have seen the Salvage Association this morning, and
learn that nothing will be done until full accounts are received 

from the Captain. They speak of the probability of sending ev
erything out.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director,
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Per Supplementary . .r^7 -

E.r. , /
8th Deq./,ro " Z/" /s /' -

mail via Lisbon.
'J/ <Z//Y'.J ' r y//////// /.No.806. •

Sir,
Since my last per I-Ierodo.t on the 19th ult.,we are without any 

further despatches, although the Shindy Point mail is close at had
hand.

2. X enclose copy of a letter from Mr.Heus.ton of Dublin, with 

reference to the Miller family,who are entitled,as they come of 

age,to their shares of certain monies that were left in the 

hands of the late Dr.Heustoh. You will please report how many of 

them are living,so that Mr.Houston can remit the amount due to 

the eldest girl,who Is now of age.
3. On making up the Thetis’s freight account homeward, it ap

pears that she carried oimly 457 tons, which seems to show that 

there must have been room for a good deal more,notwithstanding 

that there is a certain amount of broken stowage with casks.This 

seems to point to the fact that the error in judgment over the 

sheepskins caused a nett loss of fully £100.
4. I shall be glad if you will ask all clients to send us a 

full specification of their wool and sheepskins,both for the con 

veniehce of the Brokers,and to enable us to check the quantities 

of the latter.

5. The serious fall in wool makes the amounts advised for in- 

surahce°fn°H5s€1i§.ifei ’ fafc*i©8nfcS.gh. it appears to me that the 

best way will be for them to advise us as to the number of bales
A

they expect us to ship,leaving us to insure according to the ap
pearance of the market. When,owing to the use of a new press, an 

alteration in weight is to be expected,notice should be given.In 

the case of those who make up their wool into bales of different 

sizes,it should be stated how many, approzimately,of each there 

will be.

A.E.BailIon,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.
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6. I enclose copy of a letter from the Produce Brokers’ Com

pany to Messrs.Anning & Cobb on the subject of penguin oil,which 

you should forward to Nilsson of New Island. These people are 

the highest authorities on oil, for which reason it was consider

ed right to put Nilsson’s shipment into their handst The result 

will,no doubt,be disappointing, but the oil was in every way of 

such inferior quality,that no better.could be done with it. As 

to sperm oil, of which Mr.Ii.Waldron sent another choice sample, it 

must be understood that the blubber of a decomposed or blasted 

whale,thrown up oh a beach, however much it may be appreciated by 

Fuegians as ah article of food,is not an article suitable for 

the London market
7. We send this time all accounts that can be made up to date 

for incorporation in those of this year,together with a moderate
v estimate of the tallow remaining on hand to be credited to 1894.

8. A picture for Noble went out by the Herodot,and oh receiv
ing from the sender a letter ordering it, I paid the
account.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

* ■
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